
In search of GMs (Gimatriya matches)

The term refers to two (or more) p'sukim (or neat partial p'sukim*, a phrase, and even a
word, sometimes) in Torah and Nach whose numeric values are the same. Sometimes the
p'sukim that match make a meaningful point together; usually, they don't. Here is the
growing file of GMs and will be IYH - added to for each sedra.

* A neat partial pasuk is understandable on its own, without any dangling or missing
words. 

LO T'VASHEIL G'DI BACHALEV IMO is an NPP

LO T'VASHEIL G'DI is not. 

Neither is ELOKECHA LO T'VASHEIL G'DI BACHALEV IMO

Hidden in the sand is an English translation of US-FUNEI T'MUNEI CHOL from D'varim
33:19 in V'ZOT HAB'RACHA. Specifically from the bracha for Zevulun and Yissachar -

:lF «g i¥pE ¬n §h i¥p ªt §UE Ew½̈pi ¦i Æmi ¦O©i r ©t³¤W i´¦M w ¤c®¤vÎi ¥g §a ¦f Eǵ §A §f ¦i m Ẅ E` ½ẍ §w ¦iÎx ©d Æmi ¦O ©r

They shall summon nations to the mountain, and there they shall offer righteous
sacrifice. They will be nourished by the bounty of the sea, and by what is hidden in the
secret treasures of the sands.

With no connection to Zevulun or Yissachar, the expression "...hidden in the secret
treasures of the sands" - which I have shortened to "Hidden in the Sand" - struck me as
a perfect description of my searches for GMs. Using Bible Gimatriya, a program by
Torah Education Software (TES), I choose a pasuk I'm interested in finding a GM with,
and see what comes of the search.The results can be any number of other p'sukim in
Tanach, words (if the gimatriya is low enough), and phrases (can be several hundreds
sometimes).

I first look through the p'sukim that match and see if ther is anything for me to say



about the two (or more) p'sukim. Sometimes there is; often there is not.

It makes me think of walking on the beach barefoot. Your toe hits something. You bend
down and see what it is. It could be nothing special, like a pop-top of a soda can (they
actually don't have those anymore). But it also might be a beautiful shell or rock. So too,
I think of someone on that same beach with a metal detector. He finds many things,
most of which are not of interest. But once in a while, he finds something special,
something HIDDEN IN THE SAND.



 Regular Gimatriya
The most popular of Numeric Value of the Hebrew ALEF-BET - here is the chrt and one
variation thereon.

1 ` ALEF There is a variation of the regular Gimatriya which assigns a

2 a BET different value to the five letters that have a SOFIT form.

3 b GIMEL

4 c DALET j 500

5 d HEI m 600

6 e VAV o 700

7 f ZAYIT s 800

8 g CHET u 900

9 h TET

10 i YUD FYI, these letters that we call KAF-SOFIT, MEM-SOFIT,

20 j,k KAF NUN-SOFIT, FEI-SOFIT, and TZADI-SOFIT, are actually called

30 l LAMED each regular form and ending form, as follows:

40 m,n MEM KAF-K'FUFA (bent KAF) and KAF-P'SHUTA (straight KAF)

50 o,p NUN MEM-P'TUCHA (open MEM) and MEM-S'TUMA (closed MEM)

60 q SAMACH NUN-K'FUFA (bent NUN) and NUN-P'SHUTA (straight NUN)

70 r AYIN PEI-K'FUFA (bent PEI) and PEI-P'SHUTA (straight PEI)

80 s,t PEI TZADI-K'FUFA (bent KAF) and TZADI-P'SHUTA (straight TZADI)

90 u,v TZADI ANYK (and now you know)

100 w KUF

200 x REISH

300 y SHIN

400 z TAV



AT-BASH and AL-BAM Gimatriya

AT-BASH AL-BAM AT-BASH (the more well-known of the two on this page)

400 ` 30 is a coded version of Gimatriya, formed by splitting the 

300 a 40 ALEF-BET in two, and lining up the first half with the

200 b 50 second half written in reverse order

100 c 60 k i h g f e d c b a `

90 d 70 l n p q r t v w x y z

80 e 80 The name AT-BASH comes from the ALEF matched to the

70 f 90 TAV (AT) and the BET matched to the SHIN (BASH)

60 g 100

50 h 200 AL-BAM also cuts the ALF-BET in half, but the second half

40 i 300 is matched up with the first half, without reversing the

30 j,k 400 the order of the second half - as follows:

20 l 1 k i h g f e d c b a `

10 m,n 2 z y x w v t r q p n l

9 o,p 3 The name comes from the match up of ALEF with LAMED

8 q 4 and BET with MEM

7 r 5

6 s,t 6 The word SHALOM, for example, SHIN-LAMED-VAV-MEM

5 u,v 7 has a regular gimatriya of 300+30+6+40 = 376.

4 w 8 SHALOM in AT-BASH is BET-KAF-PEI-YUD

3 x 9 The AT-BASH gimatriya is 2+20+80+10 = 112.

2 y 10 SHALOM in AL-BAM is YUD-ALEF-PEI-BET

1 z 20 The AL-BAM gimatriya is 10+1+80+2 = 93.

Take the first pasuk of the Torah (B'reishit 1:1) -

:u ¤x «῭ d̈ z¬¥̀ §e m ¦i©nẌ ©d z¬¥̀  mi®¦dŸl' ¡̀  ` ´ẍÄ zi ¦W` ¥x §A

Its regular gimatriya is 2701. Its AT-BASH is 3541. Its AL-BAM is 1571.



For MILUI, think of each letter being FILLED OUT -
that is, spelled out. ALEF, then, is ALEF-LAMED-
FEI - add them up: 1+30+80 = 111. The MILUI value of
ALEF is 111. LAMED is 30, but its MILUI value comes
from the spelling out of the letter's name: LAMED-
MEM-DALET. That's 30+40+4 = 74. 

Let's take the word SHALOM again and fid its
MILUI gimatriya. 

SHIN-LAMED-VAV-MEM = 360+74+12+80 = 526

Now let's look at the spelling of each letter as
having two parts: the GALUI (revealed) part and
the NISTAR (hidden) part. For ALEF, the ALEF
itself is the revealed part of the spelled out name
of the letter. The LAMED and the PEI are the
hidden parts.

The NISTAR gimatriya counts the hidden parts of
the letter's name only. For ALEF, that means that
we add the LAMED and the PEI and get a NISTAR
value of 110. So too for all the letters.

For SHALOM, the NISTAR gimatriya would be

60+44+6+40 = 150.

Take the first pasuk of the Torah (B'reishit 1:1) -

:u ¤x «῭ d̈ z¬¥̀ §e m ¦i©nẌ ©d z¬¥̀  mi®¦dŸl' ¡̀  ` ´ẍÄ zi ¦W` ¥x §A

Its MILUI gimatriya is 5466 and its NISTAR is 2765.

Searching for regular Gimatriya Matches for this
first pasuk of the Torah, yielded a total of seven
other p'sukim in Tanach with a gimatriya of 2701.
Among those seven p'sukim, one in particular

MILUI and NISTAR gimatriyas

MILUI full
spell

let. NISTAR

111 sl` ` 110

412 zia a 410

83 lnib b 80

434 zlc c 430

6 `d d 1

12 ee e 6

67 oif f 60

418 zig g 410

419 zih h 410

20 cei i 10

100 sk j,k 80

74 cnl l 44

80 mn m,n 40

106 oep o,p 56

120 jnq q 60

130 oir r 60

81 `t s,t 1

104 icv u,v 14

186 sew w 86

510 yix x 310

360 oiy y 60

406 ez z 6

jumps out and says "Match me!" You can find that GM as the first one for Parshat
No'ach.

If we look for a hidden message in a NISTAR match for B'reishit 1:1, perhaps it is this
pasuk - Vayikra 19:32 in Parshat K'doshim -



:'d i¬¦p £̀  Li¤dŸl' ¡̀ «¥O z̈` ¬¥xï §e o ®¥wf̈ í¥p §R Ÿ §x ©c «d̈ §e mE ½wŸ Ædäi ¥U i³¥p §R ¦n

You shall rise before a venerable person and you shall respect the elderly, and you shall
fear your God. I am the Lord.

Creation might have begun as TOHU VAVOHU, chaos, but that was not G-d's Plan.
Neither was the creation of people meant to summed up as, "And G-d saw that the evil
of man was great in the earth, and every imagination of his heart was only evil all the
time. And G-d regretted that He had made man upon the earth, and He became
grieved in His heart. And G-D said, 'I will blot out man, whom I created, from upon the
face of the earth, from man to cattle to creeping thing, to the fowl of the heavens, for I
regret that I made them.'"

The hidden message can be that G-d created Heavens and Earth so that people would
be the kind that show respect to the elderly and the scholarly, and that people would
have proper reverence for G-d.

This pasuk has a gimatriya of 2765, the NISTAR gimatriya of B'reishit Bara...

That's the way these GM searches work. Sometimes you find something that says
something - most often, not.

The regular gimatriya of B'REISHIT BARA... matched 6 other p'sukim; one of them said,
"pick me!" The MILUI matched 2 p'sukim in Tanach; neither spoke out. Seven p'sukim
matched the NISTAR gimatriya; one of them said something.

Five matches for AT-BASH, 4 for AL-BAM. None spoke up. That's the way it works.
Sometimes, nothing. That's the way it works, too.

GMs do not prove anything. They just point out something nice, something to think
about. Something to comment on.

It should be obvious, that the numeric matches using whichever gimatriya, are totally
objective. The numbers match or they don't. But the comments about a match are
totally subjective, and in the case of this book, they are my ideas and my wording.
Others who would search for gimatriya matches (and there are others who have done
so), might find different p'sukim that speak to them, and therefore, their comments
would be different from mine.

On another note, if I find a good GM with regular gimatriya, I don't usually look at the
other gimatriyas. But sometimes, I do. I will go for the other gimatriyas if I don't find a
regular GM.



Here's another gimatriya which I have yet to use. It simply numbers the 22
letters of the ALEF-BET from 1 to 22.

SIDURI gimatriyas

1 `

2 a

3 b

4 c

5 d

6 e

7 f

8 g

9 h

10 i

11 j,k

12 l

13 m,n

14 o,p

15 q

16 r

17 s,t

18 u,v

19 w

20 x

21 y

22 z



B'REISHIT

GM The highlight of Creation from our somewhat subjective perspective is the
creation of the human race, with the creation of HAADAM, Adam & Chava.

:m«̈zŸ̀  ` ¬̈xÄ d̈a¥w§pE x¬̈kf̈ F ®zŸ̀  ` ´̈xÄ mi¦dŸl' ¡̀ m ¤l¬¤v§A F ½n §l©v§A Æmc̈ ῭ «̈dÎz ¤̀ | mi³¦dŸl' ¡̀ ` ¸̈x§a¦I©e

"God [thus] created man in His image. In the image of God, He created him, male and
female He created them."

When one does a search for p'sukim with the same numeric value as this one, he is
hoping to find something that makes a meaningful statement. He's what I found -
Bamidbar 28:15 -

:F «M §q¦p§e d ¤Ur̈«¥i ci²¦nŸ©d z ©̄lŸrÎl©r ' ®d «©l z`̈H©g §l c²̈g ¤̀ mi¬¦G¦r xi¦̧r §UE

"There shall also be one goat [presented] as a sin offering to God. [All this] shall be
presented in addition to the regular daily burnt offering and its libation."

Until the creation of Man, there was no need for a sin offering or even a daily Olah.
When a lion attacks a young zebra that was separated from its herd, he is not sinning.
He's not doing a bad thing. He is doing what he was "wired" to do. That's how HaShem
created the world. Until Adam (and Chava). From that moment, the rules of creation
changed. With the creation of a being to whom HaShem was to give Free Will, the
SA'IR IZIM and the OLAH TAMID come into the picture. GMs at 2816.



GM There are differences between Shabbat and Chagim, halachic differences, and
different origins. But there are more things that connect Shabbat and Chag. Yom Tov
is called SHABBATON, a Shabbat with some permitted melacha. A Shabbat with a
lesser punishment for violation. The major concept that unites Shabbat with Yom Tov
is the concept of K'DUSHAT Z'MAN - the sanctity of time. The mitzva of ZACHOR ET
YOM HASHABBAT, extends to Yom Tov in several ways. The concluding pasuk of our
introduction to Shabbat after the Six Days of Creation, is B'reishit 2:3 - 

mi¦dŸl' ¡̀ ` ¬̈xÄÎx ¤W £̀ F ½Y§k`©l §nÎlM̈ ¦n Æz©aẄ F ³a i¦́M F ®zŸ̀  W ¥C©w§i©e i ½¦ri¦a §X©d mFíÎz ¤̀ Æmi¦dŸl' ¡̀ K ¤x³̈a§i©e
:zF «U£r «©l

"God blessed the seventh day, and He declared it to be holy, for it was on this day that
God ceased from all the work that He had been creating [so that it would continue] to
function."

And the pasuk that first introduces us to Yom Tov is Sh'mot 12:16 - 

d´¤Ur̈«¥iÎ Ÿ̀l Ædk̈`l̈ §nÎlM̈ m®¤kl̈ d́¤i§d¦i W ¤cŸ wÎ`ẍ§w ¦n i ½¦ri¦a §X©d ÆmFI©aE W ¤cŸ ½wÎ`ẍ§w ¦n ÆoFW` ¦x«̈d mF³I©aE
:m«¤kl̈ d¬¤Ur̈«¥i F C©a §l `E ¬d W¤t½¤pÎlk̈ §l l¥́k ῭«¥i x ´¤W £̀ K©µ̀ m ½¤dä

"The first day shall be a sacred holiday, and the seventh day shall [also] be a sacred
holiday. No work may be done on these [days]. The only [work] that you may do is that
which is needed so that everyone will be able to eat."

These two p'sukim are gimatriya matches at 4928.



GM Kiddush on Friday night declares that the Shabbat is both ZIKARON L'MAASEI
V'REISHIT and ZEICHER LITZIYAT MITZRAYIM - a reminder of G-d's Creation of the
World and of His having taken us out of Egypt.

I found a Gimatriya Match that links Creation and the Exodus based on plant life - the
third day of Creation.

In B'reishit 1:11 we have -

F aÎFr §x©f x¬¤W £̀ F½pi ¦n §l Æi ¦x§R d ¤UŸ ³r i º¦x§R u ¥́r r ©x½¤f ©ri ¦́x§f ©n a ¤U¥µr ` ¤W À¤C Æu ¤x ¸̀̈ d̈ `³¥W §c«©Y mi À¦dŸl' ¡̀ x ¤n Ÿ̀́I©e
:o«¥kÎi¦d§i«©e u ¤x ®̀̈ d̈Îl©r

God said, 'The earth shall send forth vegetation. Seedbearing plants and fruit trees that
produce their own kinds of fruits with seeds shall be on the earth.' And so it happened.

What in the story of the Exodus from Egypt is most related to the plant world? MATZA.

Take a look at Sh'mot 12:39 -

ÆEl§k«̈i ` ³Ÿl§e m¦i À©x§v ¦O ¦n EẂ §xŸ«bÎi¦M u®¥ng̈ ` ´Ÿl i¦́M zF S©n zŸ¬b ªr m¦i ²©x§v ¦O ¦n E`i¦̄vFd x ¸¤W £̀ w ¹¥vÄ©dÎz ¤̀ Eţ Ÿ̀I©e
:m«¤dl̈ E ¬Ur̈Î` «Ÿl d ̈c¥vÎm©b§e ©D ½¥n§d©n§z¦d §l

[The Israelites] baked the dough that they had brought out of Egypt into unleavened
(matza) cakes, since it had not risen. They had been driven out of Egypt and could not
delay, and they had not prepared any other provisions.

Simply stated, these two p'sukim have the same numeric value - 5165. It doesn't prove
anything, but it results in a nice observation.



GM In B'reishit 1:16 we have -

mŸe ½I ©d z ¤l´¤W §n ¤n §l ÆlŸcB̈ ©d xŸe ³̀ Ö ©dÎz ¤̀  mi®¦lŸc §B ©d zŸ xŸ̀ §O ©d i¬¥p §WÎz ¤̀  mi ½¦dŸl' ¡̀  U ©ŕ©I ©e
:mi «¦ak̈Ÿe «M ©d z¥̀ §e dl̈ §i ½©N ©d z ¤l´¤W §n ¤n §l ÆoŸhT̈ ©d xŸe ³̀ Ö ©dÎz ¤̀ §e

And God made the two great luminaries: the great luminary to rule the day and the
lesser luminary to rule the night, and the stars.

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 5820. Its NISTAR GIMATRIYA (see page that explains
NISTAR gimatriya) is 5309. One of the p'sukim with a regular gimatriya of 5309 is
Yehoshua 10:12 - 

| x ¤n Ÿ̀Í ©e l®¥̀ ẍ §U ¦i í¥p §A i¥p §t ¦l i ½ ¦xŸn ¡̀ ´d̈Îz ¤̀  'Æd z µ¥Y mŸeÀI §A ' ½d «©l Æ ©rÆ ªWŸed §i x µ¥A ©c §i f´῭
:oŸe «lÏ ©̀  w ¤n¬¥r §A ©g ¥xï §e mŸe ½C oŸeŕ §a ¦b §A W ¤n ¤µW l À¥̀ ẍ §U ¦i í¥pi ¥r §l

Then Yehoshua spoke to G-d on the day when G-d delivered up the Amorites before the
children of Israel, and he said in the sight of Israel, "Sun, stand still upon Giv'on, and
Moon in the valley of Ayalon."

We can say that hidden (NISTAR) in the verse that speaks of G-d's creation of the Sun
and the Moon, is the call of Yehoshua to G-d to suspend the laws of nature that govern
the two great luminaries and perform an unprecedented  miracle with them.



NO'ACH

GM This GM belongs to Parshat B'reishit as well as to No'ach. But we're putting it
under No'ach.

As we are all well-aware, the Torah starts with this pasuk (B'reishit 1:1) -

:u ¤x «̀̈ d̈ z ¬¥̀§e m¦i©nẌ©d z ¬¥̀ mi®¦dŸl' ¡̀ ` ´̈xÄ zi ¦W` ¥x§A

"In the beginning God created Heaven and Earth." (most standard translation)

From that point, the Torah describes Creation in two different ways, Gan Eden, the
expusion therefrom of Adam and Chava, the sad story of Kayin and Hevel, the decline
of subsequent generations, and G-d's 'decision' to destroy the world except for
No'ach, his family, and the animals he brought with him into the TEIVA. The Torah, in
Parshat No'ach, continues with the description of the MABUL and the ultimate settling
of the Ark on Hararei Ararat.

At that point, the Torah describes the end of the MABUL, the end of the previous
world, except for those on the TEIVA.

B'reishit 8:14 is the 'cap' on the first era of this world, with the words:

:u ¤x «̀̈ d̈ d ̈W§a«̈i W ¤cŸ ®g ©l mF i mi ²¦x §U¤r§e d ¯̈r§a ¦W§A i½¦p ¥X©d ÆW ¤cŸģ©aE

"By the second month, on the 27th day of the month, the land was completely dry."

From that point, the Torah tells us of the start of the new world, with No'ach and
family being told to leave the Teiva, the be fruitful and multiply and repopulate the
world. The world is starting again, almost from scratch. The two p'sukim above frame a
period of a bit over 1650 years. These two p'sukim have the same gimatriya (2701).



GM Earlier (in 7:1), the Torah tells us No'ach's age at the MABUL.

:u ¤x «̀̈ d̈Îl©r m¦i©n d½̈id̈ lEÁ ©O©d§e d®̈pẄ zF ̀ ¥n W¬¥WÎo¤A ©gŸ¾p§e

"No'ach was 600 years old when the flood occurred; water was on the earth."

This WATER on the Earth, we can classify as destructive water.

In contrast, there is a pasuk in Yeshayahu (12:3) which speaks of good blessed water:

:d «̈rEW§i©d i¥p§i ©r «©O ¦n oF ®UÜ§A m¦i©nÎm¤Y§a ©̀ §WE

"And you shall draw water with joy from the fountains of the salvation."

Water definitely comes in two major flavors - good and bad, beneficial and destructive,
pleasant, needed rain and hurricanes... These two p'sukim are GMed at 2113.

The MABUL began and ended in Marcheshvan. We, in Israel, start asking G-d for TAL
UMATAR LIVRACHA, blessed rainfall, in Marcheshvan. According to the Mishna Taanit,
if rain does not fall by 17 Marcheshvan, individuals would fast and prayer that we
shouldn't suffer a drought. MARCHESHVAN has the potential for good rain, bad rain,
no rain. May we be blessed with plentiful and beneficial rain this winter. V'TEIN TAL
UMATAR LIVRACHA!



GM The Flood is over, the ark rests on Mt. Ararat, and the world is about to do a
reset.

B'reishit 8:6 - 

:K«̈Y ¦̀  Li¤päÎi «¥W§pE Li¬¤päE ²L §Y §W¦̀ §e d ¾̈Y ©̀  d®̈a¥Y©dÎo ¦n ̀¥v

'Leave the ark  - you, along with your wife, your sons, and your son's wives.

2683. That's the pasuk's numeric value. And here is a nice GM to it. Vayikra 25:17 

:m«¤ki¥d «Ÿl' ¡̀ ' d i¬¦p £̀ i²¦M Li®¤dŸl' ¡̀«¥n z̈` ¥xï§e F ½zi ¦n£rÎz ¤̀ Wi ¦̀́ ÆEpFz ` ³Ÿl§e

You will then not be cheating one another. You shall fear your God, since it is I who am
God your Lord.

Not a bad representation of how to begin life anew. Especially in light of the sins and
curruption that brought about the near total destruction of the world. This pasuk
covers the BEIN ADAM L'CHAVEIRO (interpersonal) mitzvot - ONA'A (cheating and
deceiving others - and the BEIN ADAM LAMAKOV (between a person and G-d) - YIR'AT
HASHEM, fear of G-d. That is the formula for the new life that human-kind was
offered. Unfortunately, it was many generations to come.

And, unrelated, what was doing in the year 2683? D'VORAH HAN'VI'A and Barak were
the leaders of the People at that time.



TAL UMATAR

GM In Israel, we begin asking for rainfall in the Maariv Amida of the eve of the 7th
of Marcheshvan - this year, 5784, that is on Motza'ei Shabbat Parshat No'ach - with
these words -

dn̈c̈ £̀ d̈ i¥p §R l ©r dk̈ẍ §a ¦l xḧn̈E l ©h o ¥z §e
And give dew and rain as a blessing on the face of the land

Looking for a pasuk in Tanach to match the gimatriya of that phrase, yielded two
verses, neither of which gave anything to say about our prayer for rain.

But regular gimatriya is not the only numeric value of Hebrew letters and words.

There is also Gimatriya MILUI, full gimatriya, which we get be spelling out each letter.
If the letter LAMED, for example, is spelled LAMED-MEM-DALET, the MILUI gimatriya
of a LAMED is 30+40+4 = 74. And so on, with all letters.

The regular gimatriya of the words we are focusing on is 1302. As just mentioned, that
search gave us nothing interesting to comment on.

The MILUI gimatriya of the phrase totaled 4188. That matched one pasuk - but with
nothing to say about it.

Then comes the NISTAR gimatriya. The hidden gimatriya. Spell out each letter and look
only at the hidden part of the word. With LAMED, it is the MEM and DALET that
comprise the NISTAR value. The LAMED is revealed. The MEM and the DALET are
hidden. ALEF, spelled ALEF-LAMED-PEI, the ALEF itself is part of the MILUI, but the
NISTAR is the LAMED and PEI, which total 110. And so on.

The NISTAR gimatriya of our phrase is 2886. This number yields 8 p'sukim in Tanach
whose regular gimatriyas match the NISTAR of V'TEIN TAL...

And one of them, definitely speaks to us - Vayikra 22:31 (in Parshat Emor) -

:'d i¦p £̀  m®z̈Ÿ̀  m¤zi ¦U£r«©e i ½©zŸe §v ¦n Æm ¤Y §x ©n §WE

You shall keep My commandments and perform them. I am HaShem.

Rainfall is not a given. It is not just a meteorological phenomenon. It is a Judgment of G-d
and is dependent upon our behavior. Just look in the second passage of the Sh'ma. ...if you
will hearken diligently to My commandments... that I will give the rain of your land in its
season... And let's not even mention the other side of the coin.

And here is an AT-BASH Gimatriya Match to V'TEIN TAL UMATAR AL P'NEI HA'ADAMA. It is
the well-known pasuk - Mishlei 3:18 -



:x «Ẍ ª̀ §n d̈i¬¤k §nŸz«§e D®Ä mi ´¦wi ¦f £g ©O ©l `i ¦d mí ¦I ©gÎu ¥r

It is a tree of life for those who grasp it, and those who draw near it are fortunate.

This verse is, of course, about Torah. But water (as in TAL UMATAR) is often considered
analogous to Torah. The straight forward Gimatriya 1302 and the AT-BASH Gimatriya of 1518,
put WATER and TORAH on opposite sides of the same coin. A nice match.



LECH L'CHA

GM Avraham Avinu (still as Avram) has arrived in the future Eretz Yisrael, and
HaShem makes several promises to him about the Land. One such promise is in
B'reishit 13:17 -

:dP̈«¤p §Y ¤̀ L §l i¬¦M D®̈A§gẍ §lE D̈M §x ῭ §l u ¤x ½̀̈ Ä K ¥́N©d§z¦d mE µw

"Rise, walk the land, through its length and breadth, for I will give it [all] to you."

We do not keep the Land without a commitment to Torah and Mitzvot. Here is a GM
(1992) of the above pasuk - Sh'mot 21:1

:m«¤di¥p§t ¦l mi ¦UŸ x¬¤W £̀ mi ½¦hR̈ §W ¦O©d Æd ¤N ¥̧̀ §e

"These are the laws that you must set before them [the Israelites]."

The fact is that HaShem allows us to stay in the Land with the hopeful expectations of
our changing for the better. But without Torah and Mitzvot, we aren't doing our share
to deserve the fulfillment of the promises.



GM The very first Rashi in the Torah quotes a midrash: Rabbi Yitzchak said: The
Torah which is the Law book of Israel should have commenced with the verse (Sh'mot
12:2) HACHODESH HAZEH LACHEM..., which is the first commandment given to Israel.
What is the reason, then, that it commences with the account of the Creation?
Because of the thought expressed in the text (T'hilim 111:6) "He declared to His people
the strength of His works (i.e. He gave an account of the work of Creation), in order
that He might give them the heritage of the nations." For should the peoples of the
world say to Israel, "You are robbers, because you took by force the lands of the seven
nations of Canaan", Israel may reply to them, "All the earth belongs to the Holy One,
blessed be He; He created it and gave it to whom He pleased. When He willed He gave
it to them, and when He willed He took it from them and gave it to us" (Yalkut Shimoni
on Torah 187).

We can say that Creation took place so that in the future, B'nei Yisrael would get Eretz
Yisrael. This idea is expressed nicely by a pair of p'sukim that are Gimatriya Matches.

:d«̈i©g W¤t¬¤p §l m ̈c ῭ «̈d i¬¦d§i«©e mi®¦i©g z ©́n §y¦p eït ©̀ §a g¬©t¦i©e d ½̈nc̈ £̀´̈dÎo ¦n Æxẗr̈ m À̈c ῭ «̈dÎz ¤̀ mi ¹¦dŸl' ¡̀ 'ḑ Áx¤viÁ¦i©e

"Hashem, God, formed man from the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils
the breath of life; and man became a living soul."

Then we move to Parshat Lech L'cha, where we find 13:15 - 

:m «̈lŸerÎc©r L£r §x©f §l «E d̈p®¤p §z ¤̀ Ĺ §l d ¤̀Ÿx d¬̈z ©̀ Îx ¤y £̀ u ¤x ²̀̈ d̈Îl’kÎz ¤̀ i¦̄M

"For all the land which you see, I will give to you, and to your offspring forever."

Both p'sukim have the gimatriya of 2999, and together they convey Rabbi Yitzchak's
point as to why the Torah begins with Creation.



GM The opening pasuk of Lech L'cha is the beginning of the Jew's long journey to
Eretz Yisrael. B'reishit 12:2 -

:J̈ «¤̀ §x ©̀  x¬¤W £̀ u ¤x ̀̈ d̈Îl ¤̀ Li®¦a ῭ zi´¥A ¦nE L§Y §c ©lF «O ¦nE ¬L§v §x ©̀ «¥n ²L §lÎK ¤l m ½ẍ §a ©̀ Îl ¤̀ 'Æd x ¤n Ÿ̀³I©e

"God said to Avram, 'Go away from your land, from your birthplace, and from your
father's house, to the land that I will show you."

We've had a lot of ups and downs in our Nation's fulfillment of G-d's command to
Avra(ha)m and his command to us of Yishuv Eretz Yisrael. As mentioned, it all started
with Lech L'cha. Sadly, here is a GM (3095) of that pasuk, but one that has us pointing
in the wrong direction.

:mi«¦g§S ©x §n d¬̈Y©r§e D̈A oi¬¦lï w ¤c²¤v h À̈R §W ¦n i ¦́z £̀ «¥l §n d®̈pn̈ ¡̀¤p d̈i §x¦w d½̈pFf §l d´̈z§i«̈d Ædk̈i ¥̀

"How has she become a harlot, a faithful city; full of justice, in which righteousness
would lodge, but now murderers."

May we be zocheh to the continuing Ingathering and of the building of the Beit
Hamikdash...



GM Avraham Avinu rediscovered belief in One G-d. One of the p'sukim that tells us
about Avraham's belief is B'reishit 15:6 - 

:d «̈wc̈§v F N d̈¬¤a §W§g©I©e ' ®d«©A o ¦n ¡̀«¤d§e

[Avram] believed in God, and He counted it as righteousness.

The belief in One G-d is the major foundation stone of Judaism. It is formalized in the
first two statements of the Aseret HaDibrot, the two that we heard directly from G-d -
MIPI HAG'VURA. The second of the statements, Sh'mot 20:3 (in Yitro) is a GM of the
pasuk above, at 696 (that's a low gimatriya for a whole pasuk).

:i«̈pR̈Îl©r mi ¦x¥g £̀ mi¬¦dŸl ¡̀ ²L §l d¬¤i§d«¦iÎ Ÿ̀l

Do not have any other gods before Me.

Belief in One G-d started with the first of our Avot. Formalized to the People of Israel
at Sinai, and continues through the generations - forever.



VAYEIRA

GM G-d promised that he will be the progenitor of a great nation. One of the
p'sukim that marks the beginning of the fulfillment of the promise, is B'reishit 21:3
from Parshat Vayeira -

:w«̈g§v¦i d ̈xÜ F ¬NÎdc̈ §l«̈iÎx ¤W £̀ F ²lÎc ©lF«P©d Fp̄ §AÎm ¤WÎz ¤̀ m ¹̈dẍ§a ©̀  ` ¸̈x§w¦I©e

"Avraham gave the name Yitzchak to the son he had, to whom Sarah had just given
birth."

Notice that the pasuk contains the names of Avraham, Sara, and Yitzchak. That's how
it all began. Further on in B'reishit, specifically in 47:27 of Parshat Vayigash, we find:

:cŸ «̀ §n E A §x¦I©e E ¬x§t¦I©e D ½̈a Ef́£g «̀̈ ¥I©e o ¤W®B u ¤x ´¤̀§A m¦i ©x§v ¦n u ¤x ¬¤̀§A l ²¥̀ẍ §U¦i a ¤W̄¥I©e

"Meanwhile, [the fledgling nation of] Israel lived in Egypt, in the Goshen district. They
acquired property there, and were fertile, with their population increasing very rapidly."

Significant progress! More to come. These two p'sukim are GMs at 2794.



GM One of the nail-biting p'sukim in the parsha of the Akeida (even if you already
know how it ends) is B'reishit 22:9 in Parshat Vayeira -

mi®¦v¥r«̈dÎz ¤̀ KŸ x£r«©I«©e ©g ½¥A§f ¦O©dÎz ¤̀ Æmd̈ẍ §a ©̀  m ³̈W o¤a¦̧I©e ¼mi¦dŸl' ¡̀«̈d FĺÎx ©n «̀̈  x ´¤W £̀ »mFwÖ©dÎl ¤̀ E Ÿ̀ ÀaÏ©e
:mi«¦v¥r «̈l l©r©O ¦n ©g ½¥A§f ¦O©dÎl©r ÆFzŸ̀  m ¤U³̈I©e F½p §A w´̈g§v¦iÎz ¤̀ ÆcŸw £r«©I«©e

"When they finally came to the place designated by God, Avraham built the altar there,
and arranged the wood. He then bound his son Yitzchak, and placed him on the altar on
top of the wood."

Don't try that at home - as the expression goes. It was a one-time episode in the lives
of Avraham and Yitzchak - never to be repeated. The pasuk does have an interesting
GM at 5359 - which relates to korbanot that we are commanded to bring, over and over
again - Vayikra 2:13 -

l ¬©r L®¤zg̈§p ¦n l ©r ¥n Li ½¤dŸl' ¡̀ zi ¦́x§A g ©l ¤µn zi À¦A §W©z ` ´Ÿl§e ¼gl̈ §n¦Y g ©l´¤O©A »L §z«̈g§p ¦n o ©́A §xẅÎlk̈§e
:g ©l«¤n ai ¬¦x§w©Y L§p«̈A §xẅÎlM̈

"Moreover, you must salt every meal offering. Do not leave out the salt of your God's
covenant from your meal offerings. [Furthermore,] you must [also] offer salt with your
animal sacrifices."

That's more like it. Which is why the Akeida was a supreme test of Avraham's faith.



GM A few p'sukim earlier, we find Avraham and Yitzchak setting out to do G-d's
bidding.  B'reishit 22:6 says -

E ¬k §l«¥I©e z ¤l®¤k £̀ «©O«©dÎz ¤̀§e W ¥̀d̈Îz ¤̀ F ½cï §A g ©́T¦I©e F½p §A w´̈g§v¦iÎl©r Æm ¤U¸̈I©e d À̈lŸr«̈d i¥́v £rÎz ¤̀ m ¹̈dẍ§a ©̀  g©̧T¦I©e
:e «̈C§g©i m¤di¥p §W

"Avraham took the offering wood and placed it on [the shoulders of] his son Yitzchak.
He himself took the fire and the slaughter knife, and the two of them went together."

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 4036. Here is another pasuk with that same gimatriya,
which we can see as being so, only because of the way Avraham was and the way he
brought up Yitzchak. They (with Yaakov and the Imahot) set the ball rolling, which was
able to reach this point, in Sh'mot 19:6 - 

:l «¥̀ẍ §U¦i i¬¥p §AÎl ¤̀ x¥A ©c§Y x¬¤W £̀ mi ½¦xä §C©d d ¤N¥µ̀ WF ®cẅ iFb́§e mi¦p£dŸ «M z¤k¬¤l §n©n i²¦lÎEi§d «¦Y m ¤̄Y ©̀ §e

"You will be a kingdom of kohanim and a holy nation to Me.' These are the words that
you must relate to the Israelites."

We owe a lot (make that, everything) to our Avot and Imahot.



GM Here's a fake d'var Torah based on a Gimatriya Match. I call it fake because it is
only the GM that links the two p'sukim; no indication in any commentaries that I'm
aware of, that there is a "real" connection. Check out B'reishit 14:21 from Lech L'cha -

:K «̈lÎg©w Wªk §x«̈d§e W¤t½¤P©d i ¦́lÎo¤Y m ®̈x§a ©̀ Îl ¤̀ mŸ c§qÎK ¤l«¤n x ¤n Ÿ̀¬I©e

The king of Sodom said to Abram, 'Give me the people. You can keep the goods.'

The king of S'dom offered Avra(ha)m the spoils of war for his help in saving and freeing
the people of S'dom - including Avram's nephew, Lot. True, Avraham refused the offer,
but the offer was made.

Is it possible that Avraham acted partly in gratitude - HAKARAT HATOV to the king of
S'dom, when he pleaded with G-d for them to be spared G-d's decree of destruction?

Again, I say, no evidence of that, no indication in Chazal to that. Only the following
Gimatriya Match. B'reishit 18:23 in Vayeira - 

:r «̈WẍÎm¦r wi ¦C©v d ½¤R §q¦Y s ©̀́©d x®©n Ÿ̀I©e m̈dẍ§a ©̀  W¬©B¦I©e

He came forward and said, 'Will You actually wipe out the innocent together with the
guilty?'

These two p'sukim share the same Gimatriya - 2339.
Remember, I never suggest proving anything with Gimatriya. But the idea of HAKARAT
HATOV being part of Avraham's motivation, crossed my mind when I searched for
Gimatriya matches to the pasuk in Vayeira and the TES Gimatriya program found the
Lech L'cha pasuk, among others. 

In fact, there are 11 p'sukim in Tanach with 2339 as their gimatriya, but none of the
others "spoke to me".



GM I usually go for whole-p'sukim matches, but occasionally, I find some
partial-p'sukim matches of interest. Take B'reishit 22:9 in Vayeira, for instance - 

mi®¦v¥r«̈dÎz ¤̀ KŸ x£r«©I«©e ©g ½¥A§f ¦O©dÎz ¤̀ Æmd̈ẍ §a ©̀  m ³̈W o¤a¦̧I©e ¼mi¦dŸl' ¡̀«̈d FĺÎx ©n «̀̈  x ´¤W £̀ »mFwÖ©dÎl ¤̀ E Ÿ̀ ÀaÏ©e
:mi«¦v¥r «̈l l©r©O ¦n ©g ½¥A§f ¦O©dÎl©r ÆFzŸ̀  m ¤U³̈I©e F½p §A w´̈g§v¦iÎz ¤̀ ÆcŸw £r«©I«©e

Just focus on the following phrase:

F½p §A w´̈g§v¦iÎz ¤̀ ÆcŸw £r«©I«©e

...and he bound Yitzchak his son...

The gimatriya of that partial pasuk is 857.

And so is the numeric value of this partial pasuk from Bamidbar 29:1, in Parshat
Pinchas -

mF¬i E ®U£r«©z ` ´Ÿl d ̈cŸa £r z¤k`¬¤l §nÎlM̈ m ½¤kl̈ d́¤i§d¦i ÆW ¤cŸw̧Î`ẍ§w «¦n W ¤cŸ Àg ©l c´̈g ¤̀ §A i ¹¦ri¦a §X©d W ¤cŸģ©aE
:m«¤kl̈ d¬¤i§d¦i d ̈rEx§Y

Focus on the following phrase:

:m«¤kl̈ d¬¤i§d¦i d ̈rEx§Y mF¬i

...it shall be a day of shofar sounding for you.

The connection between Akeidat Yitzchak and the Shofar on Rosh HaShana is
well-known.



GM Take a look at B'reishit 21:1 in Vayeira - 

:x«¥A ¦C x¬¤W £̀«©M d ̈xÜ §l ' ²d U©r̄©I©e x®̈n ῭ x ´¤W £̀«©M d ̈xÜÎz ¤̀ c ¬©wR̈ ' ²d«©e

And HaShem remembered Sarah as He had said, and HaShem did to Sarah as He had
spoken.

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 3558. There are 7 other p'sukim in Tanach with the same
gimatriya - but none of them jumps up and says "connect me to the pasuk in Vayeira.

But, if we take the NISTAR Gimatriya of V'HASHEM PAKAD ET SARA... we get 4327.
That number is the regular gimatriya of 4 p'sukim in Tanach. The one that speaks up is
B'reishit 24:45 in Parshat Chayei Sara - 

a ®̀̈ §W¦Y©e dp̈§i ©rd̈ c ¤x¬¥Y©e D ½̈n§k ¦WÎl©r D ´̈C©k§e Æz`¥vŸi d ³̈w §a ¦x d¥̧P¦d§e i À¦A ¦lÎl ¤̀ x´¥A ©c §l d ¹¤N©k £̀ m ¤x ¤̧h Ái¦p £̀
: «̀̈p i¦pi ¬¦w §W©d d̈i¤l ¥̀ x¬©nŸ̀ «̈e

I had not yet finished speaking thus in my heart, and behold, Rivka came out with her
pitcher on her shoulder, and she went down to the fountain and drew water, and I said to
her, 'Please give me to drink.'

Parshat Vayeira ends with the family names of Nachor, Avraham's brother. Among the
reasons for following the AKEIDA parsha with Nachor's family, is to introduce us to
Rivka. Yitzchak and Rivka will continue the legacy of Avraham and Sara.

This GM numerically makes the statement that Yitzchak, by himself, will not be the link
- the crucial second link in the Chain of Tradition - unbroken until today - and forever.
Rivka is in the picture as Sara becomes pregnant with Yitzchak.



CHAYEI SARA

GM The opening pasuk of Chayei Sara (B'reishit 23:1) is

:d «̈xÜ i¬¥I©g i¥p §W mi®¦pẄ r©a ´¤W§e d̈pẄ mi ¬¦x §U¤r§e d²̈pẄ d ¬̀̈ ¥n d ½ẍÜ í¥I©g ÆEi§d«¦I©e

"Sara had lived to be 100+20+7 (127) years old. [These were] the years of Sarah's life."

When doing a GM search, I never know in advance if some other pasuk of interest will
show up. When such a pasuk does, I try to be able to say something about the match.

Before I tell you what I found, let's take a look at a Rashi quoting the Midrash B'reishit
Rabba that describes Sara Imeinu's special life. That Rashi is on the pasuk at the end
of perek 24, when Yitzchak brings Rivka into his mother's tent, and the midrash says
that when Sara died, the specialness of her tent disappeared; but when Rivka came
there, they returned.

...l¤dŸ̀ d̈ l©r xEWẅ öpr̈§e dQ̈¦rÄ dïEv§n dk̈ẍ§aE zÄ©W a¤x¤r§l zÄ©W a¤x¤r¥n wElC̈ x¥p dïd̈ z¤n¤I©w dẍV̈¤W o©n§f lM̈¤W...

"...For while Sara was living, a light had been burning in the tent from one Shabbat eve to
the next, there was always a blessing in the dough (a miraculous increase) and a cloud
was always hanging over the tent (as a divine protection)..."

That's a pretty nice summary of Sara's life, with the association with Shabbat and the
Mikdash - Shabbat atmosphere, tent, cloud, light (Menora), special bread (Lechem
HaPanim). 

Here are both Vayikra 19:30 and Vayikra 26:2 - two identical p'sukim - the gimatriya of
each (3623) matches Chayei Sara's opener

:'d i¦p £̀ E` ®̈xi¦Y i ¦WC̈§w ¦nE ExŸ ½n §W¦Y i ©́zŸz§A ©WÎz ¤̀

"Keep My Sabbaths and revere My sanctuary. I am God."

Sara's life was a prototype of the Shabbat and Mikdash, making her truly IMEINU.

GM At the end of the Rivka for Yitzchak portion, we find B'reishit 24:66 -

:d «̈Ur̈ x¬¤W £̀ mi ¦xä §C©dÎlM̈ z ¬¥̀ w®̈g§v¦i §l c¤a ¤rd̈ x¬¥R©q§i©e

"The servant told Yitzchak all that had happened."

We can be sure that Yitzchak was excited and happy about what Eliezer told him. Just



as it says in Mishlei (25:25) - 

:w«̈g §x ¤n u ¤x ¬¤̀¥n d À̈aF Œh d ¬̈rEn §WE d®̈t¥i £r W¤t́¤pÎl©r mi ¦x¨†w m¦i ©́n

"As cold waters to a faint soul, so is good news from a far country."

The two p'sukim are Gimatriya Matches at 2263

GM After Eliezer is sure he has found the right person for Yitzchak, he expresses
his thanks to G-d in B'reishit 24:27 -

i¦p©́gp̈ ÆK ¤x ¤̧C©A i À¦kŸp «̀̈  i®¦pŸc £̀ m ¦́r ¥n F Y¦n £̀«©e F ²C §q©g a¬©fr̈Î` «Ÿl x Â¤W Â£̀ m ½̈dẍ§a ©̀  í¦pŸc £̀ Æi¥dŸl' ¡̀ 'Æd KE ³xÄ x ¤n Ÿ̀ÀI©e
:i«¦pŸc £̀ i¬¥g £̀ zi¥A ' ½d

He said, 'Blessed be God, Lord of my master Avraham, who has not withdrawn the
kindness and truth that He grants to my master. Here I am, still on the road, and God has
led me to the house of my master's close relatives!'

The way these GM searches work, as I said often, is that you never know if a pasuk will
show up that has a connection to comment about, or not. Here is a pasuk from Mishlei
- 31:15, to be specific; one of the verses of the well-known EISHET CHAYIL - 

:d̈i«¤zŸx £r©p §l wŸ Àg§¹e D®̈zi¥a §l s ¤x´¤h o ¥́Y¦Y©e dl̈§i À©l cŸe Är §A mẅ³̈Y©e

She rises when it is still night; she gives food to her household and an allotted share to
her maidens.

Any of the EISHET CHAYIL p'sukim would be a suitable match for Eliezer's expression
of joy and thanks for his success in finding the future Rivka Imeinu.



TO-L'DOT

GM When Rivka felt turmoil in her womb, what did she do? B'reishit 25:22 - 

:'dÎz ¤̀ W ¬x §c ¦l K ¤l¥Y©e i¦kŸ®p ῭  d¤G dÖ¬̈l o ½¥MÎm ¦̀  x ¤n Ÿ̀Ý©e D ½̈A §x¦w§A Æmi¦pÄ©d E ³v£vŸ «x §z¦I©e

"But the children clashed inside her, and when this occurred, she asked, 'Why is this
happening to me?' She went to seek a message from God."

Look what T'hilim 53:3 says about this - 

:mi «¦dŸl' ¡̀Îz ¤̀ W À¥xŸ ŒC li®¦M §U©n Ẃ¥i£d zF` §x ¦†l m ¬̈c ῭ iÅ«¥p §AÎl©r si ¶¦w §W¦d »m¦i ©nẌ ¦n mi À¦dŸl' «¡̀

"God looked down from heaven upon the children of men to see whether there is a
person of understanding, who seeks God."

That person was Rivka Imeinu. The two p'sukim are GMs at 3561.

GM At the end of the sedra, Yitzchak, at Rivka's prodding, sends Yaakov out of
town. B'reishit 28:7 tells us

:m «̈x £̀ d«̈p ¬¤C©R K¤l¥I©e F ®O¦̀ Îl ¤̀§e ei¦a ῭Îl ¤̀ aŸ ½w £r«©i r ©́n §W¦I©e

And Yaakov listened to his father and his mother, and he went to Padan Aram.

Perhaps we can suggest that in the merit of Yaakov's listening to his parents, two of
his great-great-grand-sons were priveleged to being spoken to by HaShem (9 different
p'sukim in Vayikra and Bamidbar) - 

:xŸ «n` ¥l oŸ x£d «©̀Îl «¤̀§e d¬¤WŸnÎl ¤̀ ' ½d x´¥A ©c§i©e

And G-d spoke to Moshe and to Aharon, saying:

We'll informally call this one a Light Gimatriya Match (LGM).

1188 is the gimatriya of both p'sukim. 

Let's check out the year. In 1188 from Creation, the main named person of the first
three generations were gone - Adam, Sheit, and Enosh. Keinan, M'halal-el, and Yered
were still alive. Chanoch was gone. M'tushelach and Lemech were alive, as was No'ach
the 62 year old young man.

L'havdil, in the year 1188 of the common era, the Rambam was 53 years old, the Radak
was 28 years old, the Rambam's son was two years old.

And, as long as we are on a roll, in the year 1188BCE, Israel was under the rule of the
EIHUD BEN GEIRA.



GM In Parshat To-l'dot, we find that Yaakov acquired the B'CHORA (Birthright)
from Eisav, and that he, under the guidance of Rivka Imeinu, acquired the B'RACHA
that Yitzchak had intended to give to Eisav. Note that B'CHORA and B'RACHA are
anagrams of each other.

In searching for GMs, we found the following pair of p'sukim in To-l'dot. Start with
B'reishit 25:31 - 

:i «¦l L§z «̈xŸk §AÎz ¤̀ mŸe²I©k d ¬̈x§k ¦n aŸ®w £r«©i x ¤n Ÿ̀I©e

And Yaakov said, "Sell me as of this day your birthright."

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 1863. Its NISTAR gimatriya is 2665. Searching for p'sukim
that have a regular gimatriya of 2665, we found B'reishit 27:38 - 

:§J§a«¥I©e Ÿe lŸw e²̈U¥r `¬̈V¦I©e i®¦a ῭ i¦p ̀̈ Îm©b i¦p¬¥k £x«̈A i ½¦a ῭ ÆL §lÎ`e«¦d z³©g ©̀  d ¸̈kẍ£a«©d ei À¦a ῭Îl ¤̀ e ¹̈U¥r x ¤n`¸ŸI©e

And Eisav said to his father, "Have you [but] one blessing, my father? Bless me too, my
father." And Eisav raised his voice and wept.

Hidden is the first pasuk that deals with Yaakov's acquiring the B'CHORA is one of the
p'sukim that deals with Yaakov's having received the B'RACHA.



VAYEITZEI

GM At the end of the sedra, Yaakov on his journey back home is met by angels who
will be with him and protect him as he enters Eretz Yisrael. The angels are changing
with the ones who had accompanied him in Chutz LaAretz. (The pasuk that follows this
one, refers to MACHANAYIM, two camps or groups of angels.) B'reishit 32:2 - 

:mi «¦dŸl' ¡̀ i¬¥k £̀ §l ©n F aÎEr§B§t¦I«©e F ®M §x ©c §l K ©́ld̈ aŸ w£r«©i§e

"Jacob also continued on his way. He encountered angels of God."

In the style of MAASEI AVOT SIMAN LABANIM, the deeds of our AVOT & IMAHOT are
indicators for their descendants, we find in B'haalot'cha, that Bnei Yisrael are also
protected on their journeys by a different agent of G-d, so to speak - Bamidbar 10:34 -

:d«¤p£g «©O«©dÎo ¦n m ̈r §qp̈ §A m®̈nFi m¤di ¥l£r ' ²d ō©p £r«©e

"When they began traveling from the camp by day, God's cloud remained over them."

The two p'sukim are GMs at 873.

GM We come from Avraham and Sara, Yitzchak and Rivka, Yaakov and Rachel &
Leah (with help from Bilha & Zilpa). One pasuk we can point to, though, as the
beginning of Bnei Yisrael is B'reishit 29:32 - 

:i «¦Wi ¦̀  i¦p¬©ad̈ ¡̀«¤i d̈Y©r i¬¦M i½¦i§pr̈ §A 'Æd d ³̀̈ ẍÎi «¦M d À̈x §n «̀̈  i¦́M o®¥aE` §x F n §W ` ¬̈x§w¦Y©e o ½¥A c ¤l¥́Y©e Æd ῭ ¥l x©d³©Y©e

"Leah became pregnant and gave birth to a son. She named him Reuven. 'God has seen
my troubles,' she said. 'Now my husband will love me.'"

That's the first little shoot from the ground. Here is a pasuk that shows us the tree
which bloomed from it - Bamidbar 7:2 -

:mi «¦cªw§R©dÎl©r mi ¦c §nŸ «rd̈ m¬¥d zŸ ½H ©O©d i ¥̀́i ¦U§p m¥µd m®̈zŸa £̀ zi´¥A i ¥W`ẍ l ½¥̀ ẍ §U¦i i ¥̀́i ¦U§p ÆEai ¸¦x§w©I©e

"The princes of Israel, who were the heads of their paternal lines, then came forward.
They were the leaders of the tribes and the ones who had directed the census."

The two p'sukim are GMs at 4035.

GM Okay, we're experimenting with Gimatriyot other than the 'regular one'. Found
something. Get there in a moment.

ALEF has a value of 1. The word ALEF is spelled ALEF-LAMED-PEI. The MILUI gimatriya
of ALEF is 111 (by adding up its full name's spelling). 



Related is the NISTAR gimatriya, which is the MILUI without the first letter. For ALEF,
the first letter of its spelling is not hidden. So the NISTAR gimatriya of ALEF is
LAMED+PEI = 110. That's the 'hidden' value of an ALEF. And so on for all the letters.

The program that I use for gimatriya searches, gives me the MILUI and NISTAR values
of words, phrases, and p'sukim. It allows me to get GMs (gimatriya matches), but only
with the regular gimatriya of the matching pasuk. Got that? So here goes.

:dp̈ «̈xg̈ K¤l¥I©e r©a®̈W x ¥̀́§A ¦n aŸ w£r«©i ¬̀¥v¥I©e

And Yaakov left Be'er Sheva, and he went to Charan.

Regular gimatriya is 1233. Did not yield anything interesting in the search for a match.
The MILUI - spelling out each letter - totalled 4256. Nothing I could use. The NISTAR
gimatriya is 3023, which matched T'hilim 102:18.

:m«̈zN̈¦t §YÎz ¤̀ dÀ̈f ¹̈aÎ` «Ÿl§e x ®̈r §x©r«̈d z ©́N¦t§YÎl ¤̀ dp̈R̈

He has turned to the prayer of those who cried out, and He did not despise their prayer.

Works for me. Yaakov was out of the comfort zone of the home of Yitzchak and Rivka.
He was attacked by Eisav's son Elifaz, who stole all his possessions rather than kill him
(as he was instructed to do). And Yaakov turned to HaShem with prayer... and was
answered favorably.

P.S. I just discovered part of the difficulty with both the MILUI and NISTAR gimatriyot:
the spelling of the letters. For example, how would you spell VAV? The TES program I
use, spells it VAV-VAV, which gives it a MILUI value of 12 and a NISTAR value of 6. The
above GM is based upon that spelling. However, I have a different Gimatriya program,
and it spells VAV as VAV-ALEF-VAV. MILUI of 13 and NISTAR of 7. Since in the first
pasuk of the sedra, there are two VAVs, the NISTAR comes out to 3025 rather than
3023. So the GM doesn't work. Oh well. It's still nice.

P.P.S. If you are reading these words, please let me know - I have no idea if anyone is
interested in the GMs.

Thanks - philch@013.net

mailto:philch@013.net


GM One type of Gimatriya Match that we have found is the Bookend GM. Obviously,
a made-up name, it is the match of two p'sukim from the beginning and the end of a
particular story or portion in the Torah. Take a look at B'reishit 28:12 in Vayeitzei - 

:Ÿe «A mi ¦c §xŸ«i§e mi¬¦lŸr mi ½¦dŸl' ¡̀ i¥́k £̀ §l ©n Æd¥P¦d§e dn̈§i®̈nẌ©d ©ri¦́B ©n Ÿe W Ÿ̀x§e dv̈ §x ½©̀  a´̈S ªn ÆmN̈ ªq d³¥P¦d§e m ÀŸl£g«©I©e

And he (Yaakov) dreamed, and behold! a ladder set up on the ground and its top reached
to heaven; and behold, angels of God were ascending and descending upon it.

That's one of the p'sukim that describes the beginning of Yaakov's journey from Eretz
Yisrael to Chutz LaAretz and back again - which is Parshat Vayeitzei. And one of the
p'sukim that describes Yaakov on his way back to Eretz Yisrael is B'reishit 31:14 -

:Epi «¦a ῭ zi¬¥a§A d̈l£g«©p§e w ¤l¬¥g Ep²̈l cŸe ¬r©d Ÿe ®l dp̈ §x©n Ÿ̀Y©e d ½̀̈ ¥l§e ļ¥gẍ o ©r³©Y©e

And Rachel and Leah replied and said to him, "Do we still have a share or an inheritance
in our father's house?

The two p'sukim are GMs at 2435. Not a perfect set of Bookends, but close enough.

GM Here's another Bookend Gimatriya Match in Vayeitzei. First, B'reishit 30:2 -

:o ¤h«̈aÎi ¦x§R K¥O ¦n r¬©pn̈Îx ¤W £̀ i¦k½Ÿp ῭  Æmi¦dŸl' ¡̀ z©g³©z£d x ¤n`ÀŸI©e l®¥gẍ§A aŸ w£r«©i s ¬©̀Îx©g«¦I©e

And Yaakov became angry with Rachel, and he said, "Am I instead of God, Who has
withheld from you the fruit of the womb?"

Rachel's inability to have children has "gotten to her". Yaakov's reaction is harsh. But
now look at B'reishit 30:23 -

:i «¦zR̈ §x¤gÎz ¤̀ mi¦dŸl' ¡̀ s¬©q ῭ x ¤n` ¾ŸY©e o®¥A c ¤l¥́Y©e x©d©Y©e

And she (Rachel) conceived and bore a son, and she said, "God has taken away my
reproach."

The two p'sukim are GMs at 3076. From barren to giving birth.



Haftara of Vayeitzei (and of Shabbat Shuva)
 A key pasuk read on both occasions, is Hoshei'a 14:2 -

:L«¤pŸe £r«©A Ÿ §l ©Wk̈ i¬¦M Li®¤dŸl' ¡̀ 'd́ c ©r l ½¥̀ ẍ §U¦i däEW

Return, O Israel, to the Lord your God, for you have stumbled in your iniquity.

The gimatriya of the pasuk is 1948, a number that represents a major step in Israel's return to
Eretz Yisrael, and hopefully, to HaShem. We're not there yet, but we are - Baruch HaShem -
headed in the right direction.

But look what other pasuk in Tanach has a matching gimatriya - Mishlei 3:17. Familiar? Maybe
not the source, but the pasuk is definitely familiar.

:mŸe «lẄ d̈i´¤zŸeai¦z§pÎlk̈«§e m ©rŸ®pÎi¥k §x ©c d̈i¬¤kẍ §C

Its (the Torah's) ways are ways of pleasantness, and all its paths are peace.

This is a key component in the struggle for T'shuva - individual and communal. It is the
pleasantness of Torah and a Torah way of Life, that we must help our fellow Jews see,
experience, and accept - with love.

Remember too, the pasuk in Parshat Nitzavim, D'varim 30:11 -

:`e «¦d d ̈wŸg §xÎ` «Ÿl§e ½L §O ¦n Æ̀ e¦d z`¬¥l§t¦pÎ` «Ÿl mŸe®I©d L§E©v §n i¬¦kŸp «̀̈  x²¤W £̀ z ½̀ŸG©d d́ë§v ¦O©d i µ¦M

For this commandment which I command you this day, is not concealed from you, nor is it far
away.

It is not clear whether this pasuk is speaking about the mitzva of T'shuva - which was the
mitzva presented immediately before the pasuk KOL HAMITZVA. Or is it speaking of the
whole body of mitzvot, that is, the whole Torah. Without a numeric connector, these two
possibilities for what the Torah means by KOL HAMITZVA, there certainly is a connection
between the specific mitzva of T'shuva and the whole Torah - because T'shuva is not really
its own mitzva, but rather it is a component of each and every mitzva of the Torah. Hence,
the original GM of SHUVA YISRAEL and D'RACHEHA certainly confirms numerically, the
connection between the two p'sukim and their subjects.



VAYISHLACH

GM As part of his preparation for his encounter with his brother Eisav, Yaakov
prays to G-d for help. Hence, B'reishit 32:12 

:mi«¦pÄÎl©r m ¥̀ i¦p ½©M¦d§e `FáïÎo¤R F ½zŸ̀  Æi¦kŸp «̀̈  ` ³¥xïÎi «¦M e®̈U¥r ć©I ¦n i¦g ῭ c¬©I ¦n ²̀̈p i¦p¬¥li¦S©d

Rescue me, I pray, from the hand of my brother - from the hand of Eisav. I am afraid of
him, for he can come and kill us all - mothers and children alike..

In searching for Gimatriya Matches for this pasuk, we found that T'hilim 86:15 tells us
to Whom Yaakov prayed - 

:z«¤n ¡̀«¤e c¤q¬¤gÎa ©x§e m¦i À©R©¹̀  K ¤x ¬¤̀ oE®P©g§e mEǵ ©xÎl' ¥̀ ip̈Ÿc' £̀  d´̈Y ©̀ §e

But You, HaShem, are a compassionate and gracious God, slow to anger and with much
kindness and truth.

The two p'sukim are GMs at 1961.

1961, you say? Interesting number. Rotate the number 180° and you get 1961. Such
numbers are called strobogrammatic numbers. 1961 is one of There are only 20
four-digit numbers that are strobogrammatic. (There are 9000 four-digit numbers.)

In the year 1961 to Creation, Avraham Avinu was 13 years old. All 10 generations from
No'ach to Terach were still alive. (That is the individuals of each generation named in
the Torah - No'ach, Sheim, Arpachshad, Shelach, Eiver, Peleg, R'u, S'rug, Nachor, and
Terech.)

GM HaShem reiterates His promise the the Avot in B'reishit 35:12 -  

:u ¤x «̀̈ d̈Îz ¤̀ o¬¥Y ¤̀ Li ¤x£g «©̀ ¬L £r §x©f §lE d̈P®¤p §Y ¤̀ Ĺ §l ẅg§v¦i §lE m¬̈dẍ§a ©̀ §l i¦Y²©zp̈ x¬¤W £̀ u ¤x À̀̈ d̈Îz ¤̀§e

And the land that I gave to Avraham and to Yitzchak, I will give to you and to your seed
after you will I give the land."

In searching for Gimatriya Matches, one often finds several other p'sukim in Tanach
that share a Gimatriya. Sometimes none of the results say something to be shared.
Sometimes one. And that's the 'meat' of these GM searches.

But sometimes, a pasuk matches just one other pasuk and when that lends itself to
make a connection, the GM becomes stronger.

With a gimatriya of 4862, the only other pasuk in Tanach with that numeric value is
Nechemia 1:8 - 

:mi «¦O©rÄ m¤k §z ¤̀ ui¬¦t ῭ i¾¦p £̀ El ½̈r §n¦Y m´¤Y ©̀  x ®Ÿn` ¥l L §C§a©r d¬¤WŸnÎz ¤̀ z̈i²¦E¦v x¬¤W £̀ x ½̈aC̈©dÎz ¤̀ Æ̀ p̈Îxk̈§f



Remember now the word that You commanded Moshe, Your servant, saying, 'If you deal
treacherously, I shall scatter you among the nations.'

What an important reminder and a poignant counterpoint to our pasuk from this
week's sedra.

In the year 4862, Rashi was 62 years old. He died at age 65. The RIF was 88, and died
the following year. Rashbam was 17 years old. Rabbeinu Tam was 2 years old.

GM B'reishit 35:1 in Parshat Vayishlach - 

©g ½¥A §f ¦n m´ẄÎd ¥U£r«©e m®ẄÎa ¤W §e l¥̀ Îzi ¥a d¬¥l£r mE ²w aŸ ½w£r«©iÎl «¤̀  Æmi ¦dŸl' ¡̀  x ¤n Ÿ̀³I ©e
:Li «¦g ῭  e¬Ü ¥r i¥p §R ¦n ½L £g §x ¸̈a §A Li ½¤l ¥̀  d´¤̀ §x ¦P ©d Æl ¥̀ l̈

And God said to Yaakov, "Arise and go up to Beit El and abide there, and make there an altar to
the God Who appeared to you when you fled from your brother Eisav."

This pasuk tells us of when Yaakov was done with the Lavan experience, the encounter with
Eisav, and the Sh'chem fiasco. This happened when Yaakov received his new name from G-d
- YISRAEL. At the time of this pasuk, Yaakov had 11 sons - Binyamin was about to be born and
Rachel was about to die in childbirth. This pasuk in Vayishlach marks a beginning of sorts of
the family that was to grow into a nation that numbered over 600,000 men of military age
plus women and children - a nation of two to three million people.

The census at the beginning of the Book of Bamidbar, took place on the first of Iyar in the
year 2449, about 242½ years after the events in Vayishlach. Bamidbar 1:46 (in Parshat
Bamidbar) - 

:mi «¦X ¦n £g«©e zF ̀ ¥n W¬¥n £g«©e mi®¦tl̈ £̀  z ¤Wĺ §WE s ¤l¤̀  zF ¬̀ ¥nÎW ¥W mi ½ ¦c ªw §R ©dÎlM̈ ÆEi §d«¦I ©e

The sum of all those who were counted: six hundred and three thousand, five hundred and fifty.

The pasuk in Vayishlach marks a beginning of sorts of the family that was to grow into a
nation that numbered over 600,000 men of military age plus women and children - a nation
of two to three million people.

These two p'sukim share the same gimatriya - 3886.



VAYEISHEV

GM Yosef has just arrived in Mitzrayim and is a servant (slave) of Potifar. The Torah
tells us of Yosefs successes there - B'reishit 39:2 -

:i «¦x§v ¦O©d ei¬̈pŸc £̀ zi¥a§A i ¾¦d§i©e ©gi®¦l§v ©n Wi ¦̀́ i¦d§i©e s ½¥qFiÎz ¤̀ 'Æd i³¦d§i©e

God was with Yosef, and He made him very successful. Soon he was working in his
master's own house.

Gimatriya of the pasuk is 1995. So, we search for p'sukim in Tanach with the same
gimatriya and we find (among other p'sukim) T'hilim 146:5 -

:ei«̈dŸl' ¡̀ 'd́Îl©r Ÿe x§a ¦U Ÿe ®x§f ¤r§A a ´Ÿw £r«©i l' ¥̀́ µ¤W i À¥x §W ©̀

Fortunate (or happy) is he in whose help is the God of Yaakov; his hope is in HaShem his
God.

Yosef was profoundly influenced and inspired by his father, Yaakov. That this pasuk
from T'hilim refers specifically to the G-d of Yaakov, makes it a nice GM for our pasuk
above.

Unrelated to the GM, let's look at 1995. Avraham Avinu was 47 years old and was fairly
new to belief in One G-d. He was 28 years away from his Aliya. No'ach and the main
name of each generation from him until Avraham were all still alive. Peleg was to die a
year later; and Nachor the year after that.

Meanwhile, in 1995 of the common era, we got Windows 95, eBay was founded, Sony
PlayStation was released, the Rabin assassination, Jonas Salk died, so did Mickey
Mantle.

As to the number 1995 - Its prime factorization is 3×5×7×19.

GM What led to Yosef's descent into Mitzrayim, which resulted in Yaakov and
family going down to Mitzrayim, which led to the enslavement and oppression of Bnei
Yisrael in Mitzrayim? Not just this, but a significant contributary factor was the
K'TONET PASSIM that Yaakov gave Yosef, which fanned the jealosy and hatred of the
brothers against Yosef. B'reishit 37:3 from the beginning of Parshat Vayeishev - 

:mi «¦Q©R z¤pŸ ¬z§M Ÿe l dÜ ¬̈r§e Ÿe ®l `E d mi¬¦pªw§fÎo¤aÎi «¦M ei½̈pÄÎlM̈ ¦n Æs¥qŸeiÎz ¤̀ a³©d ῭ l À¥̀ ẍ §U¦i§e

And Yisrael loved Yosef more than all his sons, because he was a son of his old age; and
he made him a fine woolen coat.



The Gimatriya of this pasuk is 3084. Our searches found a significant match to the
AT-BASH Gimatriya of the pasuk in Vayeishev. Its AT-BASH Gimatriya is 3925. The
regular gimatriya of D'varim 26:7 in Parshat Ki Tavo is 3925 - 

:Ep«¥v£g «©lÎz ¤̀§e Ep¥ln̈ £rÎz ¤̀§e Ep²¥i§pr̈Îz ¤̀ `§x̄©I©e Ep ½¥lŸwÎz ¤̀ 'Æd r³©n §W¦I©e Epi®¥zŸa £̀ i¥́dŸl' ¡̀ ' dÎl ¤̀ w ¾©r§v¦P©e

So we cried out to HaShem, God of our fathers, and HaShem heard our voice and saw
our affliction, our toil, and our oppression.

This is sort of a Bookend type of Gimatriya Match.



MIKEITZ

GM The following pasuk is the turning point between Yosef's being a slave and his
becoming the viceroy of Egypt - B'reishit 41:16 -

:dŸ «r §x©R mF ¬l §WÎz ¤̀ d¤p £r«©i mi ¾¦dŸl' ¡̀ i®̈cr̈ §l¦A xŸ n`¥l dŸ ²r §x©RÎz ¤̀ s ¥̄qFi o ©r©̧I©e

Yosef answered Pharaoh, 'It is not by my own power. But God may provide an answer
concerning Pharaoh's fortune.'

But what's he doing in Egypt in the first place - slave or high-ranking official. The
answer can be seen in a pasuk from Vayeitzei - B'reishit 29:30 -

:zF «x¥g £̀ mi¬¦pẄÎr©a «¤W cF r F ½O¦r cŸá £r«©I©e d ®̀̈ ¥N ¦n l¥gẍÎz ¤̀Îm©B a¬©d ¡̀«¤I©e l ½¥gẍÎl ¤̀ m©́B Æ̀ ŸaÏ©e

[Yaakov] thus also married Rachel, and he loved Rachel more than Leah. He worked for
[Lavan] another seven years.

"he loved Rachel more than Leah"

That's were it started. That's what eventually brought Yosef to Mitzrayim. And that's
what eventually brought us all down to Egypt. And that is why we say AVADIM HAYINU
L'FAR'O B'MITZRAYIM, every single year.

The two p'sukim are GMs at 2788.

Unrelated... The year 2788 marked 300 years since our entry into Eretz Yisrael. Yiftach
HaGiladi was the SHOFEIT at the time.



VAYIGASH

GM My Gimatriya Match searches mostly involve my choosing a pasuk or a good
partial pasuk and seeing what comes up. I've said this before. Sometimes something
interesting comes from the search and a D'var Torah forms around the GM. Sometimes
(more often), not. And sometimes a match comes of obvious interest, but without
shaping it into a D'var Torah - yet.

Here's what happened when I used this pasuk from Vayigash (B'reishit 45:3) in a
search: 

:ei«̈pR̈ ¦n E l£d§a¦p i¬¦M F ½zŸ̀  zFṕ £r «©l Æeig̈ ¤̀ E ³l§k«̈iÎ Ÿ̀l§e i®̈g i¦a ῭ cF ¬r©d s ½¥qFi í¦p £̀ Æeig̈ ¤̀Îl ¤̀ s³¥qFi x ¤n Ÿ̀I̧©e

"Yosef said to his brothers, 'I am Yosef! Is my father still alive?' His brothers were so
startled, they could not respond."

The gimatriya of the whole pasuk is 2202. Six other p'sukim in Tanach matched. One
had promise for the GMs. T'hilim 33:3 - 

:d «̈rEx §z¦A oÀ¥B©¹p Eai¬¦hi¥d W®̈cg̈ xi ¦́W Ÿe l Exi ¦́W

"Sing to Him a new song; play well with joyful shouting.

Not bad as a reaction to the reuniting of the brothers. But I wasn't satisfied. Before I
went to another pasuk, I cut the pasuk to a NPP (neat partial pasuk) -

... i®̈g i¦a ῭ cF ¬r©d s ½¥qFi í¦p £̀ Æeig̈ ¤̀Îl ¤̀ s³¥qFi x ¤n Ÿ̀I̧©e

"Yosef said to his brothers, 'I am Yosef! Is my father still alive?' ...

This part of the pasuk can stand on its own (that's the criterion for a NPP), and its
gimatriya was only 802. That's on the low side for whole p'sukim, and I wasn't
expecting much from the search. 22 different words in Tanach have an 802 gimatriya. I
didn't find anything I could use. 951 phrases in Tanach. Phrases always have a high
number of finds (most of which are not NPPs), but before I look through them, I check
the p'sukim that match. In this case, two. One was from Divrei HaYamim Alef and
consisted of three names. But the other one was T'hilim 118:25 - and that one caught
my attention:

:`P̈ dg̈i ¦l§v©d 'd `P̈ ῭  `P̈ dr̈i ¦WŸed 'd `P̈ ῭

Please, HaShem, save now! Please, HaShem, make prosperous now!

To me, this was a significant GM; I'm just not sure how to express the connection. You
give it a try.

I will add, on a TILDE note, that HOSHI'A seems to be accented MILEIL (ho-SHI-a),



whereas HATZLICHA is definitely MILRA (hatz-li-CHA)

GM See Parshat D'varim for the full presentation of this GM

:ei «̈x`Ë©vÎl©r d̈kÄ o ½¦nï§p ¦̧aE §J§a®¥I©e ei¦g ῭Îo ¦n«̈i§p ¦a i ¬¥x`§E©vÎl©r lŸ²R¦I©e

"And he (Yosef) fell on his brother Binyamin's neck and wept, and Binyamin wept on his
neck."

:m«¤k§ai «¦x§e m¤k £̀ «©V «©nE m¬¤k£g §xḧ i ®¦C©a §l ` ̈V¤̀ d¬̈ki ¥̀

"But how can I bear the burden, responsibility and conflict that you present if I am all by
myself?"

GM Here is a very special pasuk - the one that tells us about Yosef revealing his
identity to his brothers. (613 Torah Avenue made this pasuk well-known to a
generation of listeners, when Serach played on her kinor... I am Yosef; is my father still
alive...) - B'reishit 45:3 -

:ei«̈pR̈ ¦n E l£d§a¦p i¬¦M F ½zŸ̀  zFṕ £r «©l Æeig̈ ¤̀ E ³l§k«̈iÎ Ÿ̀l§e i®̈g i¦a ῭ cF ¬r©d s ½¥qFi í¦p £̀ Æeig̈ ¤̀Îl ¤̀ s³¥qFi x ¤n Ÿ̀I̧©e

Yosef said to his brothers, 'I am Yosef! Is my father still alive?' His brothers were so
startled, they could not respond.

No doubt about the mixed emotions triggered by Yosef's announcement, but one
would hope that joy was right up there at the top of the list.

T'hilim 33:3

:d «̈rEx §z¦A oÀ¥B©¹p Eai¬¦hi¥d W®̈cg̈ xi ¦́W Ÿe l Exi ¦́W

Sing to Him a new song; play well with joyful shouting.

The p'sukim are a GM at 2202.

Bonus: T'hilim 33:3 - drop the colon and you have 333, the gimatriya of

i®̈g i¦a ῭ cF ¬r©d s ½¥qFi í¦p £̀

What's with 2202? 

Yitzchak Avinu was 154 years old. Yaakov was close to the end of his stay at Lavan's
place. Reuven was 10 years old. Yosef was 3. Binyamin was not yet born.



2202 is a sphenic number, having exactly three distinct prime factors.

The smallest sphenic number is 30, with is 2×3×5. 

2202 is 2×3×367.



VAYCHI

GM Yaakov Avinu was born in the land that was to become Eretz Yisrael. At age 63
he got the brachot which angered Eisav. He 'fled' to the Yeshiva of Eiver, where he
learned for 14 years. At 77, he went to Charan to continue distancing himself from
Eisav and to find a wife (wives) there. He remained in Chutz LaAretz for 20 years and
returned to the Land at 97. Yosef was 6 years old at the time. Yosef was taken to
Mitzrayim at age 17, when Yaakov was 108. 22 years later, Yaakov and family went
down to Mitzrayim to be reunited with Yosef. Yaakov lived the last 17 years of his life in
Egypt. Yaakov was brought back to the Land for burial, as we read in B'reishit 50:7 -

:m¦i «̈x§v ¦nÎu ¤x «¤̀ i¬¥p§w¦f lŸ k§e F ½zi¥a í¥p§w¦f ÆdŸr §x©t i ³¥c§a©rÎlM̈ F ¹Y ¦̀  Eļ £r«©I©e ei®¦a ῭Îz ¤̀ xŸÁ§w ¦l s¥qFi l©r¬©I©e

"Yosef headed north to bury his father, and with him went all of Pharaoh's courtiers who
were his palace elders, as well as all the [other] elders of Egypt."

Yaakov spent 37 of his 147 years outside of Eretz Yisrael, and/but he died in Chutz
LaAretz and return to the Land posthumously. In somewhat of a contrast, we have his
descendants poised at the threshhold of Eretz Yisrael 193 years after Yaakov
'returned', not after death, but as a new nation ready to put its Egyptian exile
experience behind them and to LIVE in Eretz Yisrael. Bamidbar 34:17 is a GM (3523) to
the above pasuk - 

:oE «pÎo ¦A ©r ªWFdi«¦e o ½¥dŸM©d Æxf̈r̈ §l ¤̀ u ¤x ®̀̈ d̈Îz ¤̀ m¤kl̈ E ¬l£g§p¦iÎx ¤W £̀ mi ½¦Wp̈ £̀ «̈d zFń §W d ¤N¥µ̀

"These are the names of the men who shall parcel out the land. [First, there shall be]
Eliezer the kohen and Yehoshua son of Nun."

It would be nice to say, and finally, Yaakov's children lived happily ever after in Eretz
Yisrael. It would be nice, but we are still waiting, hoping, praying, and working towards
that happily ever after.

GM In Parshat Vayigash, Yehuda faces the leader of Egypt and pleas for the safe
return of Binyamin to his father - and to take him (Yehuda) as a slave, instead of
Binyamin. B'reishit 44:32 states - 

:mi «¦nÏ©dÎlM̈ i¦a ῭ §l i¦z`¬̈hg̈§e Li ½¤l ¥̀ ÆEP ¤̧̀i ¦a £̀ ` ³ŸlÎm ¦̀  xŸ ®n` ¥l i¦a ῭ m ¬¦r ¥n x©r½©P©dÎz ¤̀ a ©́xr̈ ÆL §C§a©r i³¦M

Besides, I offered myself to my father as a guarantee for the lad, and I said, 'If I do not
bring him back to you, I will have sinned to my father for all time.'

Years passed, Binyamin was returned to Yaakov, Yosef revealed his identity to his
brothers, Yaakov and his whole household went down to Mitzrayim, and Yaakov was
reunited with Yosef.



And then, Yaakov was on his deathbed and Yosef came to him - B'reishit 48:2 -

:d«̈H ¦O©dÎl©r a ¤W¥I©e l ½¥̀ ẍ §U¦i Æw¥G©g §z¦I©e Li®¤l ¥̀ `´̈A s¥qFi ¬L§p¦A d²¥P¦d x ¤n Ÿ̀¾I©e aŸ ½w £r«©i §l ć¥B©I©e

When Yaakov was told that Yosef was coming to him, Israel summoned his strength and
sat up in bed.

I sometimes look at Gimatriya Matches as extra threads that link two things. In this
case, two points in the continuing story of Yosef. These two p'sukim share the numeric
value of 2393.

As GM searches result in more than you look for, sometimes, another pasuk in the
Torah showed up as matching these two. Without anything to say or any observation
to make, the other pasuk is D'varim 22:11, the prohibition of wearing SHAATNEZ.

Unrelated, in the year 2393 from Creation, the future Moshe Rabeinu was 25 years old.

And as long as we're playing with numbers, 2393 is a prime number. Further, it is a
right-truncatable prime, since 2, 23, and 239 are also prime. And now you know!

GM Yaakov Avinu was born (keeps) a name that connotes his holding onto Eisav's
heel - literally and figuratively. Finally, after successfully battling the guardian angel of
Eisav (one major opinion), he is given the additional name of YISRAEL. This name is
later confirmed (so to speak) by HaShem. This new name has aloftier connotation, and
it is used in context of events that go beyond the individual to Yaakov's role as the
progenitor of B'nei Yisrael. We can suggest that Yaakov's 'career' as the father of Am
Yisrael begins with B'reishit 35:10 in Parshat Vayishlach. The gimatriya of this pasuk is
4492. Its AT-BASH gimatriya is 2148 -

` ¬̈x§w¦I©e L ½¤n §W d́¤i§d«¦i Æl ¥̀ ẍ §U¦iÎm ¦̀  i³¦M a ÀŸw £r«©i cŸe ¹r Ļ §n ¦W Á̀ ¥xT̈¦iÎ` «Ÿl aŸ®w £r«©i Ĺ §n ¦W mi¦dŸl' ¡̀ Ÿe ¬lÎx ¤n Ÿ̀«I©e
:l «¥̀ẍ §U¦i Ÿe n §WÎz ¤̀

God said to him, "Your name is Yaakov. Your name shall no longer be called Yaakov, but
Yisrael shall be your name." And He named him Yisrael.

And we might view B'reishit 49:33 in Vaychi as the end of Yaakov's personal
involvement in shaping the future nation of B'nei Yisrael.  - 

:ei «̈O©rÎl ¤̀ s¤q ¬̀̈ ¥I©e r©e§b¦I©e d®̈H ¦O©dÎl ¤̀ eïl§b ©x sŸ ¬q ¡̀«¤I©e ei½̈pÄÎz ¤̀ zŸÉ©v §l ÆaŸw £r«©i l³©k§i©e

And Yaakov concluded commanding his sons, and he drew his legs [up] into the bed, and
expired and was brought in to his people.

These two p'sukim are Bookend Gimatriya Matchs of a sort. 



SH'MOT

GM Sh'mot 1:6 sounds very abrupt and final:

:`E «d©d xF ¬C©d lŸ k§e ei ½̈g ¤̀Îlk̈§e Æs¥qFi zn̈³̈I©e

"And Yosef and all his brothers and all that generation, died." 

Yosef and his brothers were the main personalities in the last four sedras of B'reishit. Sh'mot
begins with a reiteration of B'reishit 46:8, which tells us of the family of Yaakov that went
down to Mitzrayim. In Vayigash, the sons and grandsons of Yaakov are enumerated. Here at
the beginning of Sh'mot, only the sons' names are recounted. And then comes that pasuk
above. They all died. That's it. Finished.

Not quite!

D'varim 4:4 is a well-know pasuk, because it is part of the initial call-up to the Torah every
time the Torah is read -

:mF«I©d m¤k §NªM mi¬¦I©g m®¤ki¥d «Ÿl' ¡̀ ' d«©A mi ½¦w¥a §C©d Æm¤Y ©̀ §e

“But you who cleave to HaShem your God every one of you is alive this day”

There are many different comments made by M'forshim about what this pasuk is telling us.
Among them is the Torah T'mima who quotes the gemara in Sanhedrin 90b, which is
discussing different sources in the Torah for T'CHIYAT HAMEITIM, the revival of the dead.
"And there are those who say that it is from this following verse that he said to them his
ultimate proof: V'ATEM HAD'VEIKIM... (D'varim 4:4). Wasn’t it obvious with regard to the
children of Israel whom God was addressing, that “every one of you is alive this day”? Rather,
the meaning of the verse is: Even on the day when everyone is dead you will live; just as
today every one of you is alive, so too, in the World-to-Come every one of you will be alive.

Additionally, there is a well-known maxim that TZADIKIM B'MITATAM K'RU'IM CHAYIM -
righteous people in their death are called alive. The Sh'vatim (sons of Yaakov) certainly lived
on beyond their deaths.

These two p'sukim are GMs at 981.

GM Parshat Sh'mot begins with B'nei Yisrael in Egypt, and when Yosef and his brothers
died, our sojourn there was about to segue into slavery. Sh'mot 1:13 sums up things very well:

:K ¤x«̈t§A l ¥̀ẍ §U¦i i¬¥p §AÎz ¤̀ m¦i ²©x§v ¦n Ec¦̄a £r«©I©e

"The Egyptians started to make the Israelites do labor designated to break their bodies." 



Slavery and oppression continue throughout the sedra and into Va'eira, when the MAKOT
begin. Although we read it in a sedra and a half, that slavery and oppression took place over a
period of 117 years. The plagues put an end to the actual slavery, but we didn't leave
Mitzrayim until the middle of Parshat Bo (about half year from MAKAT DAM to Y'tzi'at
Mitzrayim).

T'hilim 105 is one of the p'rakim that praises and thanks HKB"H for taking us out of Egypt.
Pasuk 30 is part of the description of the MAKOT that led to the Exodus

:m«¤di¥k §l©n i À¥x §c©g§ ŒA mi ®¦r §C §x©t§v m´̈v §x ©̀  u ©́xẄ

“Their land swarmed with frogs in the rooms of their monarchs.”

Yes, it is only part of the story. But this pasuk from T'hilim gimatriya matches the pasuk in
Sh'mot, at 1784.

GM In all that transpired between HaShem and Moshe at the S'NEH, Sh'mot 3:12 is a
powerful pasuk that sums up G-d's Plan for B'nei Yisrael.

z¬©af̈ u ¤x ²¤̀Îl ¤̀ d ½̈ag̈ §xE ÆdäFh u ¤x ³¤̀Îl ¤̀ ¼̀ e¦d©d u ¤x ´̀̈ d̈Îo ¦n »FzŸl£r«©d §l «E m¦i À©x§v ¦n ć©I ¦n | Fĺi¦S©d §l cº¥x ¥̀«̈e
:i «¦qEa§i©d§e i¦E¦g«©d§e i½¦G ¦x§R©d§e Æi ¦xŸn ¡̀«̈d§e i ½¦Y¦g©́d§e Æi¦p £r«©p§M«©d mF ³w §nÎl ¤̀ W®̈a §cE älg̈

"I have come down to rescue them from Egypt's power. I will bring them out of that land, to a
good, spacious land, to a land flowing with milk and honey, the territory of the Canaanites,
Hittites, Amorites, Perizzites, Hivites and Yebusites." 

You can almost say that all the rest is commentary (as the expression goes). Looking forward
to being taken out of Egypt AND being brought to Eretz Yisrael says it all. 

With a gimatriya of 4969 - that's high - the expectation of finding a good GM is not
promising. Yet, look at what pasuk matches ours from the sedra. Yishayahu 61:10 -

o¥́d©k§i Æoz̈g̈«¤M i¦p®̈hr̈§i d ̈wc̈§v li ¬¦r §n r ©W½¤iÎi ¥c§b¦A Æi¦p ¸©Wi¦A §l¦d i³¦M i ½©dŸl'`«¥A Æi ¦W§t©p l³¥bŸ ' Àd«©A Ui ¦́U ῭ UFŪ
:d̈i «¤l¥k d¬¤C§r©Y d̈N©M©k§e x ½¥̀ §R

“I will rejoice with HaShem; my soul shall exult with my God, for He has attired me with
garments of salvation, with a robe of righteousness He has enwrapped me; like a bridegroom,
who, kohen-like, dons garments of glory, and like a bride, who adorns herself with her jewelry.”

That is an expression of great joy - an appropriate GM for Sh'mot 3:8.

GM Let's start from the beginning of the Book and Sedra of Sh'mot - Sh'mot 1:1 -

:E`«̈A Ÿe zi¥aE Wi ¬¦̀ a ½Ÿw £r«©i z ¥̀́ dn̈§i ®̈x§v ¦n mi ¦̀Ä©d l ½¥̀ ẍ §U¦i í¥p §A ÆzŸen §W d ¤N À¥̀ §e



And these are the names of the sons of Israel who came to Egypt; with Yaakov, each man and
his household came: 

Gimatriya of this pasuk is 3161. There are four other p'sukim in Tanach (three in the Torah and
one in the Book of Ezra) - none of them speak out as meaningful Gimatriya Matches.

But the AT-BASH gimatriya of our first pasuk in Sh'mot (4970) finds us some interesting
matches. Out of eight p'sukim with a regular gimatriya of 4970, the following fit nicely as
GMs.

B'reishit 47:30 -

:L «¤xä §c¦k d¬¤U¡r ¤̀ i¦kŸp «̀̈  x ¾©n Ÿ̀I©e m®̈zẍ «ªa§w¦A i¦p©Y §x©a§wE m¦i ½©x§v ¦O ¦n Æi¦p ©̧z`Ü§pE i ½©zŸa £̀Îm¦r Æi¦Y§a©k «̈W§e

I will lie with my forefathers, and you shall carry me out of Egypt, and you shall bury me in their
grave." And he said, "I will do as you say."

Technically, Yaakov was the first of the people and nation he fathered, to leave Mitzrayim. So
we can say that the AT-BASH gimatriya of the pasuk that describes the beginning of our
descent into Mitzrayim, gives us the seed of the eventual Exodus from there.

Now look at an earlier pasuk - B'reishit 15:7 -

:D«̈Y §W ¦x §l z Ÿ̀G©d u ¤x ¬̀̈ d̈Îz ¤̀ ²L §l z¤z¯̈l mi ½¦C §U©M xE ´̀ ¥n ÆLi ¦̧z`¥vŸe «d x³¤W £̀ ' Àd í¦p £̀ ei®̈l ¥̀ x ¤n Ÿ̀I©e

And He (God) said to him, "I am HaShem, Who brought you forth from Ur of the Chaldees, to
give you this land to inherit it."

As God stated to Moshe at the Burning Bush, the Plan was to take the people out of Egypt in
order to bring them to the future Eretz Yisrael. This pasuk speaks of God taking Avraham out
of UR KASDIM in order to give him the future Land of Israel. Yes, our premier pasuk of
Sh'mot sees us going down into Egypt; but one of its AT-BASH matches tells us of the
promise - to be fulfilled - after the Egyptian experience.

Now look at D'varim 10:11 -

m̈zŸa £̀ «©l i¦Y§r¬©A §W¦pÎx ¤W £̀ u ¤x ½̀̈ d̈Îz ¤̀ EẂ §xi«¦i§e ÆE` ¸Ÿaï§e m ®̈rd̈ í¥p§t ¦l r©Q ©n §l K¬¥l mE ²w i ½©l ¥̀ 'Æd x ¤n Ÿ̀³I©e
:m«¤dl̈ z¬¥zl̈

And HaShem said to me, "Arise, go to lead the travels before the people, so that they may
come and possess the land I promised their forefathers to give them.

Another AT-BASH GM from a different angle - Moshe telling the People about their intended
destination following the Exodus.



VA'EIRA

GM Va'eira starts with an unusual pasuk (Sh'mot 6:2)

:'d i¬¦p £̀ eïl ¥̀ x ¤n Ÿ̀¬I©e d®¤WŸnÎl ¤̀ mi¦dŸl' ¡̀ x¬¥A ©c§i©e

"God spoke to Moshe, and said to him, “I am Hashem." 

VAYDABEIR is considered speaking strickly. ELOKIM is G-d's name when MIDAT HADIN,
G-d's strick justice, in called for. VAYOMER is a softer, And He said. HaShem is the name of
G-d that represents mercy.

In one short pasuk, we have two different modes of communication and two different
connotations to His names.

One way of understanding the pasuk, is that G-d was preparing to sharply reproach Moshe
for saying to G-d, Why did You make things worse for the People. Then, He reconsidered (so
to speak) and said to Moshe, in a softer tone that He is HaShem.

G-d switched from a stern reproach to a more sympathetic tone, taking into account Moshe's
desire to make things better for the People.

The implication is that G-d's quality of Mercy and forgiveness is more conducive to Yir'at
HaShem, fear or reverence of G-d, than harsh judgment would be.

This idea is succinctly summed up in T'hilim 130:4 - 

:` «¥xË¦Y o À©r ©n § Œl d®̈gi ¦l §Q©d ¬L §O¦rÎi¦M

“But there is forgiveness with You, that You may be feared.”

This pasuk is preceded by, "If you, G-d, should mark iniquities, HaShem, who could stand?"

So, we can say that T'hilim 130:4 echoes one understanding of Va'eira's first pasuk.

These two p'sukim share the same gimatriya (1075), and what makes this point even stronger,
is that they are the only two p'sukim that have a numeric value of 1075. (For most GMs, there
are other p'sukim that we just ignore, but here there are no other p'sukim.



GM The famous prophecy that G-d sent Moshe to deliver to the People, consists of three
p'sukim - the first concerns the Exodus, the second the Sinai experience, and the third -
Eretz Yisrael. Here is Sh'mot 6:7, the middle part - 

m ½¤k §z ¤̀ `i¦́vFO©d m ½¤ki¥d ´Ÿl' ¡̀ 'Æd i³¦p £̀ i¦́M m À¤Y§r ©ci«¦e mi®¦dŸl'` «¥l m¤kl̈ i¦zi¬¦id̈§e m ½̈r §l Æi ¦l m¬¤k §z ¤̀ i ¦̧Y§g©w «̈l§e
:m¦i «̈x§v ¦n zF ¬l§a¦q z©g©Y ¦n

I will take you to Myself as a nation, and I will be to you as a God. You will know that I am
HaShem your G-d, the One who is bringing you out from under the Egyptian subjugation.

That's the prophecy and here is the beginning of the fulfillment of that prophecy - Sh'mot
19:4 - 

:i «̈l ¥̀ m¤k §z ¤̀ `¬¦a ῭ «̈e mi ½¦xẄ§p í¥t§p©MÎl©r Æm¤k §z ¤̀ `³̈V ¤̀«̈e m¦i ®̈x§v ¦n §l i¦zi ¦Ur̈ x¬¤W £̀ m ½¤zi ¦̀ §x m´¤Y ©̀

'You saw what I did in Egypt, carrying you on eagles' wings and bringing you to Me.

The p'sukim are a GM at 4934.

What else is with 4934? 

The RASHBAM passed away.

Rambam was 39 years old (just like Jack Benny). 

4934 is a semiprime being the product of 2 and 2467.



GM G-d promised to bring us to Eretz Yisrael and to give the Land to us. Sh'mot 6:8 -  

i ¦̧Y©z«̈p§e aŸ®w £r«©i §l «E ẅg§v¦i §l m¬̈dẍ§a ©̀ §l D ½̈zŸ̀  z¥́zl̈ i ½¦cïÎz ¤̀ Æi ¦z` ¸̈Up̈ x³¤W £̀ u ¤x ½̀̈ d̈Îl ¤̀ Æm¤k §z ¤̀ i³¦z`¥a«¥d§e
:'d i¬¦p £̀ d ̈WẍF «n m²¤kl̈ D¬̈zŸ̀

I will bring you to the land regarding which I raised My hand, [swearing] that I would give it to
Avraham, Yitzchak, and Yaakov. I will give it to you as a heritage. I am God.

As I've written often, the search for Gimatriya Matches is blind - meaning the TES program I
use allows me to highlight from the text, use its numeric value as the search parameter, and
receive, in response, words, p'sukim, and phrases that have the same gimatriya. Most
significant results are full p'sukim. Second to that are Neat Partial P'sukim (NPP), which read
as a complete statement. In the case of the above pasuk from Va'eira, with a gimatriya of
6869, only one other pasuk in Tanach matched. Yehoshua 22:9 -

u ¤x ´¤̀§A Îx ¤W £̀ d Ÿl ¦X ¦n l ½¥̀ ẍ §U¦i í¥p §A Æz ¥̀ ¥n d À¤X©p §n«©d h¤a ¥́W | i¦́v£g«©e c¹̈bÎi¥p §aE o ¥̧aE` §xÎi«¥p §A E ¿k §l«¥I©e Ea ´ªWÏ©e
:d «¤WŸnÎc©i§A ' d i¬¦RÎl©r D ½̈aÎEf£g Ÿ̀«p x ´¤W £̀ Æmz̈G̈ ªg £̀ u ¤x µ¤̀ Îl ¤̀ c À̈r §l¦B©d u ¤x ´¤̀Îl ¤̀ z¤k ¹¤ll̈ o ©r®̈p§M

And the children of Reuven and the children of Gad and the half-tribe of Menashe returned,
and departed from the children of Israel out of Shiloh, which is in the land of Canaan, to go to
the country of Gil'ad, to the land of their possession, of which they were possessed, according
to the word of HaShem through Moshe.

With only these two p'sukim sharing 6869 as their gimatriya, it is extra (don't know the right
word) nice that there is something signicant to point out. 

The pasuk from our sedra speaks of our being brought to the Land of Israel. The pasuk from
Yehoshua includes in Eretz israel, not only K'naan, but also the territories of Gil'ad, the area
giving to the two and a half tribes to settle.

6869 is too large a number to treat it as a year - neither from Creation, nor of the common
era - to give some trivia, as we have done on other occasions.

Mathematically, 6869 is a prime number. Since 6871 is also prime, 6869 and 6871 are Twin
Primes.



GM Here's a NPP (neat partial pasuk) which consists of the three L'SHONOT GE'ULA
concerning our being taken out of Egypt - Y'TZI'AT MITZRAYIM. Sh'mot 6:6 -  

m¤k §z ¤̀ i¬¦Y §l©S¦d§e m¦i ½©x§v ¦n z ´Ÿl§a¦q Æz©g ©̧Y ¦n m À¤k §z ¤̀ i ¦́z`¥vŸe «d§e (' ¼d í¦p £̀ »l ¥̀ẍ §U¦iÎi«¥p §a ¦l xŸ ¬n ¡̀ o º¥kl̈)
:mi «¦lŸc§B mi¦hẗ §W¦aE d½̈iEh§p ©rŸex́§f¦A Æm¤k §z ¤̀ i³¦Y §l ©̀ «̈b§e m®̈zc̈Ÿ «a £r «¥n

(Therefore, say to the children of Israel, 'I am HaShem,) and I will take you out from under the
burdens of the Egyptians, and I will save you from their labor, and I will redeem you with an
outstretched arm and with great judgments.

The NPP starts with V'HOTZEITI and continues to the end of the pasuk. Its gimatriya is 6067.
Three p'sukim in Tanach have that gimatriya; we are looking at D'varim 34:4 -

d̈P®¤p §Y ¤̀ Ĺ £r §x©f §l x ½Ÿn` ¥l ÆaŸw £r«©i §lE w³̈g§v¦i §l m ¸̈dẍ§a ©̀ §l i¦Y§r Â©A §W¦Âp x ´¤W £̀ Æu ¤x ¸̀̈ d̈ z Ÿ̀³f ei À̈l ¥̀ ' ¹d x ¤n`¸ŸI©e
:xŸ «a £r«©z ` ¬Ÿl dÖ ̈W§e Li½¤pi ¥r§a Li ¦́zi ¦̀ §x¤d

And HaShem said to him, "This is the Land I swore to Avraham, to Yitzchak, and to Yaakov,
saying, 'I will give it to your offspring.' I have let you see it with your eyes, but you shall not
cross over there."

In Va'eira, HaShem speaks to Moshe and commands him to convey to B'nei Yisrael that He
(HaShem) will take them out of Egypt. That's basically the beginning of Moshe's career as the
leader of Am Yisrael. At the end of V'zot HaB'racha, HaShem speaks to Moshe at the end of
his career, shortly before Moshe dies at age 120, about the goal of the Exodus - namely, to
give the Land of Israel to B'nei Yisrael.

6067 is too large a number to treat it as a year - neither from Creation, nor of the common
era - to give some trivia, as we have done on other occasions.

Mathematically, 6067 is a prime number. It is a magnanimous prime because if you insert a
plus sign anywhere among its digits, the resulting sum will be prime. 
6+067=73 - prime. 60+67=127 - prime. 606+7=613 - prime (an significant to us).



BO

GM Sh'mot 12:5 tells us of the beginning of our festivals - 

:Eg «̈T¦Y mi¦G¦r«̈dÎo ¦nE mi ¬¦Uä§M©dÎo ¦n m®¤kl̈ d́¤i§d¦i d̈pẄÎo¤A x¬̈kf̈ mi²¦nz̈ d¬¤U

"You shall have a perfect male lamb in its [first] year; you may take it either from the sheep or
from the goats." 

That's when it all started. Get ready for your first Korban Pesach. Male lamb or kid, from 8
days old until the end of its first year.

And here is the pasuk that begins the full list... Vayikra 23:4 in Parshat Emor - 

:m «̈c £rF «n§A m̈zŸ̀  E ¬̀ §x§w¦YÎx ¤W £̀ W ¤cŸ®w i ¥̀ẍ§w ¦n ' ½d i ¥́c £rF «n d ¤N¥µ̀

“These are HaShem's appointed [holy days], holy occasions, which you shall designate in their
appointed time.”

These p'sukim are Gimatriya Twins at 2758.

Side point, totally unrelated: In the year 2758 from Creation, Tola ben Puah of Shevet
Yissachar was the SHOFEIT of Israel. He was the 7th of 15 SHO-F'TIM.



GM There are differences between Shabbat and Chagim, halachic differences, and
different origins. But there are more things that connect Shabbat and Chag. Yom Tov is
called SHABBATON, a Shabbat with some permitted melacha. A Shabbat with a lesser
punishment for violation. The major concept that unites Shabbat with Yom Tov is the
concept of K'DUSHAT Z'MAN - the sanctity of time. The mitzva of ZACHOR ET YOM
HASHABBAT, extends to Yom Tov in several ways. The concluding pasuk of our introduction
to Shabbat after the Six Days of Creation, is B'reishit 2:3 - 

mi¦dŸl' ¡̀ ` ¬̈xÄÎx ¤W £̀ F ½Y§k`©l §nÎlM̈ ¦n Æz©aẄ F ³a i¦́M F ®zŸ̀  W ¥C©w§i©e i ½¦ri¦a §X©d mFíÎz ¤̀ Æmi¦dŸl' ¡̀ K ¤x³̈a§i©e
:zF «U£r «©l

"God blessed the seventh day, and He declared it to be holy, for it was on this day that God
ceased from all the work that He had been creating [so that it would continue] to function."

And the pasuk that first introduces us to Yom Tov is Sh'mot 12:16 - 

d´¤Ur̈«¥iÎ Ÿ̀l Ædk̈`l̈ §nÎlM̈ m®¤kl̈ d́¤i§d¦i W ¤cŸ wÎ`ẍ§w ¦n i ½¦ri¦a §X©d ÆmFI©aE W ¤cŸ ½wÎ`ẍ§w ¦n ÆoFW` ¦x«̈d mF³I©aE
:m«¤kl̈ d¬¤Ur̈«¥i F C©a §l `E ¬d W¤t½¤pÎlk̈ §l l¥́k ῭«¥i x ´¤W £̀ K©µ̀ m ½¤dä

"The first day shall be a sacred holiday, and the seventh day shall [also] be a sacred holiday.
No work may be done on these [days]. The only [work] that you may do is that which is needed
so that everyone will be able to eat."

These two p'sukim are gimatriya matches at 4928.

Side point, totally unrelated: In the year 4928 from Creation, 
RABBEINU TAM was 68 years old. He lived until age 71. 
The RASHBAM was 83 years old. He lived until age 89. 
The RAMBAM was 33 years old. He lived until 70 yrs. 
The RASHBA was 18. He lived to be 80. 
The RADAK was 8 years old. He lived 75 yrs. 



GM Sh'mot 12:2 consists of the famous first mitzva commanded to the People of Israel -
to set up our own National Calendar.

:d«̈pẌ©d i ¥W §cg̈ §l m ½¤kl̈ Æ̀ Ed oF ¬W` ¦x mi ®¦Wc̈¢g W Ÿ̀x́ m¤kl̈ d²¤G©d W ¤cŸḡ©d

This month shall be the head month to you. It shall be for you the first month of the year.

This mitzva serves as the declaration by G-d that we are on the cusp of redemption from
Egyptian slavery to freedom of Nationhood.

Back up 173 p'sukim to Sh'mot 5:9 and we find a pasuk that describes our plunge into deeper
enslavement and oppression.

:x¤w «̈WÎi ¥x§a ¦c§A E r §W¦iÎl ©̀ §e D®̈aÎEU£r«©i§e mi ¦Wp̈ £̀ «̈dÎl©r d ²̈cŸa £r«̈d c©̄A§k¦Y

Make the work heavier for the people, and make sure they do it. Then they will stop paying
attention to false ideas.



GM Sh'mot 13:8 contains the mitzva of SIPUR Y'TZI'AT MITZRAYIM, the mitzva of
HAGADA on Seder night. 

:m¦i «̈x§v ¦O ¦n i¦z`¥v§A i ½¦l 'Æd d³̈Ur̈ dÀ¤f xEá £r«©A xŸ ®n` ¥l `E d©d mF¬I©A ½L§p¦a §l ´̈Y §c©B¦d§e

And you shall tell your child on that day, saying, "Because of this, HaShem did [this] for me
when I went out of Egypt."

The gimatriya of that pasuk is 2522.

The four other p'sukim in Tanach that have the same gimatriya, did not lend themselves to
comment.

But this phrase from our davening did:

Ep «¥zẍFY o ©Y ©n o ©n §f ,d¤G ©d zFr ªaẌ ©d b ©g mFi

(G-d gave us, with love) the day of CHAG SHAVUOT, the time of the giving of the Torah.

At first, the match seems - almost but no cigar. But think about it. Shavuot is the Atzeret of
Pesach. The culmination of what began with the Exodus and continued to Har Sinai for the
Giving of the Torah and then, entrance into Eretz Yisrael (Yom HaBikurim). Although the
main emphasis of HAGADA is the telling of the Exodus, the story is not complete without the
purpose of God's taking us out of Egypt and making us into a Nation - Receiving of the Torah
and living a Torah life in Eretz Yisrael. Look at DAYEINU and other passages in the Hagada for
the inclusion of the Shavuot culmination of what the Exodus only began.

Side point, totally unrelated: In the year 2758 from Creation, Tola ben Puah of Shevet
Yissachar was the SHOFEIT of Israel. He was the 7th of 15 SHO-F'TIM.



GM The first words which all of B'nei Yisrael heard directly from G-d are presented in
Sh'mot 20:2 

:mi «¦cä £r zi¬¥A ¦n m¦i ©x§v ¦n u ¤x ¬¤̀¥n Li²¦z`¥vF «d x ¤̄W £̀ Li®¤dŸl' ¡̀ 'd́ i¦kŸp «̀̈

I am HaShem your G-d, who brought you out of Egypt, from the place of slavery.

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 2495. The AT-BASH gimatriya is 2231. 

:m ¤x«¥g u ¤x ̀̈ d̈Îz ¤̀ i¬¦zi¥M¦d§e `F ¾a ῭Îo¤R m®̈zFa £̀Îl©r mi¦pÄ a¬¥l§e mi½¦pÄÎl©r ÆzFa ῭Îa «¥l ai ³¦W¥d§e

“that he (Eliyahu HaNavi) may turn the heart of the fathers back through the children, and the
heart of the children back through their fathers - lest I come and smite the earth with utter
destruction.”

The next to the last pasuk - HINEI ANOCHI SHOLEI'CH LACHEM... is repeated after this last
pasuk, because of the harsh ending. But V'HEISHIV LEIV AVOT... is part of the pointer to the
days of MASHI'ACH. We started as a Nation with ANOCHI HASHEM ELOKECHA and the
GEULA SH'LEIMA which is pointed to by the end of the NEVI'IM section of TANACH marks a
major milestone in our long journey through Jewish History.



GM Perek 12 of Sh'mot - in Parshat Bo - is basically the perek that deals with the Korban
Pesach. The main concluding and summary pasuk of the mitzva and details of Korban Pesach
is 12:50 -

:E «Ur̈ o¬¥M oŸ x£d «©̀Îz ¤̀§e d¬¤WnÎz ¤̀ ' ²d d̄Ë¦v x ¸¤W £̀«©M l ®¥̀ẍ §U¦i í¥p §AÎlM̈ E U£r«©I©e

All the children of Israel did; as HaShem had commanded Moshe and Aharon, so they did.

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 3548. One other pasuk in the Torah has that same gimatriya -
B'reishit 17:24 -

:Ÿe «zl̈ §xr̈ x¬©U§A Ÿe lŸO¦d§A d®̈pẄ r ©W¥zë mi ¬¦r §W¦YÎo¤A m ½̈dẍ§a ©̧̀ §e

And Avraham was ninety-nine years old, when he was circumcised of the flesh of his foreskin.

This pasuk is a good "final" verse for the mitzva of Brit Mila. And the connection between Brit
Mila and Korban Pesach is well-known - even legendary. They are the only two positive
mitzvot, the punishment for non-observance being KAREIT. Both have a significant blood
factor. Mila is the individual's Jewish membership rite; Korban Pesach is the communal
membership rite. And so, this Gimatriya Match is a significant one.

 



B'SHALACH

GM The sedra starts with Sh'mot 13:17 - 

...`E ®d aF xẅ i¬¦M mi ½¦Y §W ¦l§R u ¤x ´¤̀ K ¤x¤µC mi À¦dŸl ¡̀ m´̈gp̈Î` «Ÿl§e ¼mr̈d̈Îz ¤̀ »dŸr §x©R g ©́N ©W§A i À¦d§i©e

"When Par'o send the people out, God did not lead them along the P'lishtim Highway, although
it was the shorter route..." 

This is a partial pasuk, but one that I call a NPP, a neat partial pasuk. The sedra begins with
Par'o thinking that he magnanimously let the Israelites leave. You think? See the SDT on
page 4, the second page of the Sedra Summary. G-d soon showed Par'o and the Egyptians
who took Bnei Yisrael out of Mitzrayim. It wasn't Par'o.

Bamidbar 9:23 gives a more accurate picture of who is in charge.

:d «¤WŸnÎc©i§A ' d i¬¦RÎl©r Ex ½̈nẄ 'Æd z ¤x³¤n §W ¦nÎz ¤̀ Er®̈Q¦i ' d i¬¦RÎl©r§e E½p£g«©i 'Æd i³¦RÎl©r

“They thus camped at God's word and moved on at God's word, keeping their trust in God. [It
was all done] according to God's word through Moshe.”

These p'sukim are Gimatriya Twins at 3188.

Side point, totally unrelated: In the year 3188 from Creation, ACHAZ b. YOTAM was king of
Yehuda, in his 5th year of a 16 year reign. Meanwhile, PEKACH b. R'MALYAHU was king of
Israel. The first Beit HaMikdash was 260 years into its 410 year existence.



GM Here's a short and sweet GM. Sh'mot 15:18, in Shirat HaYam states: 

:c «¤rë m¬̈lŸr §l K Ÿl §n¦i | ' ¬d

"God will reign forever and ever."                                                                           

One of the features of the world when all will recognize that HaShem is the only King of the
Universe, will be PEACE. Internal and external. The word SHALOM shares a gimatria (376)
with that pasuk, which is so important that we repeat in in the davening and we repeat it
again in its Aramaic translation.

In the year 376 from Creation, Adam's great-grandson was 51 years old. He lived until 910
years.



One in each Book
In searching for GMs in Parshat B'shalach, I found and unusual set of matches.

I don't know if this is unique, but it certainly is uncommon, very rare.

And what does it mean? I have no idea. But it is unusual enough to show it to you.

The gimatriya is 3016 and it is shared by five p'sukim in Tanach - all in the Torah, one in each
Book of the Chumash.

First comes B'reishit 28:2 (To-l'dot) -

:L «¤O¦̀  i¬¦g £̀ öal̈ zŸe¬p §A ¦n d ½Ẍ ¦̀  ÆmẌ ¦n ³L §lÎg©w§e L®¤O¦̀  i ¦́a £̀ l ¥̀Ez§a dz̈i¬¥A m ½ẍ £̀ d«̈p ¤́C©R ÆK ¥l mE ¬w

Arise, go to Padan Aram, to the house of Betu'el, your mother's father, and take yourself from
there a wife of the daughters of Lavan, your mother's brother.

If we can try to weave these p'sukim together, let's start by saying this pasuk represents the
beginning of Bnei Yisrael. A very early point in the timeline of the future Nation - when
Yaakov Avinu sets out to find a wife...

Next comes Sh'mot 16:5 (B'shalach) -

:mŸe«i | mŸe¬i E h§w §l¦iÎx ¤W £̀ l ¬©r d½¤p §W ¦n d́ïd̈§e E`i®¦aïÎx ¤W £̀ z ¥̀́ Epi¦k¥d§e i ½¦X ¦X©d mŸeÍ©A Ædïd̈§e

And it shall be on the sixth day that when they prepare what they will bring, it will be double of
what they gather every day.

We've come a long way from Yaakov's journey to find a wife and begin a family... 

We recognize this pasuk as part of the Shabbat we were given at Mara - before Matan Torah
at Har Sinai.
Then comes Vayikra 4:29 (Vayikra) -

:d «̈lŸr«̈d mŸe w §n¦A z` ½̈H©g©́dÎz ¤̀ Æh©gẄ§e z ®̀̈H©g«©d W Ÿ̀x́ l ©r Ÿe ½cïÎz ¤̀ ÆK ©nq̈§e

And he shall lean his hand on the head of the sin offering, and he shall slaughter the sin
offering in the place of the burnt offering.

Let's just say that this is one of many p'sukim that show us the centrality and significance of
AVODA in the Mikdash to our lives as Jews and as Am Yisrael.

And then, Bamidbar 9:18 (B'haalot'cha) -

:E «p£g«©i öM §W ¦O©dÎl©r o²̈pr̈«¤d oŸM̄ §W¦i x ¸¤W £̀ i À¥n§iÎlM̈ E®p£g«©i ' d i¬¦RÎl©r§e l ½¥̀ ẍ §U¦i í¥p §A ÆEr §q¦i ' Àd i¦́RÎl©r

At the bidding of G-d, the children of Israel traveled, and at the bidding of G-d, they encamped;
as long as the cloud hovered above the Mishkan, they encamped.



That's how we were to behave in the Midbar - and that is how we are to behave throughout
our lives, as we wander through the Midbar of Life, so to speak.

And finally, D'varim 28:7 (Ki Tavo) -

EqE¬p̈i mi¦kẍ §c d ¬̈r§a ¦W§aE Li ½¤l ¥̀ E ´̀ §v«¥i Æcg̈ ¤̀ K ¤x³¤c§A Li®¤pẗ §l mi¦tB̈¦p Li ½¤lr̈ mi ¦́nT̈©d ÆLi ¤̧a§iŸ «̀ Îz ¤̀ ' ³d o ¥̧Y¦i
:Li«¤pẗ §l

G-d will cause your enemies who rise up against you, to be beaten before you; they will come
out against you in one direction, but they will flee from you in seven directions.

Part of the promise of what will be IF we remain loyal to G-d, keep His Torah and His Mitzvot.

I doubt that there is another set of exactly five GMs, one from each Chumash.



YITRO

GM The first two p'sukim of the ASERET HADIBROT are ANOCHI and LO YIHYEH L'CHA.
That's p'sukim. If you count DIBROT, the first one is ANOCHI and the second one is four
p'sukim long: LO YIHYEH... LO TAASEH L'CHA FESEL... LO TISHTACHAVEH LAHEM... and
V'OSEH CHESED... When read with TAAMEI ELYON, ANOCHI and LO YIHYEH L'CHA (and the
other p'sukim) are fused into one pasuk. Then there is the issue of what we heard from
HaShem Himself and not just via Moshe Rabeinu. One school of thought says that the first
two p'sukim were from HaShem directly, then the people withdrew and asked Moshe to tell
them what HaShem wants of them, but that they didn't want direct communication, because
they were too afraid. With all that as introduction, let's take these two first p'sukim, combine
them, and search for GMs. 

mi ¦x¥g £̀ mi¬¦dŸl ¡̀ ²L §l d¬¤i§d«¦iÎ Ÿ̀l :mi «¦cä £r zi¬¥A ¦n m¦i ©x§v ¦n u ¤x ¬¤̀¥n Li²¦z`¥vF «d x ¤̄W £̀ Li®¤dŸl' ¡̀ 'd́ i¦kŸp «̀̈
:i«̈pR̈Îl©r

"I am HaShem your G-d, who brought you out of Egypt, from the place of slavery. Do not have
any other gods before Me." 

This pair of p'sukim, which are the flip side of each other, combine for a gimatriya of 3191. A
pasuk with the same gimatriya is the last pasuk in Malachi, the last pasuk of Trei Asor, and
the last pasuk of N'VI'IM. Malachi 3:24 - 

:m ¤x«¥g u ¤x ̀̈ d̈Îz ¤̀ i¬¦zi¥M¦d§e `F ¾a ῭Îo¤R m®̈zFa £̀Îl©r mi¦pÄ a¬¥l§e mi½¦pÄÎl©r ÆzFa ῭Îa «¥l ai ³¦W¥d§e

“that he (Eliyahu HaNavi) may turn the heart of the fathers back through the children, and the
heart of the children back through their fathers - lest I come and smite the earth with utter
destruction.”

The next to the last pasuk - HINEI ANOCHI SHOLEI'CH LACHEM... is repeated after this last
pasuk, because of the harsh ending. But V'HEISHIV LEIV AVOT... is part of the pointer to the
days of MASHI'ACH. We started as a Nation with ANOCHI HASHEM ELOKECHA and the
GEULA SH'LEIMA which is pointed to by the end of the NEVI'IM section of TANACH marks a
major milestone in our long journey through Jewish History.



GM Our commitment to G-d as a Nation is expressed by the neat partial pasuk (NPP) in
this week's sedra, Sh'mot 19:6 - 

WF ®cẅ iFb́§e mi¦p£dŸ «M z¤k¬¤l §n©n i²¦lÎEi§d «¦Y m ¤̄Y ©̀ §e

"You (plural) will be a kingdom of kohanim and a holy nation to Me." 

In Hoshei'a 2:22, there is an expression of our commitment to G-d as individuals.

:'dÎz ¤̀ §Y©r ©cï§e d®̈pEn ¡̀¤A i ¦l Ki¬¦Y §U ©x «¥̀§e

"And I (says HaShem) will betroth you (singular) to Me with faith, and you (singular) shall know
G-d." 

Each and every Jew must be committed to G-d and His Torah and Mitzvot on two different
levels: As part of Klal Yisrael and as individuals. See the PT-DT for more on this. The NPP
from Yitro and the pasuk from Hoshei'a are GMs at 1998.

Unrelated, but... In the year 1998 from Creation, Avraham Avinu was 50 years old and Sara
Imeinu was 40. He wasn't Avinu yet, nor was she, Imeinu. They were still Avram and Sarai.
Among the 10 generations from No'ach to Avraham, all were still alive except for Peleg who
had died in 1996 and Nachor (Avraham's grandfather) who had died in 1997. In 1998,
Hammurabi was king of Babylon (Bavel).



GM In preparation to receive the Torah and enter into a mutual covenant with HaShem,
one of the promises from G-d is contained in Sh'mot 19:6 -

:l «¥̀ẍ §U¦i i¬¥p §AÎl ¤̀ x¥A ©c§Y x¬¤W £̀ mi ½¦xä §C©d d ¤N¥µ̀ WF ®cẅ iFb́§e mi¦p£dŸ «M z¤k¬¤l §n©n i²¦lÎEi§d «¦Y m ¤̄Y ©̀ §e

'You will be a kingdom of kohanim and a holy nation to Me.' These are the words that you must
relate to the Israelites.

Avraham Avinu and Yitzchak went to the Akeida together and one of the p'sukim that we
might suggest describes the behavior of our fathers, that earned us the honor, privilege, and
merit to become HaShem's nation - as in the pasuk above. B'reishit 22:6 -  

E ¬k §l«¥I©e z ¤l®¤k £̀ «©O«©dÎz ¤̀§e W ¥̀d̈Îz ¤̀ F ½cï §A g ©́T¦I©e F½p §A w´̈g§v¦iÎl©r Æm ¤U¸̈I©e d À̈lŸr«̈d i¥́v £rÎz ¤̀ m ¹̈dẍ§a ©̀  g©̧T¦I©e
:e «̈C§g©i m¤di¥p §W

Avraham took the offering wood and placed it on [the shoulders of] his son Yitzchak. He
himself took the fire and the slaughter knife, and the two of them went together.

The p'sukim are a GM at 4036.

What else is with 4036? 

That year was in the middle of the period of the AMORA'IM (chachmei Ha-Gemara). Rav and
Sh'muel had passed away years before; Rabi Yochanan was towards the end of his life.

Marcus Claudius Tacitus, Roman Emperor, died after a short 2-year reign.



GM As explained previously, there are many different gimatriyas - not just the 'regular'
one with ALEF=1, BET=2... TAV=400. Among the many, is one called MILUI, a filled out
gimatriya in which a letter is valued based on the regular gimatriya of the spelled out name of
the letter. ALEF, which is spelled ALEF-LAMED-PEI has a GIMATRIYA B'MILUI of 1+30+80,
which is 111. BET, spelled BET-YUD-TAV = 2+10+400 = 412. And so on.

Another gimatriya, based on MILUI is called NISTAR, hidden. This gimatriya also counts the
spelling of the letter, but does not include the open, revealed part of the letter - only the
other letters that are 'behind the scene', so to speak. The Gimatriya NISTAR of ALEF, for
example, is the total of the other letters of the spelling of the letter in question. The LAMED
and the PEI, but not the ALEF itself. The ALEF is NIGLEH and the LAMED & PEI are NISTAR.
Another example - SHIN, spelled SHIN-YUD-NUN. Regular gimatriya of SHIN is 300. The
MILUI of SHIN is 300+10+50 = 360. The NISTAR is YUD-NUN, 10+50 = 60. And so on.

Now I'm ready to show you what I think is a real treasure of a find.

Sh'mot 20:2, the first pasuk of the ASERET HADIBROT, the first words that HaShem spoke to
ALL OF BNEI YISRAEL, is

:mi «¦cä £r zi¬¥A ¦n m¦i ©x§v ¦n u ¤x ¬¤̀¥n Li²¦z`¥vF «d x ¤̄W £̀ Li®¤dŸl' ¡̀ 'd́ i¦kŸp «̀̈

I am HaShem your God, who brought you out of Egypt, from the place of slavery.

This pasuk epitomizes DIVINE REVELATION - as open a manifestation as G-d has ever
allowed His Chosen People (or any people) to witness.

The regular gimatriya of this pasuk is 2495. There happen to be 9 other p'sukim in Tanach
(including the identical pasuk in the Aseret HaDibrot in Va'etchanan) that have a gimatriya of
2495.

The MILUI gimatriya of the pasuk is 6025. There are two p'sukim in Tanach whose regular
gimatriyas match the MILUI of the pasuk. 

The NISTAR gimatriya of ANOCHI... is 3530. Six p'sukim in Tanach have a regular gimatriya of
3530. And one of them stands out as a Gimatriya Match with a point to make.

D'varim 32:20 (in Parshat Haazinu) - 

:m«̈A o¬ªn ¥̀Î` «Ÿl mi¦pÄ dÖ ½¥d ÆzŸkªR§d©Y xF ³c i¦́M m®̈zi ¦x£g «©̀ d´̈n d ¤̀ §x ¤̀ m ½¤d ¥n Æi©pẗ dẍi³¦Y §q ©̀  x ¤n Ÿ̀ÀI©e

HaShem said: I will hide My face from them, and see what will be their end. They are a
generation which reverses itself and cannot be trusted.

At Har Sinai, HaShem was directly addressing the People who had arrived at Sinai and
camped at the foot of the Mount - as one person with one heart. Sadly, we often stray from
the NAASEH V'NISHMA commitment that we made at Har Sinai. But even when we stray,
HaShem remains with us - albeit, often with HESTER PANIM, hiding - so to speak - in the



background, watching over us and continuing to help us.

The hidden gimatriya of ANOCHI HASHEM ELOKECHA... (3530) is a match to the regular
gimatriya of the pasuk that assures us that HaShem Who said ANOCHI HASHEM is always
with us.



GM Sh'mot 20:8 in the Aseret HaDibrot in Parshat Yitro, is the well-known command to
sanctify the Shabbat -  

:Ÿe ÀW §C©w §l z ¹̈A ©X©d mŸei̧Îz ¤̀ ÁxŸekf̈

Remember the Shabbat day to sactify it. 

This is the mitzva to make Kiddush on Friday night - with words in the davening and over
wine at the Shabbat table. So too, to escort the Shabbat out with Havdala - again, with words
in davening and with wine, spices, and candle, as well. Many other facets of behavior related
to our remembering and sanctifying Shabbat, stem from this mitzva - including some things
we do during the week that acknowledge the upcoming Shabbat and prepare for it.

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 1837. There are seven other p'sukim in Tanach that have this
same numeric value - four of them are in T'hilim. Of those four p'sukim, two of them call out
as significant Gimatriya Matches to our ZACHOR verse.

T'hilim 28:7 -

:EP «¤cŸed £̀ i ¬¦xi ¦X ¦nE i®¦A ¦l f ¬Ÿl £r«©I©e i¦Y§x¬̈f ¡rÅ«¤p§e i À¦A ¦l g¬©hä Ÿe µA »i¦P¦b «̈nE i¬¦G ªr | ' ³d

HaShem is my strength and my shield; my heart trusted in Him and I was helped; my heart
rejoiced and I will thank Him with my song. 

Shabbat is a covenant between HaShem and B'nei Yisrael. This pasuk speaks to the
relationship between HKBH and his people - which proper observance of Shabbat engenders.

So too, T'hilim 115:15 - 

:u ¤x «̀̈ ë m¦i¬©nẄ d À¥UŸ ¹r ' ®d «©l m¤Y ©̀  mi¦́kEx§A

Blessed are you to HaShem, the Maker of heaven and earth. 

This pasuk can surely be seen as pointing to the reward for our Shabbat observance. OSEI
SHAMAYIM VA'ARETZ is certainly an appropriate description of HaShem in the context of
the Shabbat.



GM The Aseret HaDibrot are contained in 13 p'sukim in Parshat Yitro, Sh'mot 20:2-14. The
pasuk immediately before the Aseret HaDibrot introduces them (Sh'mot 20:1) -  

:xŸ «n` ¥l d ¤N ¥̀d̈ mi ¬¦xä §C©dÎlM̈ z ²¥̀ mi ½¦dŸl' ¡̀ x´¥A ©c§i©e

God spoke1 all of these words saying: 

"All these words" - we can say that this one pasuk is the summary of the Aseret HaDibrot,
and perhaps the introductory pasuk to the whole Torah (since Moshe remained on Har Sinai
for the 40 day and 40 night "follow up" to the Ten).

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 1332. There are four other p'sukim in Tanach that have this
same numeric value - the one that says "pick me!" is T'hilim 119:88 - 

:Li«¦R zE ¬c¥r d À̈x §n §W ¤̀§¹e i¦p®¥I©g ¬L §C §q©g§M

According to Your kindness, sustain me, and I shall keep the testimony of Your mouth.

With this pasuk, we can be saying to HaShem - "Yes, we heard ALL THESE WORDS, and we
are committed to abide by them, and to love them and live by them - but we ask for Your
help. Please sustain us with Your kindness, so that we will be able to keep Your words..."

Numberwise, 1332 is 36×37 as well as being 11³+1. Nice. 



MISHPATIM

GM See Lech L'cha  for the GM of these two p'sukim -

:dP̈«¤p §Y ¤̀ L §l i¬¦M D®̈A§gẍ §lE D̈M §x ῭ §l u ¤x ½̀̈ Ä K ¥́N©d§z¦d mE µw

:m«¤di¥p§t ¦l mi ¦UŸ x¬¤W £̀ mi ½¦hR̈ §W ¦O©d Æd ¤N ¥̧̀ §e

GM We have a number of mitzvot that are said to be equal to the whole Torah. ... K'NEGED
KOL HATORAH KULA. They include, to name just a few - Shabbat, Brit Mila, Talmud Torah,
Tzitzit... I come not to add to the list, but to give a numeric version of the notion of equating a
mitzva with all of the Torah.

In Parshat Mishpatim, specifically Sh'mot 22:24, we find:

:K ¤W«¤p eïlr̈ oE ¬ni ¦U§zÎ` «Ÿl d®¤WŸp§M F l d¬¤i§d «¦zÎ Ÿ̀l K ½̈O¦r Æi¦pr̈«¤dÎz ¤̀ i À¦O©rÎz ¤̀ d́¤e §l©Y | s¤q¤́MÎm ¦̀

"When you lend money to My people, to the poor man among you, do not press him for
repayment. [Also] do not take interest from him."

Although the pasuk begins with the word IM, which usually means IF, in this case, Rashi
teaches us, that this is one of three IMs that are commands, not optional, not the usual
IF-THEN language. It is a mitzva and imperative to lend money to a poor fellow to help him
improve his lot. And not only does this pasuk cammand us to lend, it also forbids us to
demand repayment if we know that the borrower cannot pay at this time (he still owes the
money), and we may not take interest from him for a personal loan. This pasuk contains a
MITZVAT ASEI and two prohibitions - 3 of the 53 mitzvot in Mishpatim and of the 613 mitzvot
in the Torah.

Is it said that lending properly to a poor person is equivalent to the whole Torah? I don't think
so. But one can make a case for a connection on a numerical level. Because D'varim 4:8
(Va'etchanan) has the same gimatriya (4014) as the above pasuk from Mishpatim - 

m¤ki¥p§t ¦l o¬¥zŸp i²¦kŸp «̀̈  x ¤̄W £̀ z Ÿ̀½G©d d ´̈xFY©d ÆlŸk§M m ®¦wi ¦C©v mi¦hR̈ §W ¦nE mi ¬¦Tªg F ²lÎx ¤W £̀ lF ½cB̈ iFB́ Æi ¦nE
:mF«I©d

"What nation is so great that they have such righteous rules and laws, like this entire Torah
that I am presenting before you today?"

For your information: There are 17 p'sukim in Mishpatim that start with IM and 7 p'sukim that
start with V'IM. That's a lot. There are a further 9 IMs, that are not the first words of a pasuk.
As the expression goes, That's a lot of ifs. But IM KESEF TALVEH ET AMI is not one of the ifs.
No ifs ands or buts about it! It's a mitzva (if you can afford to lend).



GM The well-known pasuk in Parshat K'doshim, Vayikra 19:3, states -

:m«¤ki¥d «Ÿl' ¡̀ ' ¬d i¦p £̀ ExŸ ®n §W¦Y i©zŸz§A ©WÎz ¤̀§e E` ½ẍi¦Y Æei¦a ῭ §e Ÿe ³O ¦̀  Wi ¦̀́

Every man (person) shall fear his mother and his father, and you shall observe My Shabbats - I
am HaShem, your God.

It is learned from this pasuk, that although one must listen to his parents, if they say to do
something that is not permitted by halacha (even Rabbinic law), then the child may not listen
to his parents.

In my searches for Gimatriya Matches, I came across a GM that supports the same idea as
the pasuk from K'doshim does.

Here is a NPP (neat partial pasuk) from Parshat Mishpatim, Sh'mot 23:12 -  

L§z «̈n £̀Îo¤A W¬¥tP̈¦i§e L ½¤xŸn£g«©e ÆL §xŸe «W ©gEÀp̈i o ©r ©́n §l) zŸ ®A §W¦Y i ¦ri¦a §X©d mŸe¬I©aE Li ½¤U£r «©n d´¤U£r«©Y Æmi ¦nï z ¤W³¥W
(:x«¥B©d§e

Six days you may do your work, but on the seventh day you shall rest, (in order that your ox and
your donkey shall rest, and your maidservant's son and the stranger shall be refreshed.)

Just looking at the first half of the pasuk, we find the Mitzvat Asei (positive commandment)
to abstain from Melacha on Shabbat. This mitzva is the other side of the coin of the
prohibition of Melacha on Shabbat from Sh'mot 20:10 - LO TAASEH KOL MELACHA... 

The Gimatriya of this neat partial pasuk is 3878. None of the seven p'sukim in Tanach with a
matching gimatriya, says "Pick me!" Nor do any of the four p'sukim that match the Nistar
Gimatriya (2108), nor either of the two Milui Matches (5986). Nor any of the five matches of
the AT-BASH gimatriya (1587). Rather than give up and search elsewhere for GMs, I looked at
the AL-BAM gimatriya (2783). Four p'sukim in Tanach had gimatriyas of 2783, including this
one from Parshat Yitro, in the Aseret HaDibrot, Sh'mot 20:12 - 

:K «̈l o¬¥zŸp Li¤dŸl' ¡̀ ' ¬dÎx ¤W £̀ d ½̈nc̈ £̀ «̈d l µ©r Li ½¤nï oEḱ ¦x £̀«©i Æo ©r ©̧n §l L®¤O¦̀ Îz ¤̀§e Li¦a ῭Îz ¤̀ c¬¥A©M

Honor your father and your mother, in order that your days be lengthened on the land that
HaShem, your God, is giving you.

A long search, resulting in a match between the AL-BAM gimatriya of a neat partial pasuk
and the regular gimatriya of a whole pasuk. Still, this match echoes the K'doshim pasuk
above. Abstain from Melacha on Shabbat even if respect for your parents would suggest
otherwise.



GM Three times in the Torah -
Mishpatim, Ki Tisa, and R'ei - we find the
Neat Partial Pasuk - 

:F «O ¦̀  a¬¥l£g«©A i ¦c§B l¬¥X©a§zÎ` «Ÿl

Literally, Do not cook a G'DI in the milk of its
mother.

These words epitomize the need for the
Oral Torah to tell us what HaShem is asking
of us. 

What's a G'DI? What does "cook" mean?
Only in its own mother's milk?

Perhaps there is no better example of the
inseparable nature of TORAH SHEBICHTAV
and TORAH SHE-B'AL PEH, as these five
words.

The gimatriya of this phrase is 896.

NISTAR gimatriya is the hidden value of the
words, based on spelling out each letter's
name and calculating the part of the name
besides the letter itself - which is the
revealed part. For example: LAMED is
spelled LAMED-MEM-DALET. Its revealed
(regular) gimatriya is 30. Its hidden
gimatriya is MEM-DALET, 44. ALEF is
spelled ALEF-LAMED-PEI. Its NISTAR value
is 110. And so on.

The NISTAR gimatriya of LO T'VASHEIL... is
2624. Six p'sukim in Tanach have 2624 as
their gimatriya. Including Mishlei 1:8 -

z ¬©xŸeY W ÀH¦¹zÎl ©̀ §e Li®¦a ῭ x ©́qEn i¦p §a r ©́n §W
:L«¤O¦̀

Hearken, my son, to the discipline of your
father, and do not forsake the instruction of
your mother.

Rashi defines MUSAR AVICHA as "What the
Holy One, blessed be He, gave Moshe in

writing and orally."

If you want to understand LO T'VASHEIL
the way G-d meant it to be understood,
then this pasuk in Mishlei guides to way to
that understanding.



T'RUMA

GM In preparation of the building of the Mishkan, the people were commanded to donate
(voluntarily) many materials for the task. Sh'mot 25:3 is a good example - 

:z ¤W «Ÿg§pE s¤q¤kë a¬̈df̈ m®̈Y ¦̀ «¥n E g§w¦Y x¬¤W £̀ d ½̈nEx§Y©d Æz Ÿ̀f§e

The offering that you take from them shall consist of the following: Gold, silver, copper...

Many other materials follow in the next number of p'sukim - and 'giving to G-d' is a holy
endeavor.

But G-d gives us more than a hint as to what kind of 'giving' he wants from us. Take a look at
Vayikra 19:10 (K'doshim) -

:m«¤ki¥d «Ÿl' ¡̀ ' ¬d i¦p £̀ m ½̈zŸ̀  aŸ́f £r«©Y Æx¥B ©l§e i³¦pr̈ «¤l h ®¥T ©l§z ` ´Ÿl L §n §x©M h¤x¬¤tE l ½¥lFr §z ` ´Ÿl ÆL §n §x©k§e

[Furthermore,] do not pick the incompletely formed grape clusters in your vineyards. [Also] do
not pick up individual [fallen grapes] in your vineyards. [All the above] must be left for the poor
and the stranger. I am HaShem your G-d.

The p'sukim are a GM at 3510.

GM
Here's (part of) the story with my searches for Gimatriya Matches. I've been doing it for years and have collected
many GMs, some of which I have written up in an ever-increasing file. I still have a way to go before I'm ready to
make it all into a book. Most of the searches have been with the regular gimatriya - ALEF=1, BET=2... TAV=400.
Recently, I have been checking out some of the other gimatriyas and have found two nice GMs using the NISTAR
value of the ALEF-BET. This one here uses AT-BASH, which is sort of like a mirror image of the regular gimatriya,
with ALEF=400, BET=300... TAV=1.

In preparation of the building of the Mishkan, the people were commanded to donate
(voluntarily) many materials for the task. Sh'mot 25:2 is the beginning of the whole Mishkan
Project (if we can call it that).

:i «¦zn̈E «x §YÎz ¤̀ E g§w¦Y F ½A ¦l EP´¤a §C¦i x ´¤W £̀ ÆWi ¦̀ ÎlM̈ z ³¥̀¥n d®̈nEx§Y i ¦lÎEg§w¦i§e l ½¥̀ ẍ §U¦i í¥p §AÎl ¤̀ Æx¥A ©C

(G-d tells Moshe to) Speak to the children of Israel, and have them take for Me an offering;
from every person whose heart inspires him to generosity, you shall take My offering.

This pasuk has a regular gimatriya of 5045 and an AT-BASH gimatriya of 5063. (Side point -
regular and AT-BASH of words, phrases, or p'sukim can be far apart or close; neither should
be a surprise. For this pasuk, the values are close.)

It has been said that the MIKDASH - the Mishkan and Beit HaMikdash to follow - is the
continuation (for all time) of the one-time experience we had at Har Sinai.



The search found a pasuk whose regular gimatriya is 5063, making it sort of a mirror image of
our pasuk, above. We go back to Parshat Yitro for Sh'mot 20:5 - 

Er½ªp̈I©e Æmr̈d̈ `§x³©I©e o®¥Wr̈ ẍdd̈Îz ¤̀§e x ½̈tŸX©d lFẃ Æz ¥̀ §e m À¦ci¦R ©N©dÎz ¤̀§e z ¹ŸlFT©dÎz ¤̀ mi ¦̧̀ Ÿx Ámr̈d̈Îlk̈§e
:wŸ «gẍ «¥n E c §n©r«©I©e

And all the people saw the voices and the torches, the sound of the shofar, and the smoking
mountain, and the people saw and trembled; so they stood from afar.

As I mention often, this GM does not prove anything; it just points in a numeric way to the
connection between Revelation at Har Sinai and the MIKDASH that we are commanded to
build for HaShem...

GM The key pasuk in Parshat T'ruma - and T'tzveh, and the beginning of Ki Tisa, and all of
Vayahel and P'kudei... and much of the the Book of Vayikra - is Sh'mot 25:8 -  

:m«̈kŸez§A i¦Y§p©k «̈W§e W®̈C§w ¦n i ¦l EU ¬̈r§e

And they shall make for Me a sanctuary and I will dwell in their midst.

The regular Gimatriya of this pasuk is 2120. Five other p'sukim in Tanach have the same
numeric value - including a pasuk that occurs twice - Sh'muel Bet 22:31 and T'hilim 18:31 -

:Ÿe «A mi¬¦qŸg©d lŸ k §l `E ½d ó¥bn̈ d ½̈tEx§v 'Æd z µ©x §n¦̀  Ÿe ®M §x ©C mi ¦́nŸ l' ¥̀d̈

As for God, His way is perfect; the word of Hashem is tried. He is a shield to all those who take
refuge in Him.

There are other p'sukim in Torah and Nach that express the idea that the purpose of our
building the Mikdash is to help develop our relationship with G-d. This pasuk - from Shirat
David - is a GM that touches upon that theme.



T'TZAVEH

GM When Carl Reiner asked Mel Brooks - in the 2000 year old man routine - what was the
greatest thing mankind ever devised, he answered that in his humble opinion, it was Saran
Wrap. And as he was extolling the qualities of Saran Wrap, the interviewer tried to interject
with - You equate this with man's discovery of space. The 2000 year old man answered
calmly - That was good.

The command by G-d to (the unnamed) Moshe concerning the making of the kohein's
garments is stated in Sh'mot 28:3 - 

F W §C©w §l oŸ ²x£d «©̀ i ¥̄c§b¦AÎz ¤̀ E ºUr̈§e d®̈n§kg̈ ©gEx́ ei¦z` ¥N ¦n x¬¤W £̀ a ½¥lÎi ¥n§k©gÎlM̈Îl ¤̀ Æx¥A ©c§Y d À̈Y ©̀ §e
:i «¦lÎFp£d«©k §l

Speak to everyone who is naturally talented, to whom I have granted a spirit of wisdom, and let
them make Aharon's vestments. These [vestments] will then be used to consecrate him and
make him a kohein to Me.

In my searches for Gimatriya Matches, I highlight a pasuk in the program and ask it for other
p'sukim in Tanach with the same gimatriya. Then I look at the found p'sukim and see if there
is something to say about the match.

One of the p'sukim that match is D'varim 22:4 - 
:F «O¦r mi ¦wŸ m ¬¥wd̈ m®¤d ¥n ̈Y §n©N©r §z¦d§e K ¤x ½¤C©A mi ¦́l§tŸ«p ÆFxFW F ³̀  Li ¹¦g ῭ xFņ£gÎz ¤̀ Ád ¤̀ §x¦zÎ` «Ÿl

If you see your brother's donkey or ox fallen [under its load] on the road, you must not ignore it.
You must help him pick up [the load].

The p'sukim are a GM at 4133. And the observation - Bigdei Kehuna (and all of the
Mishkan/Mikdash components) are the discovery of space from the 2000 year old man
routine. But what does he see as the greatest thing? This interpersonal 'mundane' mitzva - a
Saran Wrap mitzva.

The Torah's mitzvot are not in competition - they are all equal in a significant way. They are
all G-d's commands. And our attention to them should be with the best enthusiasm and
purest kavana that is part and parcel of all mitzvot.



T'TZAVEH

GM Found an interesting match between the NISTAR gimatriya of a pasuk from our sedra
and the regular gimatriya of a pasuk in Parshat Chukat.

Sh'mot 28:2 tells us of the launch of Aharon's career as the first Kohen Gadol.

:z ¤x «̀̈ §t¦z §lE cF ak̈ §l Li®¦g ῭ oŸx́£d «©̀ §l W ¤cŸ wÎi ¥c§b¦a z̈i ¬¦Ur̈§e

You shall make holy garments for your brother Aharon, for honor and glory.

The regular gimatriya of 2713 matched two other p'sukim in Tanach - with nothing exciting to
say.

But the NISTAR (if you don't know what that is, check out the explanation on the gms.pdf -
the whole file link - it's at the end of the YITRO entries) of this pasuk is 4232. This number
found 7 p'sukim in Tanach whose regular gimatriyas were 4342 - 

including Bamidbar 20:26 (in Chukat) -

x®̈dd̈ W Ÿ̀x́ §A m ̈W oŸ ²x£d «©̀ zn̄̈Ï©e F½p §A x́f̈r̈ §l ¤̀Îz ¤̀ Æmz̈Ÿ̀  W³¥A §l©I©e ei À̈cb̈ §AÎz ¤̀ oŸ ¹x£d «©̀Îz «¤̀ d ¸¤WŸn Áh ¥W§t©I©e
:x«̈dd̈Îo ¦n ẍfr̈ §l ¤̀§e d²¤WŸn c¤x̄¥I©e

Moshe then stripped Aharon of his garments and dressed Elazar his son in them, and Aharon
died there on the top of the mountain. [Then] Moshe and Elazar descended from the mountain.

This pasuk marks the end of Aharon's life and the end of his tenure as Kohein Gadol.
Hidden (so to speak) in the pasuk from T'tzaveh, where Aharon became Kohein Gadol, is this
pasuk from Chukat, telling us of his death.



GM Searching for Gimatriya Matches
will most often not result in a meaning- ful
connection to note. Sometimes there is a
positive result connecting two p'sukim, and
disregarding a number of other p'sukim
with the same numeric value, but nothing
of significance to speak of.

And once in a while, there will be only two
p'sukim with matching gimatriyas that will
have a connection worthy of comment.
Those GMs are a little bit more special.
Here's one such GM. Take the pasuk from
T'tzaveh, Sh'mot 29:45 -

m¤dl̈ i ¦zi¬¦id̈ §e l®¥̀ ẍ §U ¦i í¥p §A KŸe z §A i ½¦Y §p ©k´Ẅ §e
:mi «¦dŸl'`«¥l

I will dwell in the midst of the children of
Israel and I will be their God.

The regular Gimatriya of this pasuk is 2449.
Only one other pasuk in Tanach has that
same gimatriya - T'hilim 44:8 -

:z̈Ÿe «Wi ¦a ¡d Epi¬¥̀ §p ©U §nE Epi ®¥xS̈ ¦n EpŸ §r ©WŸe «d i´¦M

For You saved us from our adversaries and
You put our enemies to shame.

I think the p'sukim speak for themselves -
HaShem in our midst results in His saving
us from our enemies...



KI TISA

GM Most of the Gimatriya Matches in this column, match whole p'sukim with each other -
and then figure out if there is something significant to say about the relationship (besides
numeric) between the two p'sukim.

And sometimes, a NPP - neat partial pasuk - works nicely. Let's take as an example, a pasuk
in Ki Tisa, Sh'mot 31:17 - a pasuk with which we should all be very familiar.

...m®̈lŸr §l `e¦d zF ¬̀  l ½¥̀ ẍ §U¦i í¥p §A Æoi¥aE iÀ¦pi¥A

Between Me and the children of Israel, it is forever a sign...

This NPP is talking about the Shabbat and how it is an eternal sign between G-d and the
People of Israel.

And take a look at one of the p'sukim that it matched - Sh'mot 20:1 - the introductory verse
to the ASERET HADIBROT

:xŸ «n` ¥l d ¤N ¥̀d̈ mi ¬¦xä §C©dÎlM̈ z ²¥̀ mi ½¦dŸl' ¡̀ x´¥A ©c§i©e

God spoke all these words, saying:

There are a number of items and mitzvot that are considered equivalent to the whole Torah.
Shabbat is one of them. An important one of them.

What we have in this match is the Shabbat being a sign of the covenant that G-d and the
People entered into at Har Sinai, when they heard all of the words that G-d spoke.



GM Here is another Gimatriya Match between the NISTAR gimatriya of a pasuk and the
regular gimatriya of a different pasuk.

For an explanation of NISTAR, go to the whole file and search for the word NISTAR.

Sh'mot 30:13, from the beginning of Ki Tisa, which is also from Parshat Sh'kalim, we find the
mitzva of the MACHATZIT HASHEKEL.

zi¦́v£g «©n l¤w ½¤X©d Ædẍ¥B mi ³¦x §U¤r W ¤cŸ®T©d l¤w ´¤W§A l¤w ¤X©d zi¬¦v£g «©n mi ½¦cªw§R©dÎl©r Æx¥aŸr«̈dÎlM̈ EÀp §Y¦i | d́¤f
:'d «©l d̈nEx§Y l¤w ½¤X©d

Everyone included in the census must give a half shekel. This shall be by the sanctuary
standard, where a shekel is 20 gera. It is half of such a shekel that must be given as an offering
to God.

Longish pasuk with a relatively high gimatriya - 5921. 

Searches with large gimatriyas do not usually return many other p'sukim that match. In fact,
5921 showed only one match, a pasuk in Melachim Bet that did not lend itself to a nice
comment.

But the NISTAR gimatriya of the above pasuk did result in an interesting match.

The NISTAR gimatriya of Sh'mot 30:13 is 5722. Two p'sukim in Tanach have that gimatriya.
The one from Yirmiyahu did not present a usable match. But the other one did!

Divrei HaYamim Alef 21:17 - 

First, the context. 

The perek tells of David HaMelech who ordered a census of the people be taken. It was a
direct count - not with a half-shekel or other means of indirect counting. G-d got angry (so to
speak) and a plague cost thousands of lives. David admitted that he had sinned and begged
G-d to punish him but not the people. The pasuk in question -

i¦zŸer ¥x£d ©r ¥xd̈§e i¦z`ḧg̈Îx ¤W £̀ `EdÎi¦p £̀©e mr̈Ä zŸep §n ¦l i¦Y §x ©n ῭ i¦p £̀ Ÿ̀l£d mi¦dŸl' ¡̀d̈Îl ¤̀ ci¦eC̈ x ¤n Ÿ̀I©e
:dẗ¥B ©n §l Ÿ̀l L §O©r§aE i¦a ῭ zi¥a§aE i¦A L §cï `p̈ i¦d§Y i©dŸl' ¡̀ 'd EUr̈ d ¤n o Ÿ̀S©d d ¤N ¥̀ §e

And David said to God, "Did I not say to count the people? Then I am the one who has sinned,
and I have committed evil, but these sheep, what have they done? O Lord, my God, I beg that
Your hand be against me and against my father's house, but not against Your people for a
plague."

We are not just dealing with a match of gimatriyas (two different kinds), but specifically, with
a Torah pasuk that states the mitzva, and a match to its NISTAR value that shows the dark
side of the mitzva - the tragedy that occurred when it was disregarded.



VAYAKHEL



P'KUDEI

GM A summary of many many p'sukim dedicated to the Mishkan is found on Sh'mot 39:17

:E «Ur̈ o¬¥M d ¤WŸnÎz ¤̀ ' ²d d̄Ë¦v x ¸¤W £̀ lŸ Âk Â§M l ½¥̀ ẍ §U¦i í¥p §A ÆEU£r«©I«©e c ®¥rFn l¤dŸ ´̀  o©M §W ¦n z ¾©cŸa £rÎlM̈ l¤k ¾¥Y©e

All the work on the MISHKAN OHEL MO'ED was thus completed. The Israelites did exactly as
God had commanded Moshe.

Not only was the work on the Mishkan completed, but most significantly - the people did
exactly as G-d had commanded Moshe.

Part of the reward for doing all that G-d commands - and with great enthusiasm - is
expressed in Micha 4:4 -

:x«¥A ¦C zŸe ̀ ä'§v ' ¬d i²¦tÎi¦M ci ®¦x£g «©n oi ¥̀́§e Ÿe zp̈ «¥̀ §Y z©g¬©z§e Ÿe²p§t©B z©g ©̄Y Wi ¦̀́ E Àa §W«̈i§e
And they shall dwell each man under his vine and under his fig tree, and no one shall make
them move, for the mouth of the Lord of Hosts has spoken.

May we all be privileges to full Torah and Mitzvot observance - with the best of attitudes -
and may we thereby merit peace and tranquility in our Land (and many other good things, as
well).



VAYIKRA

GM One of the nail-biting p'sukim in the parsha of the Akeida (even if you already know
how it ends) is B'reishit 22:9 in Parshat Vayeira -

mi®¦v¥r«̈dÎz ¤̀ KŸ x£r«©I«©e ©g ½¥A§f ¦O©dÎz ¤̀ Æmd̈ẍ §a ©̀  m ³̈W o¤a¦̧I©e ¼mi¦dŸl' ¡̀«̈d FĺÎx ©n «̀̈  x ´¤W £̀ »mFwÖ©dÎl ¤̀ E Ÿ̀ ÀaÏ©e
:mi«¦v¥r «̈l l©r©O ¦n ©g ½¥A§f ¦O©dÎl©r ÆFzŸ̀  m ¤U³̈I©e F½p §A w´̈g§v¦iÎz ¤̀ ÆcŸw £r«©I«©e

"When they finally came to the place designated by God, Avraham built the altar there, and
arranged the wood. He then bound his son Yitzchak, and placed him on the altar on top of the
wood."

Don't try that at home - as the expression goes. It was a one-time episode in the lives of
Avraham and Yitzchak - never to be repeated. The pasuk does have an interesting GM at 5359
- which relates to korbanot that we are commanded to bring, over and over again - 

l ¬©r L®¤zg̈§p ¦n l ©r ¥n Li ½¤dŸl' ¡̀ zi ¦́x§A g ©l ¤µn zi À¦A §W©z ` ´Ÿl§e ¼gl̈ §n¦Y g ©l´¤O©A »L §z«̈g§p ¦n o ©́A §xẅÎlk̈§e
:g ©l«¤n ai ¬¦x§w©Y L§p«̈A §xẅÎlM̈

"Moreover, you must salt every meal offering. Do not leave out the salt of your God's covenant
from your meal offerings. [Furthermore,] you must [also] offer salt with your animal
sacrifices."

That's more like it. Which is why the Akeida was a supreme test of Avraham's faith.



Shabbat HaGadol
 In this haftara that prophesies the coming of Eliyahu HaNavi as the harbinger of the

Geula, we find sort of a condition for the coming of Y'MOT HAMASHI'ACH. That is
remembering and following the Torah. Malachi 3:22 - 

:mi «¦hR̈ §W ¦nE mi ¦Tªg l ½¥̀ ẍ §U¦iÎlM̈Îl©r Æa ¥xŸg§a F ³zF` i¦zi¦̧E¦v Áx ¤W £̀ i ®¦C§a©r d´¤WŸn z ©xFY E ¾x§k¦f

"Keep in remembrance the teaching of Moshe, My servant - the laws and ordinances which I
commanded him in Chorev for all Israel."

This pasuk shares its gimatriya of 4646 with D'varim 12:14, which speaks about the Beit
HaMikdash, which is the goal towards which the haftara of Shabbat HaGadol points.

i¦kŸp «̀̈  x¬¤W £̀ lŸ ²M d ½¤U£r«©Y m ´̈W§e Li®¤zŸlŸ «r d´¤l£r«©Y m ̈W Li ½¤hä §W c©́g ©̀ §A 'Æd x³©g§a¦iÎx ¤W £̀ mF ºwÖ©AÎm ¦̀  i¦́M
:J̈«¤E©v §n

"It must be done only in the place that God shall choose in [the territory of] one of your tribes.
Only there shall you sacrifice burnt offerings, and only there shall you prepare all [the
offerings] that I am prescribing to you."

Pesach is the reliving of the first Geula as a nation. Malachi points us towards to Geula
Sh'leima. It will come - whether or not we are ready for it or whether or not we are worthy of
it. But the best case scenario is our Remembering Torat Moshe, making its values our values,
learning and teaching it, keeping its mitzvot, loving it, and engendering that love and
commitment within our fellow Jews.

 The Shabbat HaGadol is from Malachi, specifically, 3:4-24. Malachi is the 12th booklet
of Trei Asar, which is the last book of the Nevi'im section of Tanach. The haftara opens with
Malachi 3:4 -  

:zF«I¦pŸ «n §c©w mi¦pẄ§kE m ½̈lFr i ¥́ni¦M m®̈lẄE «xi¦e d ̈cEd§i z¬©g§p ¦n ' ½d «©l Ædä §x «̈r§e

And then the offerings of Yehuda and Yerushalayim shall be pleasant to G-d, as in the days of
old and former years.

This pasuk should be very familiar to those who daven regularly, it is the last pasuk of the
Amida, at the end of the Y'HI RATZON we say after ELOKAI, N'TZOR L'SHONI MEI'RA... and
YIHYU L'RATZON...

The last pasuk of the Amida. And what is the first pasuk of the Amida? HASHEM S'FATAI
TIFTACH... which is T'hilim 51:17 -

:L«¤zN̈¦d§Y ci¬¦B©i i À¦t¹E g®̈Y§t¦Y i ©́zẗ §U ip̈Ÿc' £̀

O G-d, You shall open my lips, and my mouth will recite Your praise.

The Amida during the week consists of text composed by the ANSHEI K'NESET HAG'DOLA.
The Amida of Shabbat and Chagim as some p'sukim which are quoted along with the text of



the brachot. But the two above p'sukim stand out as the "bookends" of the Amida. The two
p'sukim are OEGMs, opposite ends gimatriya matches, in that they share the same numeric
value - 2721.



SH'MINI
 The concept of HAVDALA - separating, distinguishing between one thing and another,

is very significant to the Jewish people. The examples of HAVDALA are varied. Between
KODESH and CHOL, Shabbat and the rest of the week, the Jewish Nation and others...

Parshat Sh'mini ends with a statement of havdala, summing up the presentations of the
animals we may and may not eat (Vayikra 11:47).

x¤W £̀  d½̈I ©g «©d Æoi ¥aE z ¤l ½¤k ¡̀ «¤P «©d ÆdÏ ©g «©d oi³¥aE xŸ ®dḦ ©d oi´¥aE `¥nḦ ©d oi¬¥A li ¾¦C §a ©d §l
:l «¥k ῭ «¥z ` ¬Ÿl

"[With this law, you will be able] to distinguish between the unclean and the clean, between
edible animals and animals which may not be eaten."

This pasuk shares its gimatriya of 2166 with only one other pasuk in the Torah - Bamidbar
8:14. Though a very different kind of HAVDALA, the fact tht there is a GM of two p'sukim that
speak of HAVDALA, is at least interesting.

:m«¦I ¦e §l «©d i¦l Ei¬d̈ §e l®¥̀ ẍ §U ¦i í¥p §A KF Y ¦n m½¦I ¦e §l «©dÎz ¤̀  ÆŸ §l ©C §a ¦d §e

"In this manner you will separate the Levites from the other Israelites, and the Levites shall
become Mine."



ZACHOR
 The first pasuk and first mitzva of Parshat Zachor (D'varim 25:17) - 

:m¦i «̈x§v ¦O ¦n m¬¤k §z`«¥v§A K ¤x ¤C©A w®¥ln̈ £r L §l d¬̈Ur̈Îx ¤W £̀ z ²¥̀ xF ¾kf̈

"Remember what Amalek did to you on your way out of Egypt."

This pasuk has a gimatriya of 2999, as does 13 other p'sukim in Tanach. One of those p'sukim
is Bamidbar 21:28 -

:oŸ«p §x ©̀  zF ¬nÄ i¥l£r«©A a ½̀̈ Fn x ´̈r Ædl̈§k «̀̈  oŸ ®gi ¦q ź©i §x¦T ¦n d̈ad̈«¤l oF ½A §W¤g «¥n d ´̀̈ §v«̈i ÆW ¥̀Îi¦M

"For a fire has come out of Cheshbon;
a flame from Sichon's capital,
And it has consumed Ar of Moav,
the masters of the Arnon's altars"

This pasuk is part of that which spoken about by the MOSHLIM (Rashi says, Bil'am and B'or)
of the destruction of two Amalek-like nations who rejected the request of passage through
their land and who confronted Israel with an aggressive, war-like display. Amalek has always
worn many different faces, as it does today.

 Parshat Zachor consists of three mitzvot: the command to remember what Amalek
did... by voice and hearing. This is the mitzva we fulfill on Shabbat Parshat Zachor, with the
reading of the 3-pasuk portion from the end of Ki Teizei. The third mitzva of the Amalek-set
(so to speak) is LO TISHKACH, not to forget Amalek and its types, in one's heart and mind.
These are two sides of the same coin. Sandwiched between these two mitzvot is the
command to destroy Amalek - D'varim 25:19 states:

Ædl̈£g«©p ³L §l o ¥̧zŸp LiÂ¤dŸl' ¡ẦÎ'd́ x ¤W £̀ Æu ¤x ¸̀̈ Ä ai À¦aQ̈ ¦n Li ¹¤a§iŸ ¸̀ ÎlM̈ ¦n ÂL §Âl | Li¤́dŸl' ¡̀ 'd́ «©gí¦pd̈ §«A d¿̈id̈§e
:(g«̈M §W¦Y ` Ÿl) m¦i®̈nẌ©d z©g©Y ¦n w ½¥ln̈ £r x¤ḱ¥fÎz ¤̀ Æd¤g §n¦Y D ½̈Y §W ¦x §l

"Therefore, when God gives you peace from all the enemies around you in the land that
HaShem your G-d is giving you to occupy as a heritage, you must obliterate the memory of
Amalek from under the heavens. (You must not forget.)"

LO TISHKACH is in parentheses because this GM uses the NPP (neat partial pasuk) that
contains the command to wipe out Amalek.

The search for a GM of 5518, returned a pasuk in Megilat Eshter (9:25), which tells of a partial
fulfillment of the mitzva of TIMCHEH: 

F ®W Ÿ̀xÎl©r mi ¦cEd§I©dÎl©r a¬©Wg̈Îx ¤W £̀ d ²̈rẍd̈ FȲ §a ©W£g «©n aE ºWï x¤t ½¥Q©dÎm¦r x ©́n ῭ ¼K ¤l ¤O©d í¥p§t ¦l »D ῭Ÿa§aE
:u «¥rd̈Îl©r eïpÄÎz ¤̀§e F ²zŸ̀  E ¬lz̈§e

"And when she (Esther) came before the king, he commanded through letters that his evil



device that he had devised against the Jews return upon his own head, and to destroy him and
his sons on the gallows."

May we be privileged to not only fulfill the mitzvot of ZACHOR & LO TISHKACH - but also
TIMCHEH by doing our share to fight the heirs of Amalek that abound in our time -
anti-Semitism, anti-Jewish, and anti-Israel that sadly fills much of the world.



PURIM
 The Torah reading for Purim is found at the end of Parshat B'shalach, Sh'mot 17:8-16.

Nine p'sukim. The shortest Torah reading of them all. Since three people to the Torah is a
minimum, and three p'sukim to an Aliya is a minimum, the shortest possible reading is nine
p'sukim.

The opening pasuk is

:m «¦ci¦t §x¦A l ¥̀ẍ §U¦iÎm¦r m¤g¬̈N¦I©e w®¥ln̈ £r Ÿ̀ aÏ©e

"Amalek arrived and attacked Israel there in Refidim."

In searching for p'sukim in Tanach, 8 other results (for 1340) popped up. Two of them are
identical p'sukim - B'reishit 36:42 and Divrei HaYamim Alef 1:53 -

:x«̈v §a ¦n sE ¬N ©̀  öni¥Y sE ¬N ©̀  f²©p§w sE ¬N ©̀

"Chief (or the tribe of) Kenaz, Chief (or the tribe of) Teman, Chief (or the tribe of) Mivtzar"

Eisav's firstborn was ELIFAZ. He had 5 sons from his wife (not named) - Teiman, Omar, Tz'fo,
Ga'tam, and K'naz - and a son from his pilegesh TIMNA (named) - AMALEK. In the pasuk
above, we find two of Amalek's brothers, K'naz and Teiman, and a third relative (not sure
exactly how), Mivtzar. Perhaps Amalek had help in his attack from some of his relatives.

 Was searching for GMs with various p'sukim in the Megila. Found this pasuk in Mishlei
(11:10), which matched a pasuk in Esther that is basically an example of the fulfillment of the
pasuk from Mishlei.

:d«̈P ¦x mi ¦́rẄ §x cŸ a £̀ ©aE d®̈i §x¦w u ´Ÿl £r©Y mi¦wi ¦C©v aEh́ §A

"When it goes well with the righteous, the city rejoices, and when the wicked perish, there is
song."

Which pasuk, you ask. Esther 8:16 - 

:x «̈wi¦e o UÜ§e d®̈g §n ¦U§e d ̈xF` d¬̈z§i«̈d mi ¾¦cEd§I ©l
"The Jews had light and joy, and gladness and honor."

A match at 2068, this pasuk from Megila is one of the ones that the KAHAL says out loud and
the BK then reads. It is also said inthe introductory p'sukim to havdala on Motza'ei Shabbat,
every week (almost). BTW, the KEIN TIHYEH LANU is a mini-prayer that we add to the pasuk
in havdala, and we should pause before saying it so that it doesn't appear to be a
continuation of the pasuk.



HACHODESH
 There are differences between Shabbat and Chagim, halachic differences, and

different origins. But there are more things that connect Shabbat and Chag. Yom Tov is
called SHABBATON, a Shabbat with some permitted melacha. A Shabbat with a lesser
punishment for violation. The major concept that unites Shabbat with Yom Tov is the
concept of K'DUSHAT Z'MAN - the sanctity of time. The mitzva of ZACHOR ET YOM
HASHABBAT, extends to Yom Tov in several ways. The concluding pasuk of our introduction
to Shabbat after the Six Days of Creation, is B'reishit 2:3 - 

mi¦dŸl' ¡̀ ` ¬̈xÄÎx ¤W £̀ F ½Y§k`©l §nÎlM̈ ¦n Æz©aẄ F ³a i¦́M F ®zŸ̀  W ¥C©w§i©e i ½¦ri¦a §X©d mFíÎz ¤̀ Æmi¦dŸl' ¡̀ K ¤x³̈a§i©e
:zF «U£r «©l

"God blessed the seventh day, and He declared it to be holy, for it was on this day that God
ceased from all the work that He had been creating [so that it would continue] to function."

And the pasuk that first introduces us to Yom Tov is Sh'mot 12:16 - 

d´¤Ur̈«¥iÎ Ÿ̀l Ædk̈`l̈ §nÎlM̈ m®¤kl̈ d́¤i§d¦i W ¤cŸ wÎ`ẍ§w ¦n i ½¦ri¦a §X©d ÆmFI©aE W ¤cŸ ½wÎ`ẍ§w ¦n ÆoFW` ¦x«̈d mF³I©aE
:m«¤kl̈ d¬¤Ur̈«¥i F C©a §l `E ¬d W¤t½¤pÎlk̈ §l l¥́k ῭«¥i x ´¤W £̀ K©µ̀ m ½¤dä

"The first day shall be a sacred holiday, and the seventh day shall [also] be a sacred holiday.
No work may be done on these [days]. The only [work] that you may do is that which is needed
so that everyone will be able to eat."

These two p'sukim are gimatriya matches at 4928.

HACHODESH
One type of Gimatriya Match that I have found over the years of searching, I am just now
naming OPPOSITE ENDS GMs. You'll see what I mean in a moment.

We are soon to celebrate of transition from Egyptian Slavery to Freedom.

Sh'mot 5:9, towards the end of Parshat Sh'mot, exemplifies the deepest moment of our
Slavery - when Moshe and Aharon first went to Par'o to "ask" him to Let the People Go -

:x¤w «̈WÎi ¥x§a ¦c§A E r §W¦iÎl ©̀ §e D®̈aÎEU£r«©i§e mi ¦Wp̈ £̀ «̈dÎl©r d ²̈cŸa £r«̈d c©̄A§k¦Y

Make the work heavier for the men, and make sure they do it. Then they will stop paying
attention to false ideas.'

In Parshat HaChodesh - Sh'mot 12:2 in Parshat Bo - we find the statement that represents to
Redemption to come shortly. A well-known pasuk which is the first mitzva to the not yet, but
very soon to be, freed People of Israel.

:d«̈pẌ©d i ¥W §cg̈ §l m ½¤kl̈ Æ̀ Ed oF ¬W` ¦x mi ®¦Wc̈¢g W Ÿ̀x́ m¤kl̈ d²¤G©d W ¤cŸḡ©d

This month shall be the head month to you. It shall be the first month of the year.



These two p'sukim are gimatriya matches at 2658. Specifically, they are OEGMs.



TAZRI'A
 In searching for Gimatriya Matches, I occasionally come across two p'sukim that

reflect totally opposite themes or ideas.

Take Vayikra 13:47 - 

:mi «¦Y §W ¦R c¤b¬¤a §A F ̀  x ¤n ½¤v c¤b´¤a §A z ©r ®ẍv̈ r©b́¤p F a d¬¤i §d«¦iÎi ¦M c¤b ¾¤A ©d §e

[And as for] the garment that has the lesion of tzara'at upon it, on a woolen garment, or on a
linen garment,

The Gimatriya of this pasuk is 2160. Five other p'sukim in Tanach had the same gimatriya, but
nothing interesting to comment on. But using the NISTAR* gimatriya of that pasuk - 5298 -
resulted in four other p'sukim, one of which deals with a garment of wool - not one afflicted
with a NEGA, but rather an exemplary garment on the opposite end of the spectrum of
garments - the Kohen Gadol's M'IL.

i¬¥pŸn £r«©tE ai®¦aq̈ eil̈EWÎl ©r i½¦pẄ z ©r´©lŸez §e Æon̈B̈ §x ©̀ §e z ¤l³¥k §Y Æi¥pŸO ¦x ei À̈lEWÎl ©r z̈i ´¦Ur̈ §e
:ai «¦aq̈ mk̈Ÿez §A a²d̈f̈

And on its bottom hem you shall make pomegranates of blue, purple, and crimson wool, on its
bottom hem all around, and golden bells in their midst all around.

It struck me as startling that the pasuk about afflicted and defiled garments should have a
hidden match with one of the Kohen Gadol's garments.



*NISTAR GIMATRIYA (review)

There are many different gimatriyas - not just the 'regular' one with ALEF=1, BET=2...
TAV=400. Among the many, is one called MILUI, a filled out gimatriya in which a letter is
valued based on the regular gimatriya of the spelled out name of the letter. ALEF, which is
spelled ALEF-LAMED-PEI has a GIMATRIYA B'MILUI of 1+30+80, which is 111. BET, spelled
BET-YUD-TAV = 2+10+400 = 412. And so on.

Another gimatriya, based on MILUI is called NISTAR, hidden. This gimatriya also counts the
spelling of the letter, but does not include the open, revealed part of the letter - only the
other letters that are 'behind the scene', so to speak. The Gimatriya NISTAR of ALEF, for
example, is the total of the other letters of the spelling of the letter in question. The LAMED
and the PEI, but not the ALEF itself. The ALEF is NIGLEH and the LAMED & PEI are NISTAR.
Another example - SHIN, spelled SHIN-YUD-NUN. Regular gimatriya of SHIN is 300. The
MILUI of SHIN is 300+10+50 = 360. The NISTAR is YUD-NUN, 10+50 = 60. And so on.



YOM HAATZMAUT
 Let's take the traditional greeting for Yom Haatzmaut. One says to his fellow: MOADIM

L'SIMCHA. The response is LIG-ULA SH'LEIMA

dnily dle`bl - dgnyl micren
'Good Yom Tov' - To the Final Redemption

The gimatriya of this phrase is 1013.

Two identical p'sukim in T'hilim matched that gimatriya - 60:14 and 108:14

:Epi «¥xv̈ qE ¬aï `E Àd §¹e l ¦i®g̈Îd ¤U£r«©p mi¬¦dŸl'` «¥A

Through God we shall gather might, and He will trample our adversaries.

May we suggest - without detracting at all from TZAHAL - that this twice-repeated pasuk
speaks to the victories Israel has had, BARUCH HASHEM, and will continue to have until the
GEULA SH'LEIMA when we will not be subjected to wars.





EMOR
 The idyllic life of Adam and Chava was broken by their eating from the EITZ HADAAT

TOV VARA, violating G-d's command.

As a result, the world became a place of difficult work and labor. This is epitomized by
B'reishit 3:18 - 

:d «¤cV̈ ©d a ¤U¬¥rÎz ¤̀  Ÿ §l ©k «῭ §e K®l̈ ©gi´¦n §v ©Y x ©C §x ©c §e uF ¬w §e

"It [the earth] will bring forth thorns and thistles for you, and you will eat the grass of the
field."

This worldwide situation is made easier for the Jewish people who are commanded in all
aspects of Shabbat. It is further alleviated by our other days of rest - The Yamim Tovim. The
summary pasuk of those Yamim Tovim is Vayikra 23:4 -

:m «c̈ £rF «n §A mz̈Ÿ̀  E ¬̀ §x §w ¦YÎx ¤W £̀  W ¤cŸ ®w i¥̀ ẍ §w ¦n ½'d i ´¥c£rF «n d ¤N ¥µ̀

"These are God's festivals that you must celebrate as sacred holidays at their appropriate
times:"

These two p'sukim share a gimatriya of 2758.

Unrelated (except by number) - the year 2758 was during the period of the SHO-F'TIM,
specifically, when TOLA ben PUAH of Yissachar, the 7th Shofeit, who rules for 23 years.



B'HAR
• Vayikra 26:2 (last pasuk in B'har), and previously, Vayikra 19:30 (in Parshat K'doshim), are
two identical p'sukim -

:'d i¦p £̀ E` ®̈xi¦Y i ¦WC̈§w ¦nE ExŸ ½n §W¦Y i ©́zŸz§A ©WÎz ¤̀

"Keep My Sabbaths and revere My sanctuary. I am God."

The gimatriya of each (3623) matches Chayei Sara's opening pasuk (B'reishit 23:1) 

:d «̈xÜ i¬¥I©g i¥p §W mi®¦pẄ r©a ´¤W§e d̈pẄ mi ¬¦x §U¤r§e d²̈pẄ d ¬̀̈ ¥n d ½ẍÜ í¥I©g ÆEi§d«¦I©e

"Sara had lived to be 100+20+7 (127) years old. [These were] the years of Sarah's life."

Let's take a look at a Rashi quoting the Midrash B'reishit Rabba that describes Sara Imeinu's
special life. That Rashi is on the pasuk at the end of perek 24, when Yitzchak brings Rivka
into his mother's tent, and the midrash says that when Sara died, the specialness of her tent
disappeared; but when Rivka came there, they returned.

...l¤dŸ̀ d̈ l©r xEWẅ öpr̈§e dQ̈¦rÄ dïEv§n dk̈ẍ§aE zÄ©W a¤x¤r§l zÄ©W a¤x¤r¥n wElC̈ x¥p dïd̈ z¤n¤I©w dẍV̈¤W o©n§f lM̈¤W...

"...For while Sara was living, a light had been burning in the tent from one Shabbat eve to the
next, there was always a blessing in the dough (a miraculous increase) and a cloud was always
hanging over the tent (as a divine protection)..."

That's a pretty nice summary of Sara's life, with the association with Shabbat and the
Mikdash - Shabbat atmosphere, tent, cloud, light (Menora), special bread (Lechem HaPanim). 

The life of SRA IMEINU was a prototype for both Shabbat and Mikdash - which brings us back
to our pasuk from our sedra.

• Take a look at Vayikra 26:6 (B'chukotai) -

xŸ¬a £r«©zÎ Ÿ̀l a¤x¤g§e u ¤x ½̀̈ d̈Îo ¦n Ædr̈ẍ d³̈I©g i º¦Y©A §W¦d§e ci ®¦x£g «©n oi ¥̀́§e m¤Y§a©k §WE u ¤x ½̀̈ Ä ÆmŸelẄ i³¦Y©z«̈p§e
:m«¤k§v §x ©̀ §A

And I will grant peace in the Land, and you will lie down with no one to frighten [you]; I will
remove wild beasts from the Land, and no army will pass through your land;

This pasuk is one of the promises from G-d for our keeping and observing His Mitzvot.

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 5311.

 Now let's look at its AT-BASH gimatriya. AT-BASH values each letter in reverse order. ALEF
is 400 (as TAV is in regular gimatriya), BET is 300 (as SHIN is)... TAV is 1 (as ALEF is in regular
gimatriya).



The AT-BASH gimatriya of our pasuk is 5358. In a serch of Tanach for p'sukim with a
gimatriya of 5358, we get one hit. A pasuk from Mal-achi (2:9), which represents quite the
opposite of our B'chukotai pasuk - the kind of fate we face if we do NOT keep the Torah. (As
AT-BASH is the opposite of regular gimatriya).

mi ¬¦̀ §U«Ÿp§e i ½©kẍ §CÎz ¤̀ mi ¦́x §nŸW Æm¤k§pi «¥̀ x µ¤W £̀ i À¦t§M m ®̈rd̈Îlk̈ §l mi ¦lẗ §WE mi¬¦f §a¦p m²¤k §z ¤̀ i¦Y©̄zp̈ iº¦p £̀Îm©b§e
:d «̈xŸeY©A mi¦pR̈

And now I, too, have made you contemptible and low to the entire people according to how you
do not keep My ways and [how] you show favoritism in the Torah.

RES IPSA LOQUITUR - envra `hazn xacd

B'CHUKOTAI
 There is the 'big' TOCHACHA in B'chukotai and another 'big' one in Ki Tavo. There are

other passages in the Torah that are in the style of Tochacha, only not as extensive or
intensive. One such passage is the very familiar second parsha of the SH'MA - V'HAYA IM
SHAMO'A...

Technically, a Tochacha begins with something like: If you don't do such-and-such. However,
we can suggest that the real beginnings of the various Tochacha passages are found by
backing up a number of p'sukim to the positive side of the 'deal' presented by G-d. As an
example, here is the first pasuk of Parshat B'chukotai (Vayikra 26:3) -

:m «z̈Ÿ̀  m¤zi ¦U£r«©e E ½x §n §W ¦Y i´©zŸe §v ¦nÎz ¤̀ §e Ek®¥l ¥Y i©zŸT ªg §AÎm ¦̀

"If you follow My laws and are careful to keep My commandments..."

Before the Torah tells us the flip side - If you do not do... - there is an implied flip side in the
promises for compliance to G-d's commands. You can almost hear the "and if you don't
follow..." even before the Torah actually says it.

With that said, here is a double-pointed Gimatriya Match (4183) of the above pasuk - D'varim
11:16 - from Parshat Eikev and the second parsha of the SH'MA - 

mi ½ ¦x ¥g £̀  mi´¦dŸl ¡̀  Æm ¤Y §c ©a£r«©e m À¤Y §x ©q §e m®¤k §a ©a §l d¤Y §t ¦iÎo ¤R m ½¤kl̈ Ex́ §n «Ẍ ¦d
:m «¤dl̈ m¤zi ¦e £g «©Y §W ¦d §e

"Be careful that your heart not be tempted to go astray and worship other gods, bowing down
to them."

The GM is a numeric equivalence of both sides of HaShem's deals - If yes, then good; if not,
then...

And there is also a numeric equivalence between the super-harsh and painful warnings of
one of the TOCHACHA, with the quieter, but no less severe warnings of V'HAYA IM



SHAMO'A...

Unrelated (except by number) - the year 4183 Finds us in the time of the last AMORA'IM
(sixth generation thereof), the authors of the Gemara.



BAMIDBAR
 Sometimes, you find a Gimatriya Match that's - what's the word? Interesting?

Noteworthy? Curious? Whatever. Here's Bamidbar 1:7 -

:a «c̈p̈i «¦O ©rÎo ¤A oŸe W §g©p d ¾c̈Edi «¦l

For (the tribe of) Yehuda, (the representative for the taking of the census is) Nachshon the son
of Aminadav.

Short pasuk, low gimatriya - 702. No other pasuk in Tanach has the same gimatriya. But there
are 21 words and 844 phrases that match. One of the words is

SHABBAT (300+2+400) is 702.

Something to say here? Who knows.



 Here's an interesting match that is a mismatch. Look at Bamidbar 1:10 -

:xE «vdc̈ §RÎo ¤A l¥̀ i ¦l §n©B d¾¤X©p §n ¦l cE ®di ¦O ©rÎo ¤A rn̈Ẅi «¦l ¡̀  m ¦i ¾©x §t ¤̀ §l s ½¥qŸei í¥p §a ¦l

For the children of Yosef - for Efryaim, Elishama the son of Amihud; for Menashe, Gamliel the
son of Pedatzur.

Gimatriya of 2223. Five other p'sukim in Tanach have the same gimatriya, including a
close-by Torah pasuk, Bamidbar 1:27 -

:zF «̀ ¥n W¬¥W §e s ¤l¤̀  mi²¦r §a ¦W §e d¯r̈Ä §x ©̀  d ®c̈Ed §i d´¥H ©n §l m¤di ¥c «ªw §R

Those counted from the tribe of Yehuda: seventy four thousand, six hundred.

It would have been real cool if the tribes matched, but they didn't. But the match of the
representatives of Yosef's tribes to the count of Yehuda, led me to add up the counts of
Efrayim and Menashe. 

Efrayim: 40,500 (1:33)

Menashe: 32,200 (1:35)

Add them together and you get 72,700.

Not quite the same as Yehuda's total, but a close second.



 The census at the beginning of the Book of Bamidbar, took place on the first of Iyar in
the year 2449. Here is the total number of the males of military age. Bamidbar 1:46 - 

:mi «¦X ¦n £g«©e zF ̀ ¥n W¬¥n £g«©e mi®¦tl̈ £̀  z ¤Wĺ §WE s ¤l¤̀  zF ¬̀ ¥nÎW ¥W mi ½ ¦c ªw §R ©dÎlM̈ ÆEi §d«¦I ©e

The sum of all those who were counted: six hundred and three thousand, five hundred and fifty.

The Gimatriya of that pasuk is 3886. Four other p'sukim in Tanach have the same gimatriya -
the one we are interested is B'reishit 35:1 in Parshat Vayishlach. 

©g ½¥A §f ¦n m´ẄÎd ¥U£r«©e m®ẄÎa ¤W §e l¥̀ Îzi ¥a d¬¥l£r mE ²w aŸ ½w£r«©iÎl «¤̀  Æmi ¦dŸl' ¡̀  x ¤n Ÿ̀³I ©e
:Li «¦g ῭  e¬Ü ¥r i¥p §R ¦n ½L £g §x ¸̈a §A Li ½¤l ¥̀  d´¤̀ §x ¦P ©d Æl ¥̀ l̈

And God said to Yaakov, "Arise and go up to Beit El and abide there, and make there an altar to
the God Who appeared to you when you fled from your brother Eisav."

This happened 242½ years earlier than the first pasuk, when Yaakov was done with the Lavan
experience, the encounter with Eisav, and the Sh'chem fiasco. This happened when Yaakov
received his new name from G-d - YISRAEL. At the time of this pasuk, Yaakov had 11 sons -
Binyamin was about to be born and Rachel was about to die in childbirth. This pasuk in
Vayishlach marks a beginning of sorts of the family that was to grow into a nation that
numbered over 600,000 men of military age plus women and children - a nation of two to
three million people.

These two p'sukim share the same gimatriya.



NASO
 In my various searches for Gimatriya Matches, over the years, I have found several

interesting GMs between p'sukim from Parshat Balak (specifically, from the story of Bil'am
and Balak), and p'sukim in various places around the Torah.

The common theme of these particular GMs has been to observe the different antidotes and
vaccines that protect us from the plot of Bil'am-Balak.

For example, let's take Bamidbar 22:41 -

d¬¥v §w m Ẍ ¦n ` §x¬©I ©e l ©r®Ä zFńÄ Ed¥l£r«©I«©e m ½̈r §l ¦AÎz ¤̀  Æwl̈Ä g ³©T¦I ©e x ¤wŸ ½A ©a i´¦d §i ©e
:m «r̈d̈

"In the morning, Balak took Bil'am, and brought him to the High Altars of Baal, where he could
see [as far as] the outer edges of the [Israelite] people."

And it is in Parshat Naso that we find one of the things that protect us from the unusual plan
that Balak hired Bil'am for.

Bamidbar 6:24-26 (three very familiar) p'sukim:

:L «¤x §n §W ¦i §e ' d ¬L §k ¤x «ä §i

:J̈«¤P ªgi«¦e Li¤l ¥̀  ei²p̈R̈ | 'd̄ x ¥̧̀ ï

:mF «lẄ L §l m¬¥Uï §e Li ½¤l ¥̀  Æeip̈R̈ | ' ³d ` ¸̈V ¦i

"May God bless you and keep watch over you. May God make His presence enlighten you and
grant you grace. May God direct His providence toward you and grant you peace."

With the triple bracha from G-d via the kohanim, the Bil'ams and the Balaks are doomed to
fail.

Birkat Kohanim and the pasuk from Balak share 2718 as their gimatriya.

Unrelated (except by number) - the year 2718 finds us at the very end of the 40 years tenure
of GID'ON ben Y'HO'ASH, the fifth SHOFEIT of Israel.



B'HA-ALO-T'CHA
 Gimatriya Matches are rarely perfect. But, you take what you get. I'm sort of

apologizing in advance; maybe I shouldn't. I just feel that this GM makes a statement, but...

:F «c £rF «n §A g ©qR̈ ©dÎz ¤̀  l²¥̀ ẍ §U ¦iÎi«¥p §a EŪ £r«©i §e

"'he Israelites shall prepare the Pesach offering at its proper time."

Almost a year out of Egypt, HaShem 'reminds' Moshe that it is soon the time for the first
annual Korban Pesach. This one, as it turns out, is the only Korban Pesach brought in the
Midbar.

And so it happens - B'nei Yisrael do bring the Korban Pesach on the 14th of Nissan 2449, in
the afternoon.

In a way, then, this marks the end of an era - the next one beginning in Eretz Yisrael, under
the leadership of Yehoshua.

When did it all start? 

One of its starting points (that's why I apologized - there are other p'sukim that can be seen
as the beginning - but their g'matriyas don't match; this one does).

B'reishit 41:11 states - 

:Ep §n «l̈g̈ F nŸl £g oF ¬x §z ¦t §M Wi²¦̀  `E ®dë í ¦p £̀  cg̈ ¤̀  dl̈ §i¬©l §A mF ²l £g d¬n̈ §l ©g«©P ©e

"We dreamed one night - he and I each had a dream that seemed to have its own special
meaning."

It's the beginning of Mikeitz with Par'o and his dreams. Yosef is languishing in prison. But the
Wine Steward remembers (after forgetting for two years) Yosef and he tells Par'o what
happened.

It's sort of a beginning. Par'o takes Yosef out of prison. Yosef interprets Par'o's dreams to
Par'o's satisfaction... Many other things happen... slavery and oppression... the miraculous
plagues and events of the Exodus... And here we are in the Midbar, officially connecting the
commemoration of the Exodus to all future generations.

Works for me...

 Every once in a rare while, I find two p'sukim with the same gimatriya that are plar
opposites of each other. This time, I found the two p'sukim in the same sedra. Let's start with
Bamidbar 8:2 -

Exi ¦̀ ï d ½ẍFp §O ©d í¥p §R ÆlEnÎl ¤̀  zŸ ½x¥P ©dÎz ¤̀  ÆL §z «Ÿl £r «©d §A ei®l̈ ¥̀  Ÿ §x ©n «῭ §e oŸ ½x £d «©̀ Îl «¤̀  Æx ¥A ©C
:zF «x¥P ©d z¬©r §a ¦W



Speak to Aharon and say to him: "When you light the lamps, the seven lamps shall cast their
light toward the face of the Menorah."

I would suggest that this pasuk describes a high point in our sojourn in the Midbar. AVODA in
the Mishkan.Gimatriya 4983.

Also weighing in at 4983 is Bamidbar 11:5 -

xi¬¦vg̈ «¤dÎz ¤̀ §e mi ½¦g ¦H ©a £̀ «d̈ Æz ¥̀ §e mi À¦̀ ªX ¦T ©d z´¥̀  m®P̈ ¦g m ¦i ©x §v ¦n §A l¬©k Ÿ̀pÎx ¤W £̀  d½̈bC̈ ©dÎz ¤̀  ÆEp §x ©̧kf̈
:mi «¦nEX ©dÎz ¤̀ §e mi¦lv̈ §A ©dÎz ¤̀ §e

We remember the fish that we ate in Egypt free of charge, the cucumbers, the watermelons,
the leeks, the onions, and the garlic.

Definitely, a pasuk representing a very low point in the Midbar. Gimatriya Matches - but polar
opposites.



SH'LACH
 I have always considered my searches for GMs to be like walking on the beach with a

metal detector in hand. It beeps and I eagerly sift through the sand to see what was found.
Sometimes it is the pop-tab of a can of soda (remember them from before the companies
made them stay attatched?). Not exciting. Many other not exciting finds. But sometimes,
things get interesting.

The theme (if you can call it that) of several GMs that I have found over the years, deals with
the threat from Bil'am (and Balak) and what we can call our antidote, vacination, or words to
that effect.

There are five such GMs under Parshat Balak - you can find them at the end of the whole GMs
file, since the file was started last year in the week of Parshat Balak.

Here's another one, connected to Parshat Tzitzit, from the end of Parshat Sh'lach.

Let's start with the threat. Bamidbar 23:4 (in Parshat Balak) -

x¬R̈ l ©r²©̀ ë i ¦Y §k ½©xr̈ ÆzŸg §A §f ¦O «©d z³©r §a ¦WÎz ¤̀  ei À̈l ¥̀  x ¤n Ÿ̀Í ©e m®r̈ §l ¦AÎl ¤̀  mi¦dŸl' ¡̀  x ¬T̈ ¦I ©e
: ©g «¥A §f ¦O ©A l ¦i©̀ ë

"God appeared to Bil'am. 'I have set up seven altars,' said [Bil'am] to [God], 'and I have
sacrificed a bull and ram as a burnt offering on each altar.'"

Bil'am and Balak did this more than once, with the goal of gaining G-d's okay for them to
'bless' the People of Israel.

What is our greatest protection for those who seek to harm us - physically or spiritually?
Take a look at Bamidbar 15:40 - a pasuk and concept which we are well acquainted.

:m «¤ki ¥d «Ÿl'` ¥l mi ¦WŸc §w m¬¤zi ¦i §d «¦e i®z̈Ÿe §v ¦nÎlM̈Îz ¤̀  m¤zi ¦U£r«©e E ½x §M §f ¦Y o ©r´©n §l

"You will thus remember and keep all My commandments, and be holy to your God."

There is no stronger protection that Bnei Yisrael as a people and each of us as members of
Klal Yisrael, can have than Torah and Mitzvot.

***
In the p'sukim that the scouts are named, we find Bamidbar 13:8 -

:oE «pÎo ¦A ©r¬¥WFd m ¦i ẍ §t ¤̀  d¬¥H ©n §l

From the tribe of Efrayim - Hoshei'a bin Nun.

Short pasuk with a low gimatriya - 954.

The only pasuk with that gimatriya. Two words and 845 phrases have that gimatriya.



Among the phrases are:

l`xyi ipan yi` & elŸwa zrnye

Maybe there is something to say about Yehoshua from each phrase. I leave it to the reader to
come up with his/her own idea.

***
Here's an almost but no cigar match: Bamidbar 13:8 -

:d«¤P ªt §iÎo ¤A a¥lM̈ d ½c̈Ed §i d´¥H ©n §l

From the tribe of Yehuda - Kalev ben Yefuneh.

Very low gimatriya - 363. Only pasuk, 45 words and 611 phrases match. 

 - close. cŸ ¬̀ §n u ¤x῭ d̈ d¬äFhincluding



KORACH
 2879 is an interesting gimatriya because there are five p'sukim in the Torah with that

gimatriya - four of which point in one direction and the other one sadly points the wrong way.

We start with B'rieshit 9:9 - 

:m «¤ki ¥x £g «©̀  m¤k £r §x«©fÎz ¤̀ §e m®¤k §Y ¦̀  i¦zi ¦x §AÎz ¤̀  mi ²¦w ¥n i¬¦p §p ¦d i¾¦p £̀ «©e

"'I Myself am making a covenant with you and with your offspring after you."

G-d is starting the world over again, after the devastation of the Mabul. Not that the ten
generations from No'ach to Avraham took this covenant seriously and positively, but at least
G-d was pointing No'ach in the right direction.

Then the focus switches to Bnei Yisrael. Vayikra 1:14 is one of many p'sukim that focus us on
Avoda in the Mikdash - 

:F «pÄ §xẅÎz ¤̀  dp̈FI ©d i¬¥p §AÎo ¦n F ²̀  mi À ¦xŸY ©dÎo ¦n ai ´¦x §w ¦d §e ' ®d «©l F pÄ §xẅ d¬l̈Ÿr sF ²rd̈Îo ¦n m¯¦̀ §e

"If one's burnt offering is a bird, he must bring a turtle dove or a young common dove."

And Bamidbar 29:19 reinforces the role of communal korbanot in keeping us in that proper
direction.

:m «¤di ¥M §q ¦p §e Dz̈g̈ §p ¦nE ci ½¦nŸ ©d z´©lŸr Æc ©a §N ¦n z`®Ḧ ©g cg̈ ¤̀  mi¬¦G ¦rÎxi ¦r §UE

"There shall also be one goat as a sin offering. [These offerings] and their libations shall be in
addition to the regular daily burnt offering and its grain offering."

D'varim 5:11 makes it clear that it isn't only Temple service that is meant to keep us on the
right path, mitvot, in general, and Shabbat in particular - Shabbat being K'NEGED KOL
HAMITZVOT -

:Li «¤dŸl' ¡̀  ' ¬d L §E ¦v x¬¤W £̀ «©M F ®W §C ©w §l zÄ ©X ©d mF¬iÎz ¤̀  xF ²nẄ

"Observe (and preserve) the Shabbat to keep it holy, as HaShem your G-d commanded you."

And then comes Bamidbar 16:33 to show us what happens when the covenant and 'deal' we
have with HKB"H is broken and stepped on - 

KF ¬Y ¦n E c §a Ÿ̀ «I ©e u ¤x ½̀̈ d̈ Æm ¤di ¥l £r q³©k §Y ©e dl̈Ÿ ®̀ §W mi¦I ©g m²¤dl̈ x¬¤W £̀ Îlk̈ §e m´¥d E ¹c §x¥̧I ©e
:l «d̈T̈ ©d

"They fell into the depths along with all that was theirs. The earth then covered them over, and
they were lost to the community."

The p'sukim say it without numbers, but the extra look at these GMs calls us to pay further
attention.



No connection except numerically, but what was going on in the year 2879 from Creation?

David was 25, to become king, four years later.



Korach has gathered his gang and is challenging Moshe and claiming that he (Korach) should
have been appointed Kohen Gadol, rather than Moshe's brother, Aharon. In Bamidbar 16:10,
Moshe stated things this way -

:d«P̈ ªd §MÎm©B m¤Y §W ©T ¦aE K®Ÿ ¦̀  i¦e ¥lÎi«¥p §a Li¬¤g ©̀ ÎlM̈Îz ¤̀ §e ½L §zŸ «̀  Æa ¥x §w©I ©e

He (G-d) drew you near, and all your brothers, the sons of Levi with you, and now you seek the
kehunah as well?

The gimatriya of that pasuk is 2735. Three other p'sukim in Tanach have the same gimatriya,
including Sh'mot 31:10 -

:o «¥d ©k §l eip̈ä i ¬¥c §b ¦AÎz ¤̀ §e o ½¥dŸM ©d oŸx́ £d «©̀ §l ÆW ¤cŸŢ ©d i ³¥c §b ¦AÎz ¤̀ §e c ®ẍ §V ©d i ´¥c §b ¦A z¥̀ §e

And the meshwork garments, the holy garments for Aharon the kohen, the garments of his
sons [in which] to serve [as kohanim]

This is what Korach sought for himself.



CHUKAT
 This week's sedra's name comes from the phrase ZOT CHUKAT HATORAH, in Bamidbar

19:2 - 

...d ½ẍFY ©d z ´©T ªg z`µŸf

"the following is declared to be the Torah's decree"

The gimatriya of this phrase is 1532. Store that fact for later.

On this phrase, Rashi quotes the Midrash Tanchuma as saying:

Because the Satan and the nations of the world (and, sadly, many Jews, as well) scoff at
Israel saying, What is this mitzva and what reason does it have, therefore it (Para Aduma, in
this case) is called a CHOK, (and we say) it is a decree (from G-d) to me, and we do not
question it.

T'hilim 49:2 -

mi®¦O ©r «d̈ÎlM̈ z`¬ŸfÎEr §n ¦W
:c ¤l «g̈ i ¥a §W¬iÎlM̈ EpiÀ¦f £̀ «©¹d

"Hear this, all you peoples; hearken, all You inhabitants of the earth."

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 1532. Our statement to the scoffers - ZOT CHUKAT
HATORAH...

No connection except numerically, but what was going on in the year 1532 from Creation?

No'ach was 476 years old. In another four years, G-d would command him to build the Ark...

L'havdil, in 1532 l'minyanam (CE), Sir Thomas More resigns as Lord Chancellor of England.

 This week's sedra's name comes from the phrase ZOT CHUKAT HATORAH, in Bamidbar
19:2 - 

i¦Y §n ©x £g «©d §e i ½ ¦cï §A Æd¤G ©d m³r̈d̈Îz ¤̀  o ¹¥Y ¦Y o ¸Ÿzp̈Îm ¦̀  x®©n Ÿ̀I ©e ' d«©l x ¤c²¤p l¬¥̀ ẍ §U ¦i x ¸©C ¦I ©e
:m «¤di ¥x «r̈Îz ¤̀

Israel made a vow to the Lord, and said, "If You deliver this people into my hand, I shall
consecrate their cities."

The gimatriya of this phrase is 4673.

Here's a Gimatriya Match - 



`¥UŸp `E ¬d ei ¾̈l ¥̀ §e `E ½d Æi ¦pr̈ i³¦M W ¤nÀ¤X ©d ei´l̈r̈ Ÿ̀eāz̈Î` «Ÿl §e Ÿe ¹xk̈ §U o ¥̧Y ¦z ÁŸenŸei §A
:` §h «¥g L §a d¬ïd̈ §e ' ½dÎl ¤̀  ÆLi ¤̧lr̈ ` ³ẍ §w ¦iÎ` «Ÿl §e Ÿe ®W §t©pÎz ¤̀

You shall give him his wage on his day and not let the sun set over it, for he is poor, and he risks
his life for it, so that he should not cry out to the Lord against you, so that there should be sin
upon you.

We might suggest that this GM points to the condition for G-d's compliance (so to speak)
with Israel's request for success in battle - namely, our commitment to mitzvot in general
and those that are BEIN ADAM LACHAVEIRO, in particular.



BALAK
The theme (if you can call it that) of several GMs that I have found over the years, deals with
the threat from Bil'am (and Balak) and what we can call our antidote, vacination, or words to
that effect.

GM Let's start with the threat. Bamidbar 23:4 (in Parshat Balak) -

x¬R̈ l ©r²©̀ ë i ¦Y §k ½©xr̈ ÆzŸg §A §f ¦O «©d z³©r §a ¦WÎz ¤̀  ei À̈l ¥̀  x ¤n Ÿ̀Í ©e m®r̈ §l ¦AÎl ¤̀  mi¦dŸl' ¡̀  x ¬T̈ ¦I ©e
: ©g «¥A §f ¦O ©A l ¦i©̀ ë

"God appeared to Bil'am. 'I have set up seven altars,' said [Bil'am] to [God], 'and I have
sacrificed a bull and ram as a burnt offering on each altar.'"

Bil'am and Balak did this more than once, with the goal of gaining G-d's okay for them to
'bless' the People of Israel.

What is our greatest protection for those who seek to harm us - physically or spiritually?
Take a look at Bamidbar 15:40 - a pasuk and concept which we are well acquainted.

:m «¤ki ¥d «Ÿl'` ¥l mi ¦WŸc §w m¬¤zi ¦i §d «¦e i®z̈Ÿe §v ¦nÎlM̈Îz ¤̀  m¤zi ¦U£r«©e E ½x §M §f ¦Y o ©r´©n §l

"You will thus remember and keep all My commandments, and be holy to your God."

There is no stronger protection that Bnei Yisrael as a people and each of us as members of
Klal Yisrael, can have than Torah and Mitzvot.

GM One of many p'sukim that describe steps in B&B's plan to curse the People (Bamidbar
22:41) -

:m «̈rd̈ d¬¥v§w m ̈X¦n `§x¬©I©e l©r®̈A zFńÄ Ed¥l£r«©I«©e m ½̈r §l¦AÎz ¤̀ Æwl̈Ä g ³©T¦I©e x¤wŸ ½A©a i¦́d§i©e

"In the morning, Balak took Bilaam, and brought him to the High Altars of Baal, where he could
see [as far as] the outer edges of the [Israelite] people.

One can say that the vaccine against their plans is Birkat Kohanim, the vehicle through which
HaShem blesses us - every day (Bamidbar 6:24-26).

:mF «lẄ L §l m¬¥Uï§e Li ½¤l ¥̀ Æeip̈R̈ | ' ³d ` ¸̈V¦i       :J̈«¤Pªgi«¦e Li¤l ¥̀ ei²̈pR̈ | ' ²d x ¥̧̀ ï        :L «¤x §n §W¦i§e ' d ¬L§k ¤x«̈a§i

May God bless you and keep watch over you.

May God make His presence enlighten you and grant you grace.

May God direct His providence toward you and grant you peace.

The three-pasuk b'racha from Naso and the earlier pasuk from Balak are GMs (2718).



GM Similar point to the first one.

:mi «¦li ¥̀ d ¬̈r§a ¦W§e mi ¦xẗ d ¬̈r§a ¦W d½¤fÄ Æi ¦l o¬¥kd̈§e zŸ ®g §A§f ¦n d ´̈r§a ¦W d¤fä i¬¦lÎd¥p §A w ½̈lÄÎl ¤̀ Æmr̈ §l¦A x ¤n Ÿ̀³I©e

Bil'am said to Balak: 'Build seven altars for me here and prepare for me seven bulls and seven
rams.

This pasuk (23:1) follows the first pasuk mentioned. It is Bil'am's response to Balak's taking
him to a new vantage point. Bil'am tells Balak to build 7 altars and prepare 7 bulls and 7 rams
to be sacrificed. Those sacrifices were to get G-d's permission for what B&B were trying to
do. But, as in the first GM, we have the antidote:

:D«̈M §q¦p§e D̈zg̈§p ¦n ci ½¦nŸ©d z ©́lŸr Æc©a §N ¦n z ®̀̈H©g c̈g ¤̀ mi¬¦G¦rÎxi¦r §UE

There shall also be one goat as a sin offering. This is in addition to the regular daily burnt
offering, its grain offering and its libation.

Our communal sin offerings and daily T'midim protect us from B&B and their offerings. GM
(2823). 

Of further interest - each of these two p'sukim occur twice: Bamidbar 23:1,29 and 29:16,25.

GM A bit different (23:26) -

:d «¤U¡r «¤̀ F ¬zŸ̀  ' d x¬¥A ©c§iÎx ¤W £̀ lŸ ²M xŸ ½n` ¥l ÆLi ¤̧l ¥̀ i¦Y §x³©A ¦C ` ÀŸl£d w®̈lÄÎl ¤̀ x ¤n Ÿ̀I©e m ½̈r §l¦A o ©ŕ©I©e

Bil'am answered and said to Balak, 'My exact words to you were, 'I will do precisely what God
declares,' weren't they?'

Bil'am makes this declaration very reluctantly. In contrast, this is how we made our
declaration: (Sh'mot 19:8) -

:'dÎl ¤̀ m ̈rd̈ i ¬¥x§a ¦CÎz ¤̀ d²¤WŸn a ¤W̄Ï©e d®¤U£r«©p ' d x¬¤A ¦CÎx ¤W £̀ lŸ ²M E ½x §n Ÿ̀́I©e ÆeC̈§g©i m ³̈rd̈Îlk̈ Ȩp £r«©I©e

'All the people answered as one and said, 'All that God has spoken, we will do.'

These two p'sukim GM at 3258. 

In addition to matching gimatriyas, look at the words of the p'sukim -

VAYAAN... VAYOMER and VAYAANU... VAYOM'RU

KOL ASHER DIBEIR HASHEM OTO E-E-SEH and NAASEH.

GM Bil'am's famous observation of the specialness of the camp of Israel.

:l «¥̀ẍ §U¦i Li¤zŸp§M §W ¦n aŸ®w £r«©i Li¤ld̈Ÿ «̀  EaŸ ¬HÎd©n



Our exemplary living style earns us two things from G-d:

 :l «¥̀ẍ §U¦i x À¥nF ŒW o®̈Wi¦i ` ´Ÿl§e mEp̈ †i ` ´Ÿl d́¥P¦d

Behold the Guardian of Israel will neither slumber nor sleep. (T'hilim 121:4)

:ei«̈zŸpŸe £r lŸ ÀM ¦Œn l ®¥̀ẍ §U¦iÎz ¤̀ d ¤́C§t¦i `Ed§†e

And He will redeem Israel from all their iniquities. (T'hilim 130:8)

These three p'sukim are Gimatriya triplets (1691).

GM And finally (for now), the threat is over... (Bamidbar 24:25)

:F «M §x ©c §l K¬©ld̈ ẅlÄÎm©b§e F ®nŸw §n ¦l aẄ́Ï©e K¤l¥I©e m ½̈r §l¦A mẅ́Ï©e

"With that, Bilaam set out and returned home. Balak also went on his way."

Gimatriya 1394 - which we match with our thanks to G-d (T'hilim 113:2)

 :m «̈lFrÎc©r§e d À̈Y©r «¥Œn K ®̈xŸa §n 'd́ m ¥́W i³¦d§i

"May the name of G-d be blessed from now and to eternity."

Here is the latest one I've found (Tuesday of Parshat Balak 5783).

GM In Bamidbar 22:6, we find the first mention of Balak's plan -

Ÿe ½AÎd ¤M©p Æl ©kE` i³©lE` i ¦P ½¤O ¦n Æ̀ Ed mE ¬vr̈Îi «¦M dÀ¤G ©d m´r̈d̈Îz ¤̀  i ¹¦NÎdẍ «῭  `¸̈PÎdk̈ §l ÁdŸ ©r §e
:x «῭ Ei xŸ ̀ Ÿ x¬¤W £̀ «©e K ½ẍŸa §n ÆK ¥xä §YÎx ¤W £̀  z³¥̀  i ¦Y §r À©cï i´¦M u ¤x®῭ d̈Îo ¦n EP¤W §x«b̈ £̀ «©e

So now, please come and curse this people for me, for they are too powerful for me. Perhaps I
will be able to wage war against them and drive them out of the land, for I know that whomever
you bless is blessed and whomever you curse is cursed."

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 6528. As gimatriyas go for p'sukim in the Torah, this is on the
high side. Which means that with a number like this one, it is less likely to find GMs and even
less likely, to find a meaningful GM.

But we did find one - Sh'mot 29:5 -

c ½Ÿt ¥̀ «d̈ li ´¦r §n Æz ¥̀ §e z¤p ½ŸY ªM ©dÎz ¤̀  ÆoŸx £d «©̀ Îz ¤̀  ³Ÿ §W ©A §l ¦d §e mi À ¦cb̈ §A ©dÎz ¤̀  ´Ÿ §g ©w «l̈ §e
:cŸ «t ¥̀ «d̈ a ¤W¥g §A Ÿe ½l ´Ÿ §c ©t «῭ §e o ¤W ®g ©dÎz ¤̀ §e cŸ t ¥̀ «d̈Îz ¤̀ §e

And you shall take the garments and clothe Aharon with the Tunic, with the robe of the Eifod,
with the Eifod, and with the Choshen, and you shall adorn him with the band of the Eifod.

Here is yet another vaccine we have against the Bil'ams and Balaks of the world. And it is not
just the Kohen Gadol with his sacred garments. It is all that it represents. The KG is at the top



of AVODAT HASHEM, service of G-d. But he is not enough. We need all kohanim, all the
Leviyim, and every single Jew of Am Yisrael, to be dedicated to serving HaShem in the
myriad ways we have with Torah and Mitzvot.

With that, no Bil'am, no Balak, and no one else, can harm us.

And here is another one - also a new one (to me). This time, we have a pasuk in Balak whose
NISTAR gimatriya matches another pasuk in Balak, and in the same perek!

GM In Bamidbar 22:12, we find G-d's stern warning to Bil'am that he may not curse the
People of Israel -

:`E «d KE xä i¬¦M m ½̈rd̈Îz ¤̀  ÆxŸ̀ z̈ ` ³Ÿl m®¤dÖ ¦r K¥l ¥z ` ¬Ÿl m ½̈r §l ¦AÎl ¤̀  Æmi ¦dŸl' ¡̀  x ¤n Ÿ̀³I ©e

God said to Bilaam, "You shall not go with them! You shall not curse the people because they
are blessed."

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 2570. That's its regular gimatriya. 

The NISTAR (hidden) gimatriya is found by taking the gimatriya of the spelling of each letter,
but not counting the letter itself. ALEF is spelled ALEF-LAMID-FEI. The ALEF is the letter of
the three in the spelling that is in plain sight, so to speak. The LAMID and FEI are the hidden
parts of the ALEF. The NISTAR gimatriya of ALEF is 30+80 = 110. Another example: TZADI is
90 (regular gimatriya). TZADI is spelled TZADI-DALET-YUD. The NISTAR value of TZADI is
4+10 = 14. And so on, for all the letters of the ALEF-BET.

The NISTAR gimatriya of the above-quoted pasuk is 3624. Searching for GMs of 3624
resulted in Bamidbar 22:36 - 

o ½Ÿp §x ©̀  lEá §BÎl ©r Æx ¤W £̀  a À̀̈ Ÿen xi´¦rÎl ¤̀  Ÿe ¹z`ẍ §w ¦l ` ¥̧v¥I ©e m®r̈ §l ¦a `´ä i´¦M wl̈Ä r¬©n §W¦I ©e
:lE «a §B ©d d¬¥v §w ¦A x¤W £̀

Balak heard that Bilaam was coming; so he went out toward him to the city of Moav which is
on the border of Arnon - at the extreme edge of the border.

Bil'am and Balak - listen well. G-d said to Bil'am that he may not curse the People - they are
truly blessed. So now (in the second pasuk) you finally get together and think you can
succeed against G-d and against Israel? Think again.



GM It seems that I have found mor GMs connected to Bil'am than any other area.

Take a look at 

:`E «d KE xä i¬¦M m ½̈rd̈Îz ¤̀  ÆxŸ̀ z̈ ` ³Ÿl m®¤dÖ ¦r K¥l ¥z ` ¬Ÿl m ½̈r §l ¦AÎl ¤̀  Æmi ¦dŸl' ¡̀  x ¤n Ÿ̀³I ©e

God said to Bilaam, "You shall not go with them! You shall not curse the people because they
are blessed."

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 2570. That's its regular gimatriya. 

The NISTAR (hidden) gimatriya is found by taking the gimatriya of the spelling of each letter,
but not counting the letter itself. ALEF is spelled ALEF-LAMID-FEI. The ALEF is the letter of
the three in the spelling that is in plain sight, so to speak. The LAMID and FEI are the hidden
parts of the ALEF. The NISTAR gimatriya of ALEF is 30+80 = 110. Another example: TZADI is
90 (regular gimatriya). TZADI is spelled TZADI-DALET-YUD. The NISTAR value of TZADI is
4+10 = 14. And so on, for all the letters of the ALEF-BET.

The NISTAR gimatriya of the above-quoted pasuk is 3624. Searching for GMs of 3624
resulted in Bamidbar 22:36 - 

o ½Ÿp §x ©̀  lEá §BÎl ©r Æx ¤W £̀  a À̀̈ Ÿen xi´¦rÎl ¤̀  Ÿe ¹z`ẍ §w ¦l ` ¥̧v¥I ©e m®r̈ §l ¦a `´ä i´¦M wl̈Ä r¬©n §W¦I ©e
:lE «a §B ©d d¬¥v §w ¦A x¤W £̀

Balak heard that Bilaam was coming; so he went out toward him to the city of Moav which is
on the border of Arnon - at the extreme edge of the border.

Bil'am and Balak - listen well. G-d said to Bil'am that he may not curse the People - they are
truly blessed. So now (in the second pasuk) you finally get together and think you can
succeed against G-d and against Israel? Think again.
:Ÿe «cï §A g ©nŸ x g ¬©T ¦I ©e d ½c̈ ¥r «d̈ KŸeÝ ¦n Æmẅ ¸̈I ©e o®¥dŸM ©d oŸ x £d «©̀ Îo ¤A x½̈fr̈ §l ¤̀ Îo ¤A Æqg̈ §pi «¦R ` §xÀ©I ©e



PINCHAS
 How many kohanim in the whole history of the People of Israel were born to non-kohen

fathers? Ask this as a riddle before you share the answer. The answer is six. Aharon was born
to Amram, a Levi. Nadav, Avihu, Elazar, and Itamar were born to Aharon when he was not yet
a kohen. These five became kohanim by being anointed with the special oil, for that purpose.
And here are these five mentioned in one pasuk:

:x «̈nz̈i «¦̀ §e ẍfr̈ §l ¤̀ `E ¾di¦a £̀«©e a®̈cp̈ | xŸḱ §A©d oŸ x£d «©̀Îi¥p §A zF ¬n §W d ¤N ²¥̀§e

All other kohanim ever were born to kohanim -- except for Pinchas. He was born to Elazar
before Elazar was anointed as a kohen. He received his kehuna for himself and all
descendants from G-d for what he (Pinchas) had done to preserve G-d's honor.

:mF «lẄ i¦zi ¦x§AÎz ¤̀ F ²l o¬¥zŸp i̧¦p§p¦d xŸ ®n ¡̀ o¥kl̈

Slight problem. The first pasuk's numeric value is 2385. The second one is 2391. But wait. The
VAV in the word SHALOM is written as a broken letter. Calculating the gimatriya with only
whole letters* gives us a GM and numerically includes Pinchas with his grandfather, father,
and uncles as the sixth kohen not born of a kohen.

* This is not just a desperate attempt to get the p'sukim to match. There is precedent in our commentaries. Avraham came
to to eulogize Sara and to cry for her - V'LIVKOTAH. The KAF in that word is written small and allows commentaries to
reread the word with normal letters only, indicating that Avraham came to eulogize Sara and her daughter.

 Who are identified as great lovers of Eretz Yisrael? The daughters of Tz'lofchad.

:d«̈v §x¦z§e d̈M §l ¦nE d¬̈l§bg̈§e d ½̈rŸp d´̈l§g ©n ei ½̈zŸp §A zFń §W Æd ¤N ¥̧̀ §e...

This is what I referred to as a neat partial pasuk. With whom do the daughters of Tz'lofchad
contrast drastically? The 10 Meraglim. While the daughters were promised land in the Land,
these ten people met a very different end:

:'d i¬¥p§t ¦l d̈t¥B ©O©A d ®̈rẍ u ¤x ̀̈ d̈Îz©A ¦c i ¬¥̀¦vF «n mi ½¦Wp̈ £̀ «̈d ÆEz ª̧nÏ©e

These two (one a complete sentence the other a whole pasuk) share a gimatriya (2318)



PINCHAS
 Sometimes I find a GM that makes me go, WOW! This isn't one of those times. The best

I can say is, Nice. But nice is good, too.

Bamidbar 27:7, from Parshat Pinchas -

z¬©l£g«©pÎz ¤̀ ²̈Y §x©a£r«©d§e m®¤di¦a £̀ i¥́g £̀ KF z§A d ½̈l£g«©p ź©Gªg £̀ Æm¤dl̈ o³¥Y¦Y oŸz̧p̈ ¼zŸx§aŸ «C »cg̈§tl̈§v zFṕ §A o À¥M
:o«¤dl̈ o¤di¦a £̀

The daughters of Tz'lofchad have a just claim. Give them a hereditary portion of land alongside
their father's brothers. Let their father's hereditary property thus pass over to them.

Here's what I do. I choose a pasuk and search Tanach for other p'sukim with the same
gimatriya. Then I look over the p'sukim and see if any of them speak to me about the first
pasuk I chose. 

The above pasuk has a numeric value of 5510. One other pasuk in the Torah has the same
gimatriya. D'varim 8:9 in Eikev:

d̈i ¤xẍ£d«¥nE l½¤f §x©a d̈í¤pä £̀ x ´¤W £̀ u ¤x¤µ̀ D®̈A lŸ M x¬©q§g¤zÎ` «Ÿl m¤g ½¤l D´̈AÎl©k Ÿ̀ «Y Æzªp¥M §q ¦n§a ` ³Ÿl x ¸¤W £̀ u ¤x À¤̀
:z ¤W «g§p aŸ ¬v§g©Y

It is a land where you will not eat rationed bread, and you will not lack anything - a land whose
stones are iron, and from whose mountains you will quarry copper.

One of the p'sukim that decribes the beauty of the Land which was awarded to B'not
Tz'lofchad. As I said: Nice.

No connection except numerically, but what was going on in the year 5510 from Creation?

The Baal Shem Tov (R' Yisrael ben Eliezer) father of Chasidism, was 52 years old. (He died 10
years later at age 62). [year of birth debated]

The GR"A was 30 years old. (He lived to 78.)

George Washington was 18 yrs. old.

The future USA was 16 years from coming into being.



 The whole idea behind my searches for Gimatriya Matches is to find two p'sukim with
the same numeric value, which say something significant together.

Here's a pasuk from Parshat Pinchas, Bamidbar 28:4 -

:m¦i«̈A §x©r«̈d oi¬¥A d ¤U£r«©Y i½¦p ¥X©d U¤a¤́M©d Æz ¥̀ §e x¤wŸ ®A©a d´¤U£r«©Y c̈g ¤̀ U¤a¬¤M©dÎz ¤̀

The one lamb you shall offer up in the morning, and the other lamb you shall offer up in the
afternoon.

A good choice of a pasuk to represnt the daily korbanot. Would be nice if we can find a GM
about our daily prayers - that would connect the two p'sukim.

Take a look at Sh'muel Alef 1:13 -

:d «̈xŸM ¦W èl i ¦l¥r d̈¬¤a èW§g©I©e ©r®¥nẌ¦i ` ´Ÿl D̈lFwèe zF ½rp̈ d̈i´¤zẗ èU w©µx D ½̈A ¦lÎl©r z ¤x´¤A ©c èn `i¦µd dÀ̈P©gèe

But Chana, she was speaking in her heart, only her lips were moving, and her voice was not
heard, and Eli thought her to be a drunken woman.

This is the pasuk which teaches us that our Amida - the main prayer of Shacharit, Mincha,
and Maariv - should be said B'LACHASH, in a low or even silent voice, and that the essence of
davening is KAVANAT HALEIV, the feelings and intentions of the heart. 

With a gimatriya of 4083, it partners well with the first-mentioned pasuk.



MATOT-MAS'EI
 There are seven pairs of sedras that are sometimes combined and sometimes read

separately, for a few different reasons. For each pair, one can calculate the percentages for
combined and separate. The pairs differ from each other (except for TM and AK with the
same numbers) in their two percentages, and there are differences between Israel and chutz
laaretz for three of the seven pairs. With that said (but not fully detailed), the sedra pair that
is combined more often than any other pair by far, is Matot-Mas'ei. The fact is confirmed
numerically with a GM. Here's the first pasuk of Matot (Bamidbar 30:2)

:'d d¬̈E¦v x ¤W £̀ x ½̈aC̈©d d́¤f xŸ ®n` ¥l l ¥̀ẍ §U¦i i¬¥p §a ¦l zF ½H ©O©d i ¥́W`ẍÎl ¤̀ Æd ¤WŸn x³¥A ©c§i©e

And here is the first pasuk of Mas'ei (Bamidbar 33:1)

:o «Ÿx£d «©̀§e d ¤WŸnÎc©i§A m®̈zŸ̀ §a¦v §l m¦i ©x§v ¦n u ¤x ¬¤̀¥n E ²̀ §v«̈i x¬¤W £̀ l À¥̀ ẍ §U¦iÎi«¥p §a i ¥́r §q ©n d ¤N ¹¥̀

These two whole p'sukim are GMs (3324). Not meant to prove anything, but interesting,
nonetheless. Just to bring you into my searches for GMs a bit more - even though this might spoil this GM a bit, you
should know that there are three other p'sukim in the Torah and three more in Nach that have the same gimatriya. but it's
still a nice GM. (And if I had a meaningful way to tie any of them in, I would have.)

 The first topic of Parshat Matot is NEDARIM, vows. The Torah states emphatically, that
if a person swears, vows, promises, and so on - LO YACHEIL D'VARO, he may not profane his
word. Seems simple and straightforward. You give your word, you have to keep it.

But them the Torah tells us about HAFARAT HANEDARIM, the fact that a father and a
husband can nullify the NEDER of daughter (of certain age) and wife (under certain
circumstances). The Oral Law teaches us the much broader topic of HATARAT NEDARIM, the
procedure by with a person can have a Beit Din nullify his NEDER (within guidelines).

F ®xä §C l¥g©i ` ¬Ÿl stands on one side of the issue, and x À¥t¥d§e is the starting point of the exact
other side. The two sides of the NEDARIM issue are equal. As serious as 'do not profane your
word' is, the proper nullification of ill-intentioned vows, is as serious. We who firmly believe
that the Written Word and the Oral Law are inseparable components of Torah and Halacha,
see the equalness of LO YACHEIL D'VARO and V'HEIFEIR (which are GMs).



D'VARIM

GM The continued growth of the family of Yaakov into a huge population of the future
Bnei Yisrael is decribed in this pasuk -

:l «¥̀ẍ §U¦i i¬¥p §A i¥p§R ¦n Ev ¾ªwÏ©e uŸ ®x§t¦i o¥́k§e d¤A §x¦i o¬¥M F ½zŸ̀  EṔ ©r§i Æx ¤W £̀«©k§e

"But the more [the Egyptians] oppressed them, the more [the Israelites] proliferated and
spread; [the Egyptians] came to dread the Israelites." (Sh'mot 1:12)

In this week's sedra, we find Moshe's blessing the people 

:m«¤kl̈ x¬¤A ¦C x ¤W £̀«©M m ½¤k §z ¤̀ K ´¥xäi«¦e mi®¦nr̈§R s ¤l ´¤̀ m¤kM̈ m²¤ki ¥l£r s ¥̄qŸi m À¤k¥zF «a £̀ i¥́dŸl' ¡̀ ' ºd

"May HaShem, G-d of your fathers, increase your numbers a thousandfold, and bless you as He
promised." [This pasuk, says R' Dovid Tzi Hoffman, precedes the one in which Moshe states
that he can't handle the burden of the People alone, to show us that he was not, chas
v'shalom, praying that our numbers should diminish to ease his burden.]

These two whole p'sukim are GMs (2808). Each speaks of the growth in numbers of B'nei
Yisrael, but at very different situations in our lives.

 In D'varim 1:12, Moshe Rabeinu expresses his difficulty of carrying the burdens of B'nei
Yisrael alone. 

:m«¤k§ai «¦x§e m¤k £̀ «©V «©nE m¬¤k£g §xḧ i ®¦C©a §l ` ̈V¤̀ d¬̈ki ¥̀

This is the pasuk that begins with the word EICHA, the one that is read in the tune of Eicha. It
is a sad feeling that Moshe Rabeinu is admitting to. 

In contrast, we find an emotional pasuk in Parshat Vayigash (B'reishit 45:14) which describes
the reunion of Yosef and his full brother, Binyamin, after many years of Yosef's been alone.

:ei «̈x`Ë©vÎl©r d̈kÄ o ½¦nï§p ¦̧aE §J§a®¥I©e ei¦g ῭Îo ¦n«̈i§p ¦a i ¬¥x`§E©vÎl©r lŸ²R¦I©e

And he (Yosef) fell on his brother Binyamin's neck and wept, and Binyamin wept on his neck.

These two whole p'sukim are GMs (1346). Each of these two p'sukim is emotional, in a very
opposite sense from the other.

D'VARIM
Check the whole Gimatriya Matches file for other GMs for Parshat D'varim. Here's a new find.

GM There is an oft-stated Plan that G-d had and has for Bnei Yisrael - and that is to bring
us out of Egypt, give us the Torah, and bring us to Eretz Yisrael. 



Back in Sh'mot, we find G-d's stated intentions to Moshe Rabeinu at the Burning Bush. In
Va'eira, G-d commands Moshe to tell the People of His plans for them, with the famous
Multiple Terms of Redemption. Out of Egypt; becoming G-d's Nation, going to Eretz Yisrael.

Here is a pasuk from Parshat D'varim, the gimatriya of which matches a pasuk in Vayikra.
Together, they present G-d's Plan.

D'varim 1:21 -

` ̈xi¦YÎl ©̀  K ½̈l ÆLi ¤̧zŸa £̀ i³¥dŸl' ¡̀ ' ¹d x¤̧A ¦C Áx ¤W £̀«©M W À¥x d ¥́l£r u ¤x ®̀̈ d̈Îz ¤̀ Li¤pẗ §l Li²¤dŸl' ¡̀ 'd̄ o ©̧zp̈ d Â¥̀ §x
:z«̈g¥YÎl ©̀ §e

Behold, HASHEM, your God, has set the land before you; go up and possess it, as the Lord, God
of your fathers has spoken to you; you shall neither fear nor be dismayed.

And here is Vayikra 26:45 (B'chukotai) - 

m²¤dl̈ zŸe¬i§d «¦l mÀ¦iŸeB©d í¥pi ¥r §l m¦i ¹©x§v ¦n u ¤x ¤̧̀ ¥n Ámz̈Ÿ̀ Îi¦z`«¥vŸed x´¤W £̀ mi®¦pŸW` «¦x zi ¦́x§A m¤dl̈ i¬¦Y §x©k«̈f§e
:'d i¬¦p £̀ mi¦dŸl'` «¥l

I will remember for them the covenant [made with] the ancestors, whom I took out from the
land of Egypt before the eyes of the nations, to be a God to them. I am the Lord.

The D'varim pasuk pointed to Eretz Yisrael. The Vayikra pasuk spoke about the Exodus and
G-d's being our G-d. 

This time, it is the shared gimatriya - 5059 - that joins the three parts of The Plan.

Totally unrelated to the above p'sukim, here is a partial list of some well-known Rabbis,
Poskim, Authors, Torah Scholars who were alive in the year 5059 - ovr seven hundred years
ago:

The RASHBA, HAMEIRI, the RITVA, the AVUD-R'HAM, BAAL HATURIM, the RALBAG...



VA'ETCHANAN

GM D'varim 4:4 (in Va'etchanan) is a well-know pasuk, because it is part of the initial
call-up to the Torah every time the Torah is read -

:mF«I©d m¤k §NªM mi¬¦I©g m®¤ki¥d «Ÿl' ¡̀ ' d«©A mi ½¦w¥a §C©d Æm¤Y ©̀ §e

But you who cleave to HaShem your God every one of you is alive this day

There are many different comments made by commentaries about what this pasuk is telling
us. Among them is the Torah T'mima (the original TT) who quotes the gemara in Sanhedrin
90b, which is discussing different sources in the Torah for T'CHIYAT HAMEITIM, the revival
of the dead. - "And there are those who say that it is from this following verse that he said to
them his ultimate proof: V'ATEM HAD'VEIKIM... (D'varim 4:4). Wasn’t it obvious with regard
to the children of Israel whom God was addressing, that “every one of you is alive this day”?
Rather, the meaning of the verse is: Even on the day when everyone is dead you will live; just
as today every one of you is alive, so too, in the World-to-Come every one of you will be alive.

This pasuk, then, gives us a bright twist to an otherwise sad pasuk, Sh'mot 1:6

:`E «d©d xF ¬C©d lŸ k§e ei ½̈g ¤̀Îlk̈§e Æs¥qFi zn̈³̈I©e

"And Yosef and all his brothers and all that generation, died." The p'sukim are GMs

GM D'varim 6:18 is one of many p'sukim that link our proper behavior with our hold on the
Land of Israel. “You shall do that which is right and good in the sight of Hashem; that it may be
well with you, and that you may go in and possess the good land which Hashem swore to your
fathers.”

' d r¬©a §y¦pÎx ¤y £̀ d ½̈aŸh©d u ¤x ´̀̈ d̈Îz ¤̀ Æz̈ §y©x«̈i§e z̈` À̈aE K ½̈l a©hí¦i Æo ©rÆ©n §l ' ®d í¥pi ¥r§a aŸe H©d§e x¬̈yï©d z̈i ²¦yr̈§e
:Li«¤zŸa £̀ ©l

This pasuk and the others are enough for us to see what HaShem wants of us. But, so as not
to leave Gimatriya Matches out of the picture, we have -

:d«¤G©d mF¬I©M d̈l£g«©p m²̈v §x ©̀ Îz ¤̀ L̄ §lÎz¤z «̈l ÀL £̀i «¦a£d«©l Li®¤pR̈ ¦n L §O ¦n mi²¦nªv£r«©e mi ¦̄lŸc§B m²¦iFB Wi À¦xFd §l

"To drive out nations from before you greater and mightier than you, to bring you in, to give
you their land for an inheritance, as at this day." (D'varim 4:38)

There's the promise. That pasuk's GM (D'varim 6:13) give us the 'condition' (so to speak).

: ©r«¥aÿ¦z Ÿe n §y¦aE c ®Ÿa £r©z ŸeźŸ̀ §e ` ̈xi¦z Li²¤dŸl' ¡̀ 'd̄Îz ¤̀

"You shall fear Hashem your God; and you shall serve him, and shall swear by his name."



GM D'varim 6:20 from Va'etchanan, is the source of the Chacham's question in the
Hagada:

:m«¤k §z ¤̀ Epi¥dŸl' ¡̀ ' ¬d d²̈E¦v x¬¤W £̀ mi ½¦hR̈ §W ¦O©d§e Æmi¦Tªg«©d§e zŸ Àc¥r«̈d d´̈n xŸ ®n` ¥l ẍgn̈ ²L§p¦a ¬L §l «̀̈ §W¦iÎi «¦M

In the future, your child may ask you, 'What are the rituals, rules and laws that God our Lord
has commanded you?'

The Torah 'suggests' the answer of AVADIM HAYINU, which the Baalei HaHagada use as the
general answer to the MA NISHTANA. They answer the Chacham's question with the
suggestion of teaching/reviewing all of Hilchot Pesach.

The Gimatriya Match of this pasuk suggests another kind of answer - none conflicting with
any of the others.

:F «zŸ̀  d ¬̀̈ §x¦i §lE eïkẍ §c¦A z¤k¬¤ll̈ Li®¤dŸl' ¡̀ 'd́ zŸ e§v ¦nÎz ¤̀ ½̈Y §x ©n ´̈W§e

Safeguard the commandments of HaShem your G-d, so that you will walk in His ways and
remain in awe of Him (D'varim 8:6, Eikev).

Tell him the story; teach him the halachot; inspire him with commitment.

GM D'varim 6:8 from Va'etchanan, is a well-known pasuk from the first passage of the
Sh'ma -

:Li«¤pi ¥r oi¬¥A zŸ tḧŸ «h §l E¬id̈§e L®¤cïÎl©r zŸe ̀ §l m¬̈Y §x ©W§wE

And you shall bind them for a sign upon your hand, and they shall be for ornaments between
your eyes.

This pasuk is the source of the mitzva of T'FILIN. Yes, T'filin is a specific mitzva. But it also
represents a more inclusive concept in Torah. First of all, putting T'filin on the arm puts the
BAYIT of the SHEL YAD right near the heart. And the SHEL ROSH is right near the brain. If we
think of the brain as the seat of the intellect and the heart as the seat of emotion, the
message of the mitzva is that it - and all mitzvot - should involve one's mind and heart, and
not just to go through the motions. Furthermore - Bind them... and they... What's them?
What's they? The answer is - The words of the SH'MA. And more, the ideas and concepts of
the SH'MA. This includes belief in G-d, in His Uniqueness, his Oneness, our constant (24/7)
mitzva to love Him, to study and teach His Torah, and to do His mitzvot.

T'filin, then, can be perceived as protection of the Jew (and the Jewish People) from many
negative forces in the world.

The idea is sound, on its own. But the goal of these Gimatriya Searches is to drive the point
home numerically. It doesn't prove anything, but it is the cherry an the top of the ice cream
sundae, the icing on the cake, or any similar expression of "Something that makes a good
situation even better i.e. an attractive but inessential addition or enhancement."



So, with a gimatriya of 2394, the pasuk above matches (numerically) T'hilim 3:7 -

:i «̈lr̈ Ez ´̈W ai À¦a ¹̈q x¬¤W £̀ m ®̈r zŸe ¬a§a «¦x ¥n `ẍi ¦̀ Î` «Ÿl

I will not fear ten thousands of people, who have set themselves against me all around.

T'filin, the Jewish armour.

GM Big p'sukim; high gimatriya. Let's start at the beginning. The beginning of the travels
of Bnei Yisrael from when they left Egypt. Bamidbar 33:3 in Parshat Mas'ei -

E ³̀ §v«̈i g ©q À¤R©d z ©́x¢g «̈O ¦n oŸe ®W` ¦x«̈d W ¤cŸǵ ©l mŸe i x²̈Ur̈ d¬̈X ¦n£g«©A oŸe ½W` ¦x«̈d W ¤cŸǵ©A Æq¥q §n§r ©x «¥n E ³r §q¦I©e
:m¦i «̈x§v ¦nÎlM̈ i¥pi ¥r §l d ½̈nẍ ćï §A Æl ¥̀ ẍ §U¦iÎi«¥p §a

They journeyed from Rameses in the first month, on the fifteenth day of the first month; on the
day following the Passover sacrifice, the children of Israel left triumphantly before the eyes of
all the Egyptians.

That's when we started our journey from Egypt to the Land of Israel.

In Va'etchanan, specifically D'varim 4:46, we find ourselves at the end of that journey, poised
on the threshold of Eretz Yisrael -

d³̈M¦d x ¸¤W £̀ oŸe ®A §W¤g§A a ¥WŸei x¬¤W £̀ i ½¦xŸn ¡̀«̈d K ¤l´¤n ÆoŸgi ¦q u ¤x À¤̀ §A xŸe ½r§R zi´¥A lE µn §̀iÀ©B©A o ¹¥C §x©I©d x¤a ¥̧r§A
:m¦i «̈x§v ¦O ¦n m̈z`¥v§A l ½¥̀ ẍ §U¦i í¥p §aE Æd ¤Wn

On the side of the Jordan in the valley, opposite Beit Peor, in the land of Sichon king of the
Amorites, who dwelt in Cheshbon, whom Moshe and the children of Israel smote, after they
went out of Egypt.

These two p'sukim share a gimatriya of 5795. This pair of p'sukim form a type of GM that can
be called Bookends GMs. We've found others.

As mentioned, 5795 is on the high side for p'sukim. There is a third pasuk in the Torah with
this same gimatriya - and that's it for 5795, no other p'sukim match in all of Tanach.

That third pasuk, just for your information - with no neat connection, is Sh'mot 26:36 (in
Parshat T'ruma) -

:m «¥wŸx d ¥U£r «©n x®̈f §Wn̈ W ¥́W§e i¦pẄ z©r¬©lŸez§e o²̈nB̈ §x ©̀ §e z ¤l¥̄k §Y l¤d ½Ÿ̀ d̈ g©z¤́t §l ÆKq̈n̈ z̈i ³¦Ur̈§e

And you shall make a screen (curtain) for the entrance of the Tent, of blue, purple, and crimson
wool, and twisted fine linen the work of an embroiderer.



GM Here's an in-sedra Gimatriya Match.

D'varim 4:38 in Va'etchanan - 

:d«¤G©d mŸe¬I©M d̈l£g«©p m²̈v §x ©̀ Îz ¤̀ L̄ §lÎz¤z «̈l ÀL £̀i «¦a£d«©l Li®¤pR̈ ¦n L §O ¦n mi²¦nªv£r«©e mi ¦̄lŸc§B m²¦iŸeB Wi À¦xŸed §l

To drive out from before you nations greater and stronger than you, to bring you and give you
their land for an inheritance, as this day.

One of many p'sukim that speak of G-d's giving us the Land of Israel.

But the following pasuk, also in Va'etchanan, indicates the oft-repeated condition for our
continued dwelling in Eretz Yisrael. D'varim 6:13 -

: ©r«¥aẌ¦Y Ÿe n §W¦aE cŸ ®a £r«©z ŸeźŸ̀ §e ` ̈xi¦Y Li²¤dŸl' ¡̀ 'd̄Îz ¤̀

You shall fear the Lord, your God, worship Him, and swear by His name.

The GM at 3119 does not prove the concept; it just points to it with a numerical pointer. But
the idea is repeated many times over in the Torah.

Unrelated to the above p'sukim - just borrowing the number 3119 - let's have a look at the
year from Creation. 3119 finds the First Beit HaMikdash roughly half way through its tenure,
Uziyahu ben Amatzya on the throne of Malchut Yehuda and Yeravam (the second) ben Yo'ash
as king of Malchut Yisrael - each towards the beginning of his reign of 52 and 41 years
respectively. Amos was the navi at the time.



EIKEV

GM Back in Parshat Pinchas we met the daughters of Tz'lofchad, who are credited with
great love of Eretz Yisrael. They came before Moshe, Elazar HaKohen, the Tribal Leaders, and
the whole assembly with their petition for their father's claim to land. G-d's response comes
in Bamidbar 27:7 - 

z¬©l£g«©pÎz ¤̀ ²̈Y §x©a£r«©d§e m®¤di¦a £̀ i¥́g £̀ KF z§A d ½̈l£g«©p ź©Gªg £̀ Æm¤dl̈ o³¥Y¦Y oŸz̧p̈ ¼zŸx§aŸ «C »cg̈§tl̈§v zFṕ §A o À¥M
:o«¤dl̈ o¤di¦a £̀

"The daughters of Tz'lofchad have a just claim; give them a hereditary portion of land
alongside their father's brothers. Let their father's hereditary property thus pass over to
them."

The gimatriya of this whole pasuk is 5510, which matches a pasuk in Eikev (D'varim 8:9) which
is one of the p'sukim that beautifully describes the Land of Israel (and also limits Birkat
HaMazon to be required for meals with HaMotzi - rather than any of the 7 Species or any
satisfying meal no matter what it consists of) - 

d̈i ¤xẍ£d«¥nE l½¤f §x©a d̈í¤pä £̀ x ´¤W £̀ u ¤x¤µ̀ D®̈A lŸ M x¬©q§g¤zÎ` «Ÿl m¤g ½¤l D´̈AÎl©k Ÿ̀ «Y Æzªp¥M §q ¦n§a ` ³Ÿl x ¸¤W £̀ u ¤x À¤̀
:z ¤W «g§p aŸ ¬v§g©Y

"It is a land where you will not eat rationed bread, and you will not lack anything - a land whose
stones are iron, and from whose mountains you will quarry copper."



EIKEV Gimatriya Match
Check the whole Gimatriya Matches file for other GMs for Parshat Eikev. ?

GM D'varim 8:10 is one of the best known p'sukim in the Torah. We say it - many people
sing it, in Birkat HaMazon:

:K «̈lÎo©z«̈p x¬¤W £̀ d̈aŸH©d u ¤x ¬̀̈ d̈Îl©r Li ½¤dŸl' ¡̀ 'd́Îz ¤̀ ÆŸ§k ©x«¥aE Ÿ§r®̈aÜ§e ̈Y §l©k «̀̈ §e

"When you eat and are satisfied, you must therefore bless HaShem your G-d for the good land
that He has given you." (Living Torah)

Birkat HaMazon is made up of three brachot, then a fourth one followed by HARACHAMANs
and so on. The first bracha acknowledges and thanks G-d for providing food for all of his
creations (the animal and plant kingdoms). Obviously, that follows from V'ACHAL-TA...
UVEIRACHTA. The second bracha acknowledges and thanks G-d for Torah and Mitzvot, and
the Land which He gave us in order to live a full Torah Life. This too is stated in the pasuk
when it refers to ERETZ TOVA... The third bracha asks HaShem to have mercy on us and
restore Yerushalayim, the Davidic Kingdom, and the Beit HaMikdash. One could say that the
Land and Yerushalayim and the Mikdash are a package deal. 

There is a nice GM that ties Yerushalayim to the pasuk with the mitzva of benching.

:i «¦zg̈ §n ¦U W Ÿ̀x́ l À©Œr m®©lẄE «x§iÎz ¤̀ d ¤l£r «©†̀ ` ´ŸlÎm ¦̀  i¦k ¬¥x§M§f Å¤̀ ` ¶ŸlÎm ¦̀  »i¦M¦g §l | i̧¦pFW §lÎw¬©A §c¦Y

"If I do not remember you, let my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth; if I do not set
Jerusalem above my highest joy." (T'hilim 137:6). 

The two p'sukim are GMs (3824). The year 3824 was a few years before Churban Bayit Sheni. 

So we have direct references in the pasuk for each of the first two brachot of Birkat
HaMazon, and a GM to link the pasuk to the third bracha.

Also note that the TIDBAK L'SHONI pasuk is part of the AL NAHAROT BAVEL psalm that
some people say when SHIR HAMAALOT is not said. 

Basically, both AL NAHAROT BAVEL and SHIR HAMAALOT present the element of Zion and
Jerusalem as an introduction and lead-in to Birkat HaMazon.

The Gimatriya is just the cherry atop the ice cream Sundae.

GM D'varim 6:20 from Va'etchanan, is the source of the Chacham's question in the
Hagada:

:m«¤k §z ¤̀ Epi¥dŸl' ¡̀ ' ¬d d²̈E¦v x¬¤W £̀ mi ½¦hR̈ §W ¦O©d§e Æmi¦Tªg«©d§e zŸ Àc¥r«̈d d´̈n xŸ ®n` ¥l ẍgn̈ ²L§p¦a ¬L §l «̀̈ §W¦iÎi «¦M

In the future, your child may ask you, 'What are the rituals, rules and laws that God our Lord



has commanded you?'

The Torah 'suggests' the answer of AVADIM HAYINU, which the Baalei HaHagada use as the
general answer to the MA NISHTANA. They answer the Chacham's question with the
suggestion of teaching/reviewing all of Hilchot Pesach.

The Gimatriya Match of this pasuk suggests another kind of answer - none conflicting with
any of the others.

:F «zŸ̀  d ¬̀̈ §x¦i §lE eïkẍ §c¦A z¤k¬¤ll̈ Li®¤dŸl' ¡̀ 'd́ zŸ e§v ¦nÎz ¤̀ ½̈Y §x ©n ´̈W§e

Safeguard the commandments of HaShem your G-d, so that you will walk in His ways and
remain in awe of Him (D'varim 8:6, Eikev).

Tell him the story; teach him the halachot; inspire him with commitment.

GM The haftara for Parshat Eikev comes from Yeshayahu (49:14-51:3), as do all Seven
Haftarot of Consolation. The final pasuk of the haftara sums up the uplifting message of the
Navi. Yeshayahu 51:3) -

`¥v´̈O¦i Ædg̈ §n ¦U§e oŸe µUÜ ' ®dÎo©b§M D̈zä §x©r§e o ¤c ½¥r§M ÆDẍÄ §c ¦n m ¤U µ̈I©e d̈i ½¤zŸa §xg̈ÎlM̈ Æm©g¦p oŸeÀI¦v ' ¹d m©̧g¦pÎi «¦M
:d «̈x §n¦f lŸe ¬w§e d ̈cŸeY D ½̈a

For HASHEM shall console Zion, He shall console all its ruins, and He shall make its desert like
a paradise and its wasteland like the garden of HASHEM; joy and happiness shall be found
therein, thanksgiving and a voice of song.

Among the many Gimatriya Matches I have found over the years of searching, a recurring
type has been (what I call) BOOKEND GMs. Case in point - Sh'mot 6:1, the last pasuk of
Parshat Sh'mot -

m ¥W §x«̈b§i d ½̈wf̈£g ćï §aE m ½¥g §N ©W§i Ædẅf̈£g c³̈i §a i¦́M dŸ ®r §x©t §l d ¤U¡r «¤̀ x¬¤W £̀ d ½¤̀ §x¦z d´̈Y©r d ½¤WnÎl ¤̀ 'Æd x ¤n Ÿ̀³I©e
:Ÿe «v §x ©̀ «¥n

And HASHEM said to Moshe, "Now you will see what I will do to Par'o, for with a mighty hand
he will send them out, and with a mighty hand he will drive them out of his land."

The Book and Parsha of Sh'mot saw the People plunged into slavery and oppression. Things
got even worse towards the end of the sedra. This pasuk starts us off on the road to
Redemption. The pasuk from Yeshayahu gives us a glimpse and a promise of the Geula
Sh'leima.

The two p'sukim are GMs (4588). 

Unrelated, except numerically, the year 4588 finds us in the middle of the period of the
GEONIM.



R'EI
 In Parshat R'ei (and other places), we find the command to bring the Korban Pesach

(D'varim 16:2) - 

:m «̈W F n §W o¬¥M ©W §l ' ½d x©́g§a¦i x ´¤W £̀ ÆmFwÖ©A x ®̈wäE o Ÿ̀v́ Li¤dŸl' ¡̀ ' ¬d «©l g©q²¤R Ÿ§g¬©af̈§e

"You shall slaughter the Korban Pesach to HaShem, your God, [of the] flock, and [the Festival
sacrifices of the] cattle, in the place which HaShem will choose to establish His Name therein."

Note: Even though the pasuk only mentioned Korban Pesach, the Chagiga is included because
of the word BAKAR, cattle. KP can only be brought from lambs or kids, both of which are
include din the term, TZON. Mentioning BAKAR, then, includes the other korban of the Chag.

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 3163, which matches another pasuk that deals with korbanot -
namely, Bamidbar 28:31 - 

:m«¤di¥M §q¦p§e m¤kl̈ÎEi§d«¦i m¬¦ni ¦n§Y E ®U£r«©Y F zg̈§p ¦nE ci²¦nŸ©d z ©̄lŸr c º©a §N ¦n

"You shall offer this up besides the continual burnt offering and its meal offering they shall be
unblemished for you, as well as their libations."

This indicates a numeric equivalence between the daily sacrifices and the Korban Pesach. Of
course, being a GM doesn't prove anything, but it does call to our attention the fact that the
daily T'MIDIM are crucial to all of us as a People, and the Korban Pesach is essential to us as
individual Jews.

 In Parshat R'ei (D'varim 13:4), we find the warning not to listen to a false prophet, no
matter how impressive and convincing his signs (and his shpiel) are. G-d is just testing us to
see if we will stick with Him (so to speak).

m ½¤k §z ¤̀ Æm¤ki¥d «Ÿl' ¡̀ ' ³d d º¤Q©p §n i¦́M `E ®d©d mF l£g«©d m¬¥lFgÎl ¤̀ F ²̀  `E ½d©d `i ¦́aP̈©d Æi ¥x§a ¦CÎl ¤̀ r À©n §W¦z ` ´Ÿl
:m«¤k §W§t©pÎlk̈ §aE m¤k§a©a §lÎlk̈ §A m ½¤ki¥d «Ÿl' ¡̀ 'd́Îz ¤̀ Æmi¦a£dŸ «̀  m³¤k §W¦i£d z©r À©cl̈

"You shall not heed the words of that prophet, or that dreamer of a dream; for HaShem, your
God, is testing you, to know whether you really love HaShem, your God, with all your heart and
with all your soul."

In Melachim Bet (10:19) we find the mitzvot concerning false prophets put into action.

Æi ¦l lŸe ¬cB̈ g©a¤̧f Ái¦M c À¥wR̈¦iÎl ©̀  Wi ¦̀́ i ¹©l ¥̀ E ¸̀ §x¦w Áeip̈£dŸMÎlk̈§e ei ´̈c§aŸrÎlM̈ l©r ¿©A©d i ¥̀́i ¦a§pÎlk̈ d´̈Y©r§e
:l©r«̈A©d i ¬¥c§aŸrÎz ¤̀ ci¦a £̀ ©d o ©r¬©n §l d ½̈A§wr̈ §a dŸ ´̈yr̈ Æ̀ Ed¥i§e d®¤i§g«¦i ` ´Ÿl c ¥wR̈¦iÎx ¤W £̀ lŸ¬M l©r ½©A ©l

"And now summon to me all the prophets of the Baal, all his worshipers and all his priests; let
no one be missing, for I have a great sacrifice for the Baal; anyone who will be absent shall not
live." But Yehu was acting with cunning, in order to exterminate the (prophets and) worshipers
of Baal."

These two p'sukim are a GM at 4343 each.



R'ei Gimatriya Match
Check the whole Gimatriya Matches file for other GMs for Parshat R'ei. 

GM D'varim 6:24 in Parshat Va'etchanan is one of many p'sukim that sum up our "Deal"
with G-d - We keep the Mitzvot and are faithful to Him, things will be good.

Ep¥zŸI©g §l mi ½¦nÏ©dÎlM̈ ÆEp ¸̈l aŸe ¬h §l Epi®¥dŸl' ¡̀ 'd́Îz ¤̀ d ̀̈ §x¦i §l d ¤N ½¥̀ d̈ mi ¦́Tªg«©dÎlM̈Îz ¤̀ ÆzŸeU£r «©l ' Àd Eṕ¥E©v§i©e
:d«¤G©d mŸe¬I©d§M

And HaShem commanded us to perform all these statutes, to fear HaShem, our God, for our
good all the days, to keep us alive, as of this day.

With a gimatriya of 3320, this pasuk matches D'varim 15:14 in R'ei, that commands one who
had an EVED IVRI, that upon release of the EVED, the master was to give generously to the
EVED of the bounty that the owner was blessed (as a way of giving the former EVED a good
start in his new life as a free person).

:Ÿe «lÎo¤Y¦Y Li¤dŸl' ¡̀ ' ¬d ²L§k ©x«¥A x ¤̄W £̀ L®¤a§w¦I ¦nE L§p §xB̈ ¦nE ½L§p Ÿ̀Ś ¦n Ÿe ½l Æwi¦p £r«©Y wi³¥p £r«©d

You shall surely provide him from your flock, from your threshing floor, and from your vat, you
shall give him from what HaShem, your God, has blessed you.

Let's look at this Gimatriya Match as presenting the whole picture and then providing us with
a good example of a specific mitzva that is a command of G-d to do a generous CHESED for a
fellow Jew. 

The previous pasuk, 15:13, is the prohibition of: "And when you send him forth free from you,
you shall not send him forth empty-handed." Perhaps the prohibition can be satisfied with a
token gift to the freed-EVED, but the Mitzvat ASEI of 15:14 certainly goes way beyond a token
gesture.

D'varim 15:14 is an interesting pasuk gimatriya-wise. Its numeric value, as mentioned above,
is 3320. Its AT-BASH gimatriya is also 3320. To be sure, this is a rare occurrence - how rare is
yet to be seen, after checking the other 5845 p'sukim of the Torah for such a match.

AT-BASH is a well-known form of Gimatriya, with the ALEF-BET reversed and re-assigning
the numeric values thusly:

TAV = 1, SHIN = 2, REISH = 3, KUF = 4, TZADI = 5, PEI = 6, AYIN = 7, SAMACH = 8, 

NUN = 9, MEM = 10, LAMED = 20, KAF = 30, YUD = 40, TET = 50, CHET = 60, ZAYIN = 70,

VAV = 80, HEI = 90, DALET = 100, GIMEL = 200, BET = 300, ALEF = 400.



SHO-F'TIM

GM D'varim 16:29 commands us to be just, in order to inherit the Land that G-d is giving
us.

:K «̈l o¬¥zŸp Li¤dŸl' ¡̀ ' ¬dÎx ¤W £̀ u ¤x ½̀̈ d̈Îz ¤̀ ´̈Y §W©x«̈i§e Æd¤i§g «¦Y o ©r³©n §l sŸ ®C §x¦Y w ¤c¤v w ¤c¬¤v

"Justice, justice shall you pursue, that you may live and possess the land HaShem your God, is
giving you."

Living and possessing the Land as we were promised has strings attached. One of the
devastating punishments detailed in the Tochacha in Ki Tavo is D'varim 28:25 - 

d½̈e £r«©f §l z̈í¦id̈§e ei®̈pẗ §l qEṕŸ mi¦kẍ §c d ¬̈r§a ¦W§aE ei ½̈l ¥̀ ´̀¥v¥Y Æcg̈ ¤̀ K ¤x³¤c§A ¼Li ¼¤a§iŸ «̀  í¥p§t ¦l »sB̈¦p | ' ¬d ÆL§p¤Y¦i
:u ¤x «̀̈ d̈ zF ¬k §l §n©n lŸ k §l

"G-d will cause you to be broken before your enemy: you will come out against them in one
direction, but you will flee from them in seven directions. And you will become a terrifying
[example] to all the kingdoms on earth."

These two p'sukim with very opposite messages, are GMs (4441). A Y'RUSHA is an
inheritance. That's something people get whether they deserve it or not. Both the Torah and
Eretz Yisrael are called in the Torah - MORASHA, usually translated as Heritage, and the
implication is that we need to follow the Torah and Mitzvot, to maintain our hold on them.

GM D'varim 17:15 contains the command (mitzva) to appoint a king over Israel.

l À©kEz ` ´Ÿl K ¤l ½¤n ÆLi ¤̧lr̈ mi ³¦UŸ Li À¤g ©̀  a ¤x ´¤T ¦n Ÿe ®A Li¤dŸl ¡̀ ' ¬d x²©g§a¦i x¬¤W £̀ K ¤l ½¤n ÆLi ¤̧lr̈ mi ³¦UŸ mŸeÚ
:`E «d Li¦g ῭Î` «Ÿl x¬¤W £̀ i ½¦x§kp̈ Wi ¦̀́ ÆLi ¤̧lr̈ z³¥zl̈

You shall set a king over you, one whom the Lord, your God, chooses; from among your
brothers, you shall set a king over yourself; you shall not appoint a foreigner over yourself, one
who is not your brother.

Having a king is a double-edged sword. Everything depends upon the character and behavior
of the king. Our history of kings, as presented in the Tanach, is not very positive. Bright
spots, to be sure, but too many wicked kings, idol worshiping, and more.

The key to having a good king is that he be completely committed to the concept of D'varim
11:22 - 

'd̄Îz ¤̀ d º̈a£d «©̀ §l D®̈zU£r «©l m¤k §z ¤̀ d¬¤E©v §n i²¦kŸp «̀̈  x ¤̄W £̀ z À̀Ÿ G©d d́ë§v ¦O©dÎlM̈Îz ¤̀ oE ¹x §n §W¦Y x ¸ŸnẄÎm ¦̀  Ái¦M
:Ÿe «aÎdẅ §ac̈ §lE eïkẍ §CÎlk̈ §A z¤k¬¤ll̈ m²¤ki¥d «Ÿl' ¡̀

For if you keep all these commandments which I command you to do them, to love the Lord,



your God, to walk in all His ways, and to cleave to Him...

These two p'sukim match at a relatively high gimatriya of 7821. (The average gimatriya of a
pasuk in the Torah is a drop under 3600. These p'sukim are more than twice the average
gimatriya.)

Joining these p'sukim with 7821 is Sh'mot 34:18 - 

W ¤cŸǵ §A i µ¦M ai®¦a ῭ «̈d W ¤cŸǵ c ¥rŸen §l L ½¦zi¦E¦v x´¤W £̀ ÆzŸeS ©n l³©k Ÿ̀Y mi ¹¦nï z ©̧r§a ¦W ¼xŸn §W¦Y »zŸeS ©O©d b©́gÎz ¤̀
:m¦i «̈x§v ¦O ¦n z̈ ̀̈vï ai ½¦a ῭ «̈d

The Festival of Matzot (we call it Pesach) you shall keep; seven days you shall eat matzot
which I have commanded you, at the appointed meeting time of the month of spring, for in the
month of spring you went out of Egypt.

Why is this pasuk being included in this GM? Because D'varim 11:22 speaks about keeping all
the mitzvot. And Sh'mot 34:18, which focuses on a single mitzva points to the fact that each
and every mitzva is an important part of the whole picture. 

GM D'varim 18:13, on the other hand, has a gimatriya below a third of the average
gimatriya per pasuk for the whole Torah. Gimatriya of a pasuk does not at all reflect on its
significance. This pasuk is a supra-mitzva - 

:Li«¤dŸl' ¡̀ ' ¬d m ¦r d½¤i§d «¦Y mi ¦́nŸ

Be wholehearted (innocent, straightforward) with HaShem, your God.

The pasuk speaks to the way we do any and all mitzvot. The way we deal with our fellows.

T'hilim 33:5 is a Gimatriya Match with a numeric value of 1112. 

:u ¤x «̀̈ d̈ d ¬̀̈ §l «̈n ' ¹d c¤q¬¤g h®̈R §W ¦nE d ´̈wc̈§v a«¥dŸ̀

He loves charity and justice; the earth is full of the Lord's kindness.

Chessed and tzedek and justice are certainly good ways to be TAMIM with HaShem.

GM G-d made a deal, so to speak, with us at Sinai. We heard G-d's voice but became
afraid for that direct communication to continue. We told Moshe that we would listen to him
and that he should tell us what G-d wants of us. In D'varim 18:18 (in Sho-f'tim), the deal is
expanded - again, so to speak, to include N'VI'IM who will arise among the people - 

:EP«¤E©v £̀ x¬¤W £̀ÎlM̈ z ¥̀ m ½¤di ¥l £̀ x´¤A ¦c§e ei ½¦t§A Æi ©xä §c i³¦Y©z«̈p§e LŸe ®nM̈ m¤di¥g £̀ a ¤x ¬¤T ¦n m²¤dl̈ mi ¬¦w ῭ `i ¦̧ap̈

I will set up a prophet for them from among their brothers like you, and I will put My words into



his mouth, and he will speak to them all that I command him.

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 3364 (close to average for a pasuk from the Torah). It has an
interesting AT-BASH match - Yeshayahu 37:16 - 

u ¤x ®̀̈ d̈ zŸeḱ §l §n©n l Ÿk §l ÆL §C©a §l Æmi¦dŸl' ¡̀«̈d `E µdÎdŸ ©̀  mi ½¦a ªx§M©d a ¥́Wi Æl ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i i µ¥dŸl' ¡̀ zŸe ¹̀ ä'§v 'ḑ
:u ¤x «̀̈ d̈Îz ¤̀§e m¦i©nẌ©dÎz ¤̀ z̈i ½¦Ur̈ d´̈Y ©̀

O Lord of Hosts, God of Israel, Who dwells between the cheruvim, You alone are the God of all
the kingdoms of the Earth. You made the Heavens and the Earth.

First, we always must remember that it is HaShem who sends us true prophets, but He alone
is who we serve and answer to. Second, a false prophet who speaks in the name of a pagan
god, or even in the name of the One G-d, but who seeks to distort the Torah, he is the mortal
enemy of HaShem Elokeinu.



KI TEITZEI

GM The source (or at least, one of the sources) for the mitzva of T'shuva, is D'varim 30:2,
in Parshat Nitzavim - 

:F«i §a ¦W z̈i¬¦aẄ§e L ¤cï §A Li²¤dŸl' ¡̀ 'd̄ Fºpz̈§pE Li®¤a§iŸ «̀ Îl©r d̈ng̈ §l ¦O©l ¬̀¥v¥zÎi «¦M

"When you wage war against your enemies, God will give you victory over them, so that you will
take captives."

We know from many p'sukim that G-d's help in battle - and His protection of His People, in
general, is dependent upon our remaining faithful to Him, loving Him, and living by His Torah.
(If G-d helps us even when we don't behave properly, it is because of His great Chessed, His
promises to the Avot and to us, and to avoid a Chilul HaShem. But it works out so much
better when we find favor in His eyes - so to speak.) One such pasuk that describes the 'deal'
we have with HKB"H is T'hilim 145:20, which we say a number of times every day -

:ci «¦n §W©i mi ¦́rẄ §xd̈ÎlM̈ z ¥̀§e ei®̈a£d «Ÿ̀ ÎlM̈Îz ¤̀ ' d x ¥́nFW

"HaShem guards all who love Him, and He destroys all the wicked."

These two p'sukim match at 2493.

GM D'varim 25:13-14 are two of many p'sukim that warn us against theft. But these two
p'sukim go further than 'do not steal' and all the others like that. These two p'sukim prohibit
the possession of items that can lead a person to cheating others.

d̈lFc§B d®̈ti ¥̀ §e d´̈ti ¥̀ L§zi«¥a§A ²L §l d¬¤i§d«¦iÎ Ÿ̀l :d«̈P ©h§wE d̈lFc§B o¤a ®̀̈ ë o¤a ´¤̀ L §qi«¦k§A ²L §l d¬¤i§d«¦iÎ Ÿ̀l
:d«̈P ©h§wE

"You must not keep in your pouch two different weights, one large and one small. [Similarly],
you must not keep in your house two different measures, one large and one small."

A pasuk in T'hilim sums up the overwhelmingly strong message that keeping the mitzvot of
the Torah is far more important than money - especially, ill-gotten money.

:s¤q«̈kë a´̈df̈ i¥t §l ©̀ ¥n Li®¦R z ©xFź i¬¦lÎaF «h

"The instruction of Your mouth is better for me than thousands of gold and silver." (119:72)

This is a bit different from the usual pasuk-pasuk gimatriya match. Here we have two
p'sukim (with continuous idea) that matches one pasuk.



GM We last heard this pasuk read way back on the Shabbat right before Purim. We will
hear it twice this coming Shabbat. It is D'varim 25:17 - 

:m¦i «̈x§v ¦O ¦n m¬¤k §z`«¥v§A K ¤x ¤C©A w®¥ln̈ £r L §l d¬̈Ur̈Îx ¤W £̀ z ²¥̀ xF ¾kf̈

Remember what Amalek did to you on your way out of Egypt.

This pasuk is the first of the three p'sukim of Parshat Zachor. The parsha contains the
commands to remember and never forget, as well as the command to erase Amalek from
under the heavens. This was to be done by the king of Israel - one of the mitzvot required
upon entry and conquest of Eretz Yisrael.

We might say that this is a condition (one of the conditions) to our success in Eretz Yisrael.
We can say that it is a condition of the fruition of this pasuk (B'reishit 13:15) -

:m «̈lFrÎc©r L£r §x©f §l «E d̈P®¤p §Y ¤̀ Ĺ §l d ¤̀Ÿx d¬̈Y ©̀ Îx ¤W £̀ u ¤x ²̀̈ d̈ÎlM̈Îz ¤̀ i¦̄M

For all the land that you see, I will give to you and to your offspring forever.

These two p'sukim have the same gimatriya - 2999.

No connection except numerically, but what was going on in the year 2999 from Creation?

At that time, ASA ben AVIYAM (a.k.a. AVIYA) was king of Yehuda. He was righteous -
following in the path of David haMelech) and he destroyed the Avoda Zara in the Land. He
reigned for 41 years.

GM The very last NPP (neat partial pasuk) in Parshat Ki Teitzei (from D'varim 25:19) is the
last phrase in Parshat Zachor, which contains two of the three mitzvot related to Amalek -
the command to wipe them out and the command never to forget what they did and what our
struggle with Amalek means to us.

:g«̈M §W¦Y ` Ÿl m¦i®̈nẌ©d z©g©Y ¦n w ½¥ln̈ £r x¤ḱ¥fÎz ¤̀ Æd¤g §n¦Y...

[Therefore,] it will be, when HaShem your God grants you respite from all your enemies around
[you] in the Land which HaShem, your God, gives to you as an inheritance to possess, that you
shall obliterate the remembrance of Amalek from beneath the heavens. You shall not forget!

The gimatriya of this NPP is 3323. There are two whole p'sukim in Tanach with this gimatriya.
One of them is Yechezkeil 38:23 -

:'d i¬¦p £̀Îi «¦M E r §c«̈i§e mi®¦A ©x ḿ¦iŸeB i¥pi ¥r §l i ½¦Y§r ©cŸeṕ§e i ½¦Y §W ¦C©w §z¦d§e Æi ¦Y §l ¦C©B §z¦d§e

And I will reveal Myself in My greatness and in My holiness and will be recognized in the eyes of
many nations, and they will know that I am the Lord.

It is possible to suggest that the utter defeat of Amalek - by G-d and by us - will pave the way



to the world's finally recognizing that HaShem, the G-d of Israel, is the One true G-d of all.

GM One of the many mitzvot (74, the most of any sedra) in Ki Teitzei, is the mitzva of
MAAKEH. It represents the steps we must take to prevent harm to ourselves and others.

:EP «¤O ¦n l¥tŸP©d lŸ¬R¦iÎi «¦M L ½¤zi¥a§A Æmi ¦nC̈ mi ³¦Uz̈Î` «Ÿl§e L®¤B©b §l d ¤w £r «©n z̈i ¬¦Ur̈§e W ½̈cg̈ z¦i©́A Æd¤p §a¦z i³¦M

When you build a new house, you shall make a guard rail for your roof, so that you shall not
cause blood [to be spilled] in your house, that the one who falls should fall from it [the roof].

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 4034. There is only one other pasuk in Tanach with that same
gimatriya, T'hilim 140:5 - 

:i «̈nr̈§R zŸe ¬g §c ¦l E Àa §W«̈¹g x¬¤W £̀ i¦p ®¥x§v§p¦Y mi ¦́qn̈£g Wi ¦̀́ ¥n r ÀẄẍ i µ¥ci »¦n | 'ḑ i¦p µ¥x §nẄ

Guard me, HaShem, from the hands of a wicked man; from a man of robbery You shall watch
me, who plotted to cause my steps to slip.

The MAAKEH is meant to protect us from physical harm. If represents our best efforts to do
what we can to help keep us safe. When it comes to evil in others, we turn to G-d and ask Him
to watch over us and protect us from evil. And this protection we are asking for is in both the
physical and spiritual realms. The MAAKEH represents our efforts; SHOMREINI HASHEM is
our recognition that no matter what we can do for ourselves, we need HKB"H's help - we
can't do it without Him.



KI TAVO

GM Perek 28 of D'varim (in Ki Tavo) is long. Not the longest - actually, it is second longest
with 69 p'sukim, following Bamidbar 7 with 89. 

L§E©v §n i¬¦kŸp «̀̈  x²¤W £̀ ei ½̈zŸe§v ¦nÎlM̈Îz ¤̀ ÆzFU£r «©l xŸ ³n §W ¦l Li ½¤dŸl' ¡̀ 'd́ ÆlFw§A Ær ©n §W¦Y ©rF ³nẄÎm ¦̀  dÀ̈id̈§e
:u ¤x «̀̈ d̈ i¬¥iFBÎlM̈ l ©r oF½i §l¤r ÆLi¤̧dŸl' ¡̀ ' ³d ¹L§p ¸̈z§pE mF®I©d

"If you obey HaShem your G-d, carefully keeping all His commandments as I am prescribing
them to you today, then God will make you highest of all the nations on earth."

This pasuk begins the perek that contains the TOCHACHA. The perek begins on a good note,
as this pasuk and the 13 that follow it, are filled with blessings that will be ours IF we are
faithful to G-d. That leaves the remaining 53 p'sukim which are not at all to hear - especially,
since Bnei Yisrael demonstrated the need for the Torah to come down so heavily on the
People who turn away from G-d.

But that is not the focus for this Gimatriya Match. The pasuk's gimatriya is 5960. That's on
the large size, and matches are less frequent. But a nice one came up. There is a pasuk in
Parshat Emor that gives us a good idea of what it means to follow G-d. Of course, there are
many p'sukim that teach us proper Torah behavior, but this one in Emor teaches us well.

Æx¥B ©l§e i³¦pr̈ «¤l h ®¥T ©l§z ` ´Ÿl L §xi«¦v§w h¤w¬¤l§e L ½¤x§vªw§A ÆL §c «̈U z ³©̀§R dº¤N©k §zÎ` «Ÿl m À¤k§v §x ©̀  xi¦́v§wÎz ¤̀ m º¤k §x§vªw§a «E
:m«¤ki¥d «Ÿl' ¡̀ ' ¬d i¦p £̀ m ½̈zŸ̀  aŸ́f £r«©Y

"When you reap your land's harvest, do not completely harvest the ends of your fields. [Also]
do not pick up individual stalks that may have fallen. You must leave [all these] for the poor
and the stranger. I am HaShem your G-d."

This pasuk repeats mitzvot that were previous commanded and counted, just one sedra
earlier. Here, in Emor, it is in the flow of the cycle of the year's holy days, and is a reminder to
think of those less fortunate than us. The pasuk has both a BEIN ADAM LACHAVEIRO side, as
well as the BEIN ADAM LAMAKOM that reminds us that all property belongs to Him, and we
are its custodians. In following Him, we also help our fellow Jews.

GM One of the p'sukim that the Bikurim-bringer recites, and that we also use at the Seder
to tell the story of our Egyptian experience, describes what happened to us after many years
in that land - D'varim 26:6 -

:d «̈Wẅ d ¬̈cŸa £r Epi¥lr̈ E¬p §Y¦I©e EpE®P ©r§i©e mi ¦x§v ¦O©d Ep²̈zŸ̀  Er ¥̄xÏ©e

The Egyptians were cruel to us, making us suffer and imposing harsh slavery on us.

Approx. 95 years earlier, there was a famine in Canaan and Yaakov sends 10 of his sons to
Egypt to purchase food. Here is B'reishit 42:5, from Parhsat Mikeitz - 



:o ©r«̈p§M u ¤x ¬¤̀§A a ̈rẍ«̈d d¬̈id̈Îi «¦M mi ®¦̀Ä©d KFź§A xŸ A §W ¦l l ½¥̀ ẍ §U¦i í¥p §A ÆE Ÿ̀a̧Ï©e

Israel's sons came to buy rations along with the others who came because of the famine in
Canaan.

That's when the sons of Yaakov first went down to Egypt. The pasuk from Ki Tavo tells us
what happened to them much later.

The two p'sukim are a gimatriya match - 2456.

No connection except numerically, but what was going on in the year 2456 from Creation?
Actually, it is connected - we were 8 years out of Egypt in 2456, having already been decreed
to wander for 40 years in the Midbar.

GM And here's the next pasuk plus one of the Bikurim Declaration and the Magid section
of the Hagada - D'varim 26:8 -

:mi «¦z§tŸ «n§aE zF zŸ̀ §aE lŸ ®cB̈ ` ̈xŸn§aE d½̈iEh§p ©rŸx́§f¦aE Ædẅf̈£g c³̈i §A m¦i ½©x§v ¦O ¦n 'Æd Ep ³¥̀¦vF«I©e

God then brought us out of Egypt with a strong hand and an outstretched arm with great
visions and with signs and miracles.

And when and where did the process of Y'tzi'at Mitzrayim begin? At the Burning Bush, the
first appearance of G-d to Moshe. Sh'mot 3:6 - 

` ½¥xï i¦́M ei½̈pR̈ Æd ¤WŸn x³¥Y §q©I©e aŸ®w £r«©i i¥́dŸl' «̀¥e ẅg§v¦i i¬¥dŸl' ¡̀ m²̈dẍ§a ©̀  i¥̄dŸl' ¡̀ Li ½¦a ῭ i¥́dŸl' ¡̀ Æi¦kŸp «̀̈  x ¤n Ÿ̀ÀI©e
:mi «¦dŸl' ¡̀«̈dÎl ¤̀ hi¦A©d«¥n

[God then] said, 'I am the God of your father, the God of Avraham, God of Yitzchak, and God of
Yaakov.' Moshe hid his face, since he was afraid to look at the Divine.

The two p'sukim are a gimatriya match - 2795.

No connection except numerically, but what was going on in the year 2795 from Creation? 

The SHOFEIT at the time was IVTZAN of Beit Lechem. The gemara quotes a Midrash that
IVTZAN was BOAZ, of Megilat Ruth fame.

So, I guess, there is a connection - Redemption from Egypt and the beginning of the Geula
Sh'leima with the father of Malchut Beit David.



KI TAVO
The following GM for this week's sedra is a new find. For more GMs for Parshat Ki Tavo, go to
the whole file and search for "ki tavo"

GM The well-known (because they are recited and analyzed in the Pesach Hagada)
p'sukim of the Bikurim-bringer's Declaration, end with the pasuk that is not said on Seder
night (although there are a number of Seder elements that allude to it) is D'varim 26:9 (in Ki
Tavo) - 

:W«̈a §cE älg̈ z¬©af̈ u ¤x ²¤̀ z ½̀ŸG©d u ¤x ´̀̈ d̈Îz ¤̀ ÆEp ¸̈lÎo¤Y¦I©e d®¤G©d mŸeẃÖ©dÎl ¤̀ Ep ¥̀¦a§i©e

And He brought us to this place, and He gave us this Land, a land flowing with milk and honey.

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 3028. The NISTAR gimatriya of the pasuk (counting the spelling
of the letters - BET is spelled BET-YUD-TAV, so its full gimatriya is 412 - minus the letter
itself, which is revealed rather than NISTAR (hidden), giving a NISTAR gimatriya for BET of
410, and so on) is 4579. One of the p'sukim in Tanach with its regular gimatriya of 4579 is
T'hilim 40:6 -

dẍ¥A ©c £̀©e dc̈i¦B ©̀  Li ¤l ¥̀ KŸx £r | oi ¥̀  Epi ¥l ¥̀ Li¤zŸa §W§g ©nE Li¤zŸ̀ §l§t¦p i©dŸl' ¡̀ 'd dŸ ©̀  | z̈i ¦Ur̈ zŸeA ©x
:x¥R©Q ¦n En§vr̈

You have done great things, You, HaShem my God. Your wonders and Your thoughts are for us.
There is none to equal You; were I to tell and speak, they would be too many to tell.

The pasuk in Ki Tavo speaks to a specific significant act that HKBH has done (and continues
to do) for B'nei Yisrael - Bringing us to Eretz Yisrael and giving it to us. The pasuk in T'hilim
that matches the NISTAR (hidden) gimatriya of the pasuk, declares our recognition and
appreciation of G-d's many, many things He does for us. This says something special about
His bringing us to this Land, keeping His promises to the Avot, and giving us, the Jewish
People, the Land of Israel.

Now, take a look at the match between our pasuk and its MILUI gimatriya (full spelling of
each letter) - 7607. There is one pasuk in Tanach that has a regular gimatriya of 7607 - namely
Bamidbar 33:55 (in Parshat Mas'ei) -

m¦pi¦p§v ¦l§e m ½¤ki¥pi ¥́r§A Æmi¦M ¦U §l m ½¤d ¥n Exi ¦́zŸeY x´¤W £̀ Ædïd̈§e ¼m¤ki¥p§R ¦n »u ¤x »̀̈ d̈ i´¥a §W«iÎz ¤̀ EWi ¹¦xŸez ` ¸ŸlÎm ¦̀ §e
:D«̈A mi¬¦a §W«i m¤Y ©̀  x¬¤W £̀ u ¤x ¾̀̈ d̈Îl©r m ½¤k §z ¤̀ Ex́ §x«̈v§e m®¤ki ¥C¦v§A

But if you do not drive out the inhabitants of the Land from before you, then those whom you
leave over will be as spikes in your eyes and thorns in your sides, and they will harass you in the
land in which you settle.

Just coming to the Land is not the whole story. There are things that must be done for our
successful acquisition of the Land and continued successful dwelling therein.



NITZAVIM
 A pasuk in Nitzavim's section about T'shuva that describes the result of successful

T'shuva is 30:10 -

ÆaEWz̈ i³¦M d®¤G©d d ̈xFY©d x¤t¬¥q§A d ¾̈aEz§M©d ei ½̈zŸTªg§e Æeiz̈Ÿe§v ¦n xŸ ³n §W ¦l Li ½¤dŸl' ¡̀ 'd́ ÆlFw§A r À©n §W¦z i¦́M
 :L «¤W§t©pÎlk̈ §aE L§a«̈a §lÎlk̈ §A Li ½¤dŸl' ¡̀ 'd́Îl ¤̀

"(All this will happen) when you obey HaShem your G-d, keeping all His commandments and
decrees, as they are written in this book of the Torah, and when you return to HaShem your
G-d with all your heart and soul."

Many p'sukim in the Torah can pair up with D'varim 30:10 to make a point. But we are looking
specifically for a pasuk that has the same gimatriya (5610). And we found it. D'varim 16:18 - 

m ̈rd̈Îz ¤̀ E ¬h§t «̈W§e Li®¤hä §W ¦l L §l o¬¥zŸp Li²¤dŸl' ¡̀ 'd̄ x ¸¤W £̀ Li ½¤xr̈ §WÎlk̈ §A ÆL §lÎo¤Y «¦Y mi À¦x §hŸ «W§e mi ¦́h§tŸ «W
:w ¤c«¤vÎh©R §W ¦n

"Appoint yourselves judges and police for your tribes in all your settlements that God your Lord
is giving you, and make sure that they administer honest judgment for the people."

T'shuva is an individual mitzva that each of us must work hard for, especially during this
month of Elul. But T'shuva is also a communal endeavor. In order to achieve real, significant
T'shuva for Am Yisrael, this pasuk that begins Parshat Sho-f'tim fits the bill nicely.

GM The source (alright, one of the sources) for T'SHUVA in the Torah is in Parshat
Nitzavim - speciafically, D'varim 30:2 -

L§a«̈a §lÎlk̈ §A Li½¤päE d´̈Y ©̀  mF®I©d L§E©v §n i¬¦kŸp «̀̈ Îx ¤W £̀ lŸ ²k§M F ½lŸw §a ´̈Y§r ©n «̈W§e ÆLi¤̧dŸl' ¡̀ ' ³dÎc©r º̈Y§a ©W§e
:L «¤W§t©pÎlk̈ §aE

And you shall return to HaShem, your God, with all your heart and with all your soul, and you
will listen to His voice according to all that I am commanding you this day you and your
children.

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 3805. Five other p'sukim in Tanach share this gimatriya with
our pasuk. But, alas, nothing jumps out to make a significant comment about.

However, the AT-BASH gimatriya of this pasuk is 5610. Checking for p'sukim whose regular
gimatriyas are 5610, resulted in four p'sukim, and this time, one of them is a significant
match for our pasuk. In fact, the match is also in Nitzvam, just eight p'sukim after V'SHAVTA
- D'varim 30:10 -

ÆaEWz̈ i³¦M d®¤G©d d ̈xŸeY©d x¤t¬¥q§A d ¾̈aEz§M©d ei ½̈zŸTªg§e Æeiz̈Ÿe§v ¦n xŸ ³n §W ¦l Li ½¤dŸl' ¡̀ 'd́ ÆlŸew§A r À©n §W¦z i¦́M
:L «¤W§t©pÎlk̈ §aE L§a«̈a §lÎlk̈ §A Li ½¤dŸl' ¡̀ 'd́Îl ¤̀



When you obey HaShem, your God, to observe His commandments and His statutes written in
this Torah scroll, [and] when you return to HaShem, your God, with all your heart and with all
your soul.

These two p'sukim are obviously matched in more than regular & AT-BASH gimatriya; they
both speak to the same idea of Listening to G-d's voice, following His commandments, and
doing T'shuva for having veered from Him.



NITZAVIM
For more Nitzavim GMs, open the whole file and search for NITZAVIM. (You'll find this one, of course, but
there will be others.)

 Here's how Gimatriya Match searches go. Take D'varim 29:17 in Nitzavim:

z¤k´¤ll̈ Epi ½¥dŸl' ¡̀ 'd́ Æm¦r ¥n ÆmFI©d d³¤pŸt Fa̧ä §l Áx ¤W £̀ h¤a À¥WÎF` d´̈gR̈ §W ¦n F ¯̀  d ºẌ ¦̀ ÎF «̀  Wi ¦̀́ m Â¤k Â̈A Ẃ¥iÎo¤R
:d«̈p £r «©l§e W Ÿ̀ x d ¬¤xŸR W ¤xŸ ²W m À¤kÄ Ẃ¥iÎo¤R m®¥dd̈ ḿ¦iFB©d i¥dŸl ¡̀Îz ¤̀ cŸ ½a £r «©l

Perhaps there is among you a man, woman, family, or tribe, whose heart strays this day from
HaShem our God, to go and worship the deities of those nations. Perhaps there is among you a
root that produces hemlock and wormwood.

Big pasuk; high gimatriya. 6295. Unlikely to match another pasuk in Tanach. And so it is. This
is the only pasuk with that gimatriya. 

Disappointed, but not discouraged. Because I also search for matches with NPP, neat partial
p'sukim. So let's take the end part of the pasuk.

:d«̈p £r «©l§e W Ÿ̀ x d ¬¤xŸR W ¤xŸ ²W m À¤kÄ Ẃ¥iÎo¤R...

Perhaps there is among you a root that produces hemlock and wormwood.

This is a particularly good NPP for now, because the RASHEI TEIVOT of SHORESH POREH
ROSH is SHOFAR (and if you insist on spelling shofar with a VAV, the next word's first letter
will work - V'LAANA).

With a gimatriya of 2249 for this NPP, there will probably be several p'sukim to choose from.
Sure enough, there are 10 p'sukim in Tanach with that gimatriya; three from the Torah - and
one specific pasuk to focus on. D'varim 13:2 from R'ei.

:z«¥tFn F ¬̀  zF ̀  Li²¤l ¥̀ o¬©zp̈§e mF ®l£g m ¥́lŸg F ̀  `i ½¦ap̈ ÆL§A §x¦w§A mE ³wïÎi «¦M

[This is what you must do] when a prophet or a person who has visions in a dream arises
among you. He may present you with a sign or miracle,

(the next pasuk continues: and on the basis of that sign or miracle, say to you, 'Let us try out a
different god. Let us serve it and have a new spiritual experience.')

NAVI SHEKER - a false prophet, even one who seems legit, charismatic, and impressive with
signs and wonders...

What an example of the rotten apple among us!



VAYEILECH
 Back at the very beginning of the Book of D'varim, Bnei Yisrael were camped in Arvot

Moav, the threshold of Eretz Yisrael, which they were soon to cross. One can only imagine
the heavy schedule of talks and shiurim that Moshe Rabeinu delivered in the last 37 days of
his life. We know that they began at the beginning of D'varim and came to a number of
milestones on their spiritual journey. One such notable point is expressed in D'varim 27:9 (Ki
Tavo) - 

«̈zí¥i§d¦p Æd¤G©d mF³I©d l ½¥̀ ẍ §U¦i Ær ©n §WE | z³¥M §q©d xŸ ®n` ¥l l ¥̀ẍ §U¦iÎlM̈Îl ¤̀ m½¦I¦e §l«©d mí¦p£dŸ «M©d§e Æd ¤WŸn x³¥A ©c§i©e
:Li«¤dŸl' ¡̀ ' d«©l m ½̈r §l

"Moshe and the Levitical kohanim spoke to all Israel, saying: Pay attention and listen, Israel.
Today you have become a nation to HaShem your G-d."

Moshe is describing what is to happen upon entry of Eretz Yisrael - the brachot and k'lalot
with the people on Har G'rizim and Har Eival, and the writing of the words of the Torah on 12
stones whitewashed with lime. This was to take place after entry into Eretz Yisrael, but the
plan was spelled out while the People were still in the Midbar, getting ready to enter.
Although the people had become a nation upon coming out of Egypt, and again at Har Sinai,
this to is called the day that we became a Nation to G-d.

And in Parshat Vayeilech, we find another significant milestone, in 31:24 - 

:m «̈O ªY c ©r x¤t®¥qÎl©r z Ÿ̀G©dÎd «̈xFY©d i ¬¥x§a ¦CÎz ¤̀ aŸ ²Y§k ¦l d À¤WŸn zFŃ©k§M | i¦́d§i©e

"Moshe finished writing the words of this Torah in a scroll to the very end."

Revelation at Sinai, hearing the Aseret HaDibrot, almost getting them written in stone, then
getting them in stone on the second set of Luchot, oral transmission of Torah throughout the
sojourn in the Midbar, then the completion of the oral transmission that, as announced by
the Torah, is the day we became a Nation (for real), and now the Writing of the Torah in a
scroll. More milestones to come, but these two p'sukim quoted here are Gimatriya Matches
(3944) of the Oral Torah and the Written Torah.



Shabbat Shuva
 The Shabbat gets its name from the haftara (Hoshei'a 14:2)

:L«¤pŸe £r«©A Ÿ §l ©Wk̈ i¬¦M Li®¤dŸl' ¡̀ 'd́ c ©r l ½¥̀ ẍ §U¦i däEW

Return, O Israel, to the Lord your God, for you have stumbled in your iniquity.

The gimatriya of the pasuk is 1948, a number that represents a major step in Israel's return to
Eretz Yisrael, and hopefully, to HaShem. We're not there yet, but we are - Baruch HaShem -
headed in the right direction.

But look what other pasuk in Tanach has a matching gimatriya - Mishlei 3:17. Familiar? Maybe
not the source, but the pasuk is definitely familiar.

:mŸe «lẄ d̈i´¤zŸeai¦z§pÎlk̈«§e m ©rŸ®pÎi¥k §x ©c d̈i¬¤kẍ §C

Its (the Torah's) ways are ways of pleasantness, and all its paths are peace.

This is a key component in the struggle for T'shuva - individual and communal. It is the
pleasantness of Torah and a Torah way of Life, that we must help our fellow Jews see,
experience, and accept - with love.

And not to stay with only the Common Era 1948, let's not forget that Avraham Avinu was
born in the year 1948 from Creation. And we, as his descendants and spiritual heirs, should
emulate his outreach to others. In his case, it was to the people of the world. In our case, let's
focus on our fellow Jews and then things will spread to our being a Light unto the World.



NITZAVIM-VAYEILECH  •  HAFTARA
 The last haftara of the year - every year - spans parts of three p'rakim in Yishayahu:

the last two p'sukim (10-11) of ch. 61, all 12 p'sukim of ch. 61, and the first 9 p'sukim (of 19) of
ch. 63. 23 p'sukim is around average for a haftara, but being from three p'rakim is unusual.

The haftara is read on the ultimate Shabbat of the year, regardless of whether Nitzavim is
read alone or combined with Vayeilech.

The opening pasuk of Yishayahu 62 is this -

ci¬¦R ©l§M D̈zr̈EWi¦e D ½̈w §c¦v ÆD©bŸ P̧©k ³̀¥v¥iÎc©r hF ®w §W ¤̀ ` ´Ÿl m©lẄE «x§i o ©r¬©n §lE d ½¤W¡g ¤̀ ` ´Ÿl ÆoFI¦v o ©r³©n §l
:x «̈r §a¦i

"For the sake of Zion, I will not be silent, and for the sake of Jerusalem I will not rest, until her
righteousness comes out like brilliance, and her salvation burns like a torch."

This comforting promise of G-d's can be hastened to actualization, if when we - as individual
Jews and as Klal Yisrael - will live our lives to the highest Torah standards. One of the
p'sukim that comes to mind as a fitting partner with this pasuk from the haftara that brings
us into Rosh HaShana and a new year - is Vayikra 19:2 - 

:m«¤ki¥d «Ÿl' ¡̀ ' ¬d i¦p £̀ WF ½cẅ i¦́M E®i§d «¦Y mi ¦́Wc§w m¤d ¥l £̀ ¬̈Y §x ©n «̀̈ §e l ²¥̀ẍ §U¦iÎi«¥p §A z ©̄c£rÎlM̈Îl ¤̀ x º¥A ©C

"speak to the entire Israelite community and say to them: You must be holy, since I am
HaShem your G-d [and] I am holy."

These two p'sukim would match up to become an appropriate pre-Rosh HaShana message
even without the fact that the two p'sukim share a gimatriya (3595).



V'ZOT HA-B'RACHA

GM One of the most well-known p'sukim in the Torah is D'varim 33:4 - 

:aŸ «w £r«©i z¬©N¦d§w d ̈WẍF «n d®¤WŸn Ep̈lÎdË¦v d ¬̈xFY

The Torah that Moshe commanded us is a legacy for the congregation of Yaakov.

Now let's look at into NEVI'IM, specifically, SHO-F'TIM 11:1 -  

:g«̈Y§t¦iÎz ¤̀ c ̈r §l¦B c ¤lF¬I©e d®̈pFf d ´̈X ¦̀ Îo¤A `E dèe l¦i ½©g xFÁ¦B Ædïd̈ i À¦cr̈ §l¦B©d g´̈Y§t¦ièe

Now Yiftach the Giladi was a mighty man of valor, and he was the son of a woman harlot, and
Gil'ad begot Yiftach.

These two p'sukim share the same Gimatriya - 2411. But what else connects them? 

Midrash Rabba on Kohelet, for one, where it says that Moshe 

NOT FINISHED

GM One of the p'sukim that summarizes Moshe Rabeinu's life is D'varim 34:10 - 

:mi«¦pR̈Îl ¤̀ mi¦pR̈ ' ½d Ÿeŕc̈§i Æx ¤W £̀ d®¤Wn§M l ¥̀ẍ §U¦i§A cŸe ²r `i¬¦ap̈ m ¸̈wÎ Ÿ̀l§e

And there was no other prophet who arose in Israel like Moses, whom the Lord knew face to
face.

And one of the p'sukim that comes from the very beginning of Moshe's life, 120 years earlier
is Sh'mot 2:4 - 

:Ÿe «l d ¤Ur̈«¥IÎd ©n d ¾̈r ¥c §l wŸ ®gẍ «¥n Ÿe zŸg £̀ a¬©S©z«¥Y©e

His sister stood from afar, to know what would be done to him.

These two p'sukim share the same Gimatriya - 2236. 

This kind of Gimatriya Match I refer to as Bookends GMs. I have found many of this type of
GM. It makes for pleasing balance.

Another pasuk that has the same gimatriya as these two, points to a 'highlight' in Moshe's
'career' - Bamidbar 10:35 (in B'haalot'cha) -

:Li«¤pR̈ ¦n Li ¤̀§p ©U §n Eq¬ªp̈i§e Li ½¤a§iŸ «̀  ÆEv ª̧tï§e ' Àd | d´̈nEw d®¤Wn x ¤n Ÿ̀́I©e oŸ x ῭ «̈d ©rŸ ¬q§p¦A i²¦d§i©e

So it was, whenever the ark set out, Moses would say, Arise, O Lord, may Your enemies be



scattered and may those who hate You flee from You.

And one more pasuk which shares the same gimatriya - in this pasuk, Moshe tells the people
of his not being allowed into Eretz Yisrael. To be sure, this is a negatve element in his life, but
a very significant aspect of the life of Moshe Rabeinu - D'varim 1:37 (in Parshat D'varim) -

:m «̈W Ÿ̀¬az̈Î` «Ÿl d̈Y©̀ Îm©B xŸ ®n` ¥l m¤k §l©l§b¦A ' ½d s©́P ©̀ §z¦d Æi¦AÎm©B

The Lord was also angry with me because of you, saying, "Neither will you go there.



ROSH HASHANA

The Gimatriya of the word SHOFAR

300 (SHIN) + 6 (VAV) + 80 (FEI) + 200 (REISH) = 586

VAYITKA (BASHOFAR) - and he blew (the Shofar). 586
The object that is blown and the blowing, share the same gimatriya

YITKA'U, will be blown. An anagram of VAYITKA and also 586

The Shofar is a call to us to T'shuva, and our call to HaShem to forgive us.

L®¤C §q ©g l ¤cŸ́b §M d¤G ©d m ¬r̈d̈ o Ÿ²e £r«©l À̀̈pÎg«©l §«q...

'With Your great love, forgive the sin of this nation...' (partial of Bamidbar 14:19)

The gimatriya of the above partial pasuk is 586

UMITPALEIL (586) - and daven! T'fila is an indespensible partner of Shofar

Our Sages made that clear when they interwove Shofar-blowing with the brachot of
MALCHIYOT, ZICHRONOT, and SHOFAROT.

The following pasuk also brings SHOFAR and PRAYER together

xE ½X ©̀  u ¤x ¤̀́§A Æmi ¦c§aŸ «̀ d̈ E` À̈aE ¼lFcB̈ x´̈tFW§A »r©wŸ¦i `E Àd©d mFÍ©A | d́ïd̈§e
:m «̈lẄExi¦A W ¤cŸ T©d x¬©d§A ' ²d ©l Eē£g«©Y §W¦d§e m¦i ®̈x§v ¦n u ¤x ¤̀́§A mi¦gC̈¦P©d§e

And it shall come to pass on that day, that a great shofar shall be sounded,
and those lost in the land of Assyria and those exiled in the land of Egypt shall come and they

shall prostrate themselves before G-d on the holy mount in Jerusalem.

YUD-REISH-VAV-SHIN-LAMED-MEM = 586
(the most common spelling of Yerushalayim in Tanach - by far)

Shulchan Aruch - Orach Chayim
Hilchot Rosh HaShana: simanim 581-603

The siman that deals with the halachot of the shofar itself
is siman TAV-KUF-PEI-VAV, section 586



ROSH HASHANA

GM There are two relatively short passages in the Torah that deal with Rosh HaShana -
Vayikra 23:23-25 (in Parshat HaMoadin, in Emor), and Bamidbar 29:1-6 (in Parshat Pinchas)
which deals mostly with the Musaf of Rosh HaShana. 

Take a look at the first two p'sukim of the Vayikra 23 section about Rosh HaShana -

d³¤i§d«¦i W ¤c ÀŸg ©l  c´̈g ¤̀ §A i ¹¦ri¦a §X©d W ¤c¸Ÿg©A xŸ ®n` ¥l l ¥̀ẍ §U¦i i¬¥p §AÎl ¤̀ x²¥A ©C :xŸ «n` ¥N d¬¤WnÎl ¤̀ 'd x¬¥A ©c§i©e
:W ¤cŸ «wÎ`ẍ§w ¦n d ̈rEx§Y oŸe ¬x§k¦f oŸe ½zÄ ©W Æm¤kl̈

And HaShem spoke to Moshe, saying - Speak to the children of Israel, saying: In the seventh
month, on the first of the month, it shall be a Sabbat (-like day) for you, a remembrance of
[Israel through] the shofar blast a holy occasion.

And how do we know that it is specifically with the sound of the SHOFAR that we fulfill the
mitzva of YOM T'RU'A YIHYEH LACHEM (the cammand in the Rosh HaShana passage in
Parshat Pinchas)? The Oral Law teaches us via a G'ZEIRA SHAVA (parallel terminology) from
the mitzva to blow SHOFAR on the Yom Kippur of the Yovel year - Vayika 25:9 (Parshat Emor)

ẍtŸeW Exi¬¦a £r«©Y mi ½¦xªR¦M©d ÆmŸei §A W ¤cŸ ®g ©l xŸe Ur̈«¤A i ½¦r¦a §X©d W ¤cŸǵ©A Ædr̈Ex §Y x³©tŸeW º̈Y §x©a£r«©d§e
:m«¤k§v §x ©̀ Îlk̈ §A

You shall proclaim [with] the shofar blasts, in the seventh month, on the tenth of the month; on
the Day of Atonement, you shall sound the shofar throughout your land.

The two p'sukim from Emor's Parshat HaMoadim and the pasuk about blowing Shofar on
Yom Kippur of Yovel, share the same numeric value - 5661.

Not a perfect match, because the portion in Emor is considered an allusion to Rosh HaShana
when it falls on Shabbat and we do not blow the Shofar, but I think the match still has merit.





YOM KIPPUR
 The Torah reading for Yom Kippur is from Parshat Acharei - perek 16 of Vayikra in the

morning and perek 18 for Mincha. The opening pasuk of Acharei is:

 :Ez «ªnÏ©e ' dÎi«¥p§t ¦l m¬̈zä §xẅ §A oŸ ®x£d «©̀ í¥p §A i¥p §W zF ½n i ´¥x£g «©̀ d ½¤WŸnÎl ¤̀ 'Æd x³¥A ©c§i©e

"God spoke to Moshe right after the death of Aharon's two sons, who brought an
[unauthorized] offering before God and died."

In Parshat Sh'mini, when the Torah tells us about the deaths of Aharon's two sons, Moshe
calls upon Misha'el and Eltzafan, sons of Uziel, uncle of Aharon (and Moshe) to take care of
the bodies, because Aharon and his remaining two sons had the status of Kohein Gadol
(since Aharon and his sons were all anointed with the special oil - giving them KG status).
Moshe then tells Aharon and his sons not to abstain from cutting their hair (a kohen must
take a haircut at least once a month; if not, he cannot serve (or even enter) the Mikdash. Nor
should they rend their garments. This, of course is an allusion to the prohibition of a Kohein
Gadol mourning his close relatives. This mitzva is spelled out in Parshat Emor, Vayikra 21:12 -

:'d i¬¦p £̀ eïlr̈ ei²̈dŸl' ¡̀ z©̄g §W ¦n o ¤n´¤W x¤f¥Âp i ¿¦M ei®̈dŸl' ¡̀ W ©́C§w ¦n z ¥̀ l ½¥N©g§i ` ´Ÿl§e ` ½¥v¥i ` ´Ÿl ÆWC̈§w ¦O©dÎo ¦nE

"[In such a case - of the death of a close relative] he may not [even] leave the sanctuary. He
will then not profane his God's sanctuary, since his God's anointing oil is upon him. I am God."

These two p'sukim - the one from the beginning of the Yom Kippur layning, and the pasuk in
the beginning of Emor, are Gimatriya Matches (3369).



YOM KIPPUR
The following GM for Yom Kippur is a new find. For more GMs for Yom Kippur, go to the
whole file and search for "Yom Kippur"

GM A pasuk from the morning Torah reading of Yom Kippur (Vayikra 16:30 in Parshat
Acharei) is well-known, as it is found in the Yom Kippur davening and it is an encapsulation of
the essence of Yom Kippur - 

:Ex«̈d §h¦Y ' d i¬¥p§t ¦l m ½¤ki¥z Ÿ̀H́©g ÆlŸM ¦n m®¤k §z ¤̀ x¥́d©h §l m¤ki ¥l£r x¬¥R©k§i d²¤G©d mŸe¬I©aÎi «¦M

For on this day He shall effect atonement for you to cleanse you. Before HaShem, you shall be
cleansed from all your sins.

The gimatriya of this pasuk is 2684. There are two other p'sukim with the same gimatriya
that are relevant to Yom Kippur. Let's start with B'reishit 30:22 (in Parshat Vayeitzei) -

:D «̈n§g ©xÎz ¤̀ g©Y§t¦I©e mi ½¦dŸl' ¡̀ Æ̈di ¤̧l ¥̀ r³©n §W¦I©e l®¥gẍÎz ¤̀ mi¦dŸl' ¡̀ xŸ¬M§f¦I©e

And God remembered Rachel, and God hearkened to her, and He opened her womb.

This pasuk epitomizes RACHAMIM, mercy. (Interesting connection between RACHAMIM and
RECHEM, the womb.) We recalled Rachel on Rosh HaShana (haftara of the second day). The
essence of om Kippur is atonement and purification - certainly, a manifestation of HaShem's
RACHAMIM for His people.

And here is the other pasuk, Mishlei 7:2 - 

:Li«¤pi ¥r oŸe ¬Wi ¦̀ §M i À¦zẍŸez§¹e d®¥i§g¤e i ©́zŸe§v ¦n xŸń §W

Keep my commandments and live, and my instruction like the apple of your eyes.

No doubt, this pasuk hits the right note: Our greatest goal, our greatest claim before HKB"H
for His atonement, His purification of us, His exercise of Rachamim - is our observance and
love of His Torah and mitzvot.



CHANUKA

GM For Chanuka, I did the gimatriya of MA'OZ TZUR's first line:

©g«¥A ©W §l d ¤̀ p̈ L §l i ¦zr̈EW §i xEv fFrn̈

"O mighty stronghold of my salvation, to praise You is a delight."

As usual, I choose a pasuk - in this case, a line from a poem - and then see what comes up.
The programs I use give results as words, phrases, and whole p'sukim. Here's what matched
the above opening line of Ma'oz Tzur -.

:e «̈U¥r x¬©d ¥n d̈pEa §zE mF ½c ¡̀«¥n Æmi ¦nk̈£g i³¦Y §c©a £̀«©d§e ' ®d m ª̀§p `E d©d mF¬I©A `F ²l£d

"Shall I not in that day - says HaShem - destroy wise men from Edom and discernment from the
mountain of Eisav?"

The two p'sukim are GMs at 1961 (a fine year).

GM For Chanuka, I did the gimatriya of MA'OZ TZUR's first line of the Chanuka stanza:

,mi ¦P ©n §W ©g i ¥ni ¦A i©f £̀  i©lr̈ Ev §A §w ¦p mi ¦pë §i

Greeks gathered against me, then in Hasmonean days.

Finally, I get to use yet another gimatriya-type, known as AL-BAM. This is made by matching
the first 11 letters of the ALEF-BET with the second 11 letters.

The following pairs of letters result:

ALEF-LAMED, BET-MEM (hence, the name AL-BAM), GIMEL-NUN, DALET-SAMACH,
HEI-AYIN, VAV-PEI, ZAYIN-TZADI, CHET-KUF, TET-REISH, YUD-SHIN, and KAF-TAV.

The values of the letters are ALEF=30, BET=40, GIMEL=50, DALET=60, HEI=70, VAV=80,
ZAYIN=90, CHET=100, TET=200, YUD=300, KAF=400, LAMED=1, MEM=2, NUN=3, SAMACH=4,
AYIN=5, PEI=6, TZADI=7, KUF=8, REISH=9, SHIN=10, TAV=20.

And here is the pasuk whose regular gimatriya = 2608, which is the AL-BAM gimatriya of
Y'VANIM NIKB'TZU...

:` ¤l«¤t d ¥UŸ ¬r z ŸN¦d§z ` ¬̈xŸep W ¤cŸ®T©A x ´̈C §̀ ¤p dk̈Ÿ nM̈ i¬¦n ' ½d Æm ¦l ¥̀ «̈A dk̈Ÿ ³nk̈Îi «¦n

Who is like You among the powerful, HaShem? Who is like You, powerful in the holy place? Too
awesome for praises, performing wonders!

And finally, we have a connection between "Greeks gathered against me", and those who
fought them - MACABI - the acronym of MI KAMOCHA BA-EILIM HASHEM.



CHANUKA
Gimayriya Match
Looking for a nice Chanuka gimatriya match, I first searched for NUN, GIMEL, HEI, PEI - the
letters on an Israeli dreidel. 50+3+5+80 = 138. Got 81 words in Tanach with the same gimatriya.
Nothing exciting to comment on. No p'sukim. 432 phrases - nothing jumped out as I scanned
the list.

So I next looked at NEIS GADOL HAYA PO. At 258, I got another 47 words, no p'sukim, and
449 phrases. Again, nothing exciting presented itself.

So, allow me to introduce a different Gimatriya - MILUI (full spelling):

ALEF is 1 in regular gimatriya; in MILUI, we spell out the letter and then find its gimatriya.
ALEF is ALEF-LAMED-FEI = 1+30+80 = 111. BET is BET-YUD-TAV = 412...

dt did lecb qp

A great miracle occurred here.

To get the MILUI gimatriya of this four-word sentence, we have to spell out the letters. 

NUN is spelled NUN-VAV-NUN, which = 106.

SAMACH = SAMACH-MEM-CHAF = 120.

GIMEL = GIMEL-YUD-MEM-LAMED = 83.

DALET = DALET-LAMED-TAV = 434.

VAV = VAV-VAV = 12.

LAMED = LAMED-MEM-DALET = 74.

HEI = HEI-ALEF = 6.

YUD = YUD-VAV-DALET = 20.

PEI = PEI-ALEF = 81.

Adding up the spellings of NEIS GADOL... we get 948.

And that gives only five matching words (nothing to say about any of them), one pasuk, and
862 phrases. 

The one pasuk, whose regular gimatriya matches the MILUI gimatriya of NEIS GADOL HAYA
PO, is T'hilim 116:11, which happens to be from Hallel, and specifically, from one of the parts
we say only in Full Hallel. So there is something to say, because when we celebrate the NEIS
GADOL that HAYA PO, we say Full Hallel. 

Nice, but still looking for more.



And then I found something among the 862 phrases. It's from Bamidbar 7:84 and 88, a phrase
that goes very nicely with NEIS GADOL HAYA PO.

...©g À¥A§f ¦O©d z©́Mªp£g | z Ÿ̀́f

...©g ½¥A§f ¦O©d z©́Mªp£g z Ÿ̀ µf...

And that finally makes a nice GM for Chanuka.

However... there is a problem with using MILUI gimatriyas in general - namely, the different
ways to spell a letter's name. Is VAV spelled VAV-VAV or VAV-ALEF-VAV? Changes to totals.
A number of letters have more than one possible spelling. Oh, well. Still nice, but not perfect.



dkpg - ycg y`x - zay
Just for fun, I put SHABBAT - ROSH CHODESH - CHANUKA into a gimatriya search and
found that it matched seven different p'sukim in Tanach (with a gimatriya of 1598). One of
p'sukim made me smile. Specifically, T'hilim 33:12 - 

:Ÿe «l d´l̈ £g«©p §l x©gÄ | m Ã̈rd̈ ei®d̈Ÿl' ¡̀  'd́Îx ¤W £̀  iŸeB ©d i ´¥x §W ©̀

Fortunate (happy) is the nation whose God is the Lord, the people that He chose as His
inheritance.

It is a special Shabbat like this one, that is joined by Rosh Chodesh and Chanuka, to bring a
smile to each of us, as we (hopefully) realize how very fortunate we are to be part of AM
YISRAEL.


